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CHAPTER ONE




Zimbabwe has two official indigenous languages, namely Shona and Ndebele and it has fourteen minority languages but only six are recognised in the country’s language use policy. These are Shangani, Venda, Tonga, Nambya, Kalanga and Sotho. This study is based on Shangani, a minority language spoken by about five per cent of the country’s population, according to Hachipola (1998). It describes and explains the phonological processes involving the language’s vowels and consonants and also coming up with the language’s vowel and consonant inventories. The study employs analytical formalisms drawn from sub-theories of Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) Generative Phonology (GP). These are Sagey (1986) and Clements (1985) Feature Geometry (FG), Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) and Jakobson and Halle’s (1956) Distinctive Feature (DF) theory and Clements and Keyser’s (1983) Consonant Vowel (CV) phonology model of the syllable structure. The minimal pair test is used in coming up with the language’s phoneme inventory.

1.2	Background 
This study investigates the segmental phonology of Shangani. It specifically seeks to explore and account for the segmental structure of Shangani and presents the language’s phoneme inventory. 

According to Hyman (1975:2), phonology is “the study of sound systems, that is, the study of how speech sounds structure and function in languages.” Therefore, this study looks at how speech sounds are structured as well as their function in Shangani. In this regard, this study identifies vowel and consonantal segments that are contrastive in Shangani. This is consistent with Katamba’s (1989) observation that the linguistic function of phonemes is to distinguish or contrast word meaning. 

This investigation demonstrates that in Shangani some sound differences are crucially distinctive or systematically functional while others are not. This study does not concern itself with non-distinctive differences or phonetic variations of Shangani segments. This means that the investigation is strictly phonological. Furthermore, Katamba (1989) notes that the knowledge of the phonological system which speakers of a language have consist, in part, knowledge of the phonemes of that language and their allophones. 

This study also examines the permissible syllable structure in Shangani.  This is primarily because “generative phonologists appreciate that the syllable is an essential concept for understanding phonological structure” (Kenstowicz 1994:250). Three kinds of justification can be offered for the exploration of the properties of the Shangani canonical syllable structure. Firstly, the syllable is a natural domain for the statement of many phonotactic constraints (Goldsmith 1995). Secondly, phonological rules are more simply and insightfully expressed if they explicitly refer to the syllable (Katamba 1989). Finally, several phonological processes are best interpreted as methods to ensure that the string of phonological segments is parsable into syllables (Kadenge 2008).

Concerning phonological processes, this investigation examines phonological processes involving Shangani vowels such as vowel harmony, glide formation, feature spreading, secondary articulation, vowel coalescence, vowel epenthesis and vowel deletion. In this regard, this study looks at how processes such as nasal assimilation enhance ease of articulation while sound changes like glide formation, secondary articulation, feature spreading, vowel deletion and vowel coalescence help in removing vowel sequences (vowel hiatus resolution) and processes like nasalisation, an example of consonant substitution process, are strictly morphophonemic (a result of affixation). The study also looks at phonological processes involving Shangani consonants such as nasalization, regressive homorganic nasal assimilation and other consonant substitution processes such as stopping. 

1.3	An Overview of the Shangani Language
This section gives a detailed background of the Shangani language.  It looks at the Shangani language situation, the Shangani people, the language’s regional status and its current status in Zimbabwe’s language use policy.  It also introduces the Shangani people in Zimbabwe including their location, linguistic classification and population.  A brief analysis of Zimbabwe’s language use policy is also outlined.  All this helps in supporting the researcher’s stance that Zimbabwean Shangani variety should be treated differently from the other varieties in neighbouring countries.

1.3.1	Shangani Speakers and Location









Shangani is a cross-border language. Wolff (2000:320) defines a cross border language as a language whose territory has been divided by an international border and is spoken on both sides of the border.  Its sister varieties are spoken mainly in Zimbabwe, Swaziland, South Africa where it is known as Tsonga and Mozambique where it is known as XiChangana (Sitoe 2001:1).  In Zimbabwe, it is known as Shangani although only a variety of Shangani referred to as Hlengwe (Bannerman 1972:36) or Tswa by Guthrie (1967) is used.  In this study, this Hlengwe or Tswa variety is the one referred to as Zimbabwean Shangani. In this study, it will be referred to as Shangani or Zimbabwean Shangani. 

The Shangani speakers have become a divided and different people because of colonialism which led to the partition of Africa. Funnel (2004) notes that the partition of Africa led to the separation of several ethnic groups which lived along geographical markers that were used as country boundaries. The Limpopo River was used as a political boundary to demarcate the south-eastern border of Zimbabwe and this geographical boundary divided the Shangani people, who now live on either sides of the Limpopo River.  The Gonarezhou National Park also separated the Shangani people into Mozambique and Zimbabwe. The separation of these ethnic groups gave birth to what is now commonly referred to as cross-border languages. In Southern Africa, the Shangani, Kalanga, Tonga and Venda people are some of the examples of people separated by boundaries set up during the partitioning of Africa.   

Due to this division and separation, the speakers of cross-border languages were forced to develop separately in terms of their education, language, worldview, culture and politics.  For instance, in the case of Shangani, the language under study, each of the different countries where it is spoken has its own orthography (except for Zimbabwe where there are still efforts to come up with a standard orthography for its variety) and agenda for development (Mabaso 2006:2).  This is mainly because the countries where these cross-border languages like Shangani are spoken are all sovereign states that experience and conduct social development from different perspectives and approaches.  In the case of Shangani, the differences in its varieties are also due to the fact that the Shangani people are spread on a very large geographical dispersion and as a result they interacted with other languages. The Shangani people on the Zimbabwean side are living in an Anglophone territory and are influenced by English and the dominant Shona language while those in Mozambique are in Lusophone territory and are influenced by Portuguese and other neighbouring languages.  The Tsonga variety in South Africa is influenced by English, Afrikaans, Venda and other Nguni languages like Zulu, Xhosa, Pedi and Sotho. All these factors have a bearing on the language varieties’ phonologies and development in general since each of these countries where there are cross-border languages exerts its own linguistic influence. As mentioned earlier on, this study gives special attention to the variety of Shangani that is spoken in Zimbabwe.

1.3.3.1	Shangani Status in Mozambique 

In Mozambique, the variety of Shangani is known as XiChangana (Sitoe 2001:1). XiChangana is a language of significant presence in the country. It is also one of the country’s most used languages and is taught up to tertiary level. The variety is well-developed and has a lot of grammar textbooks and many other forms of written materials. However, most of the written material cannot be used by a target audience outside which does not understand Portuguese because they are written in Portuguese. The following are some of XiChangana grammars written in Portuguese: Ribeiro, A. Gramatica de Changana (1965), Ngunga, A. Introducao a Linguistica Bantu (2004) and Sitoe, B. Categoria das extensoes Verbais na Lingua Tsonga (1988) among many others.

Mozambican XiChangana and Zimbabwean Shangani now have different vocabularies and this also makes their consonant inventories different. The main cause of these differences in vocabulary is the fact that both the varieties borrow from adjacent languages. Mozambican XiChangana being in a Lusophone territory borrows mainly from Portuguese while Zimbabwean Shangani borrows vocabulary from English and other African languages like Shona. The differences in vocabulary can be noted from the examples given in the table below.
Table 1.1	Differences between XiChangana and Shangani Vocabulary







Another difference between these two varieties can be noted in their consonant inventories. The table below substantiates this point.








According to Sitoe (2001:3), the Mozambican variety has the following unique consonants in its inventory; bz, bzh, ps, psh, xj, yh, wh, zvh, n’q, n’h and n’qh. All these consonants are not found in the Zimbabwean variety. 

Another difference can also be noted when locatives are derived from common nouns. In both the varieties, the suffix /–ini/ is in most cases added to get a locative. For example:









 The above examples show that there is no velarization of /m/ to /ŋ/ in the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. Vowel coalescence is the only phonological process noted in the above Zimbabwean Shangani examples. 

The same can also be seen in Class 1 nouns as shown in the table below:

Table 1.4 Differences between XiChangana and Shangani Class 1 Noun Formation






1.3.3.2	Shangani Status in South Africa

In South Africa, the Shangani variety is known as Tsonga and it is one of the country’s eleven official languages. With its status of official language, Tsonga is well developed and taught up to tertiary level. It boasts of a rich language infrastructure and skills in the form of appropriate books, dictionaries, publishers and trained professionals of all kinds.

The difference in Zimbabwean Shangani variety and South African Tsonga can also be noted in their vowel inventories. According to Marhanele (1986:6), Tsonga distinguishes seven vowels, which are: [a], [ε], [e], [i], [ɔ], [o] and [u]. Zimbabwean Shangani only has five pure vowels [a, e, i, o, u]. There is also a difference in some consonants, for example, where South African Tsonga uses [sw] for the labio-alveolar fricative [ʂ (​http:​/​​/​www.unilang.org​/​wiki​/​index.php​/​IPA:_%CA%82" \o "IPA: ʂ​)], Zimbabwean Shangani uses <sv>. The two varieties use different symbols to capture same sounds. Like Mozambican XiChangana, in South African Tsonga, there is velarization of [m] to [ŋ] when followed by VV sequences. 

Zimbabwean Shangani variety, unlike South African Tsonga and Mozambican XiChangana no longer has a lot of clicks. This can be noted in the Shangani spoken in Mwenezi district which is greatly influenced by Shona, the major language in the area. This is shown in Table 1.5 that follows.








1.3.3.3	Shangani Status in Zimbabwe

In Zimbabwe, because of peculiar historical situations and the country’s language policy, Shangani is one of the country’s recognized minority languages and is not well developed.  It is categorized in Zimbabwe’s Education Act (1987) as a minority language because of its demographic inferiority and its limited public functions (Batibo 2005). With its status of official minority, this language has not benefited much in the language policies of the state since the colonial era.  

It has had very little attention from linguists and the Zimbabwean government as a whole. The Zimbabwean government never encouraged the pluralist language approach probably because it considers it to be very expensive.  A pluralist language approach as Herbert (1992:40) notes would mean finding resources to produce enough textbooks in all the indigenous languages which seems to be next to impossible given the poor economic situation the government of Zimbabwe is struggling with ( Mabaso 2004:4). The Zimbabwean government seem not to have realised that ‘far from being a divisive force that weakens the bonds of nationhood, linguistic pluralism can be a powerful force of a new humanity within a world of tremendous diversity” (Mazrui and Mazrui 1998:198). 

Ndhlovu (2004:126) also notes that in countries like Zimbabwe, “the undermining of the value of minority languages and cultures has largely been propagated, sustained and legitimized through the formulation of non-pluralistic and unpopular language policies that over-promoted ‘official’ and ‘national’ languages”. Ndhlovu (2004:26) challenges the Zimbabwean government to cater for its heterogeneous population by “honestly and sincerely committing itself to the promotion of linguistic and cultural pluralism.” He encourages the “use of the country’s cultural and linguistic resources in order to enable Zimbabweans to free themselves from all forms of linguistic discrimination, dominance and division.”

In Zimbabwe, Shona and Ndebele were imposed as the national official languages and English was given the highest status as the country’s official national language.  Imposing only two national languages in a multilingual country like Zimbabwe with more than sixteen indigenous languages led to the serious marginalization of other languages. This is also supported by Ngunga (2009:65) who argues that when languages spoken in a country “are not assigned any status that allow their speakers to use them in the construction and development of a fairer society governed by principles of equality and harmony, then linguistic diversity constitutes indeed a delicate and sensitive issue.” The above situation prevails in Zimbabwe where speakers of minority languages were, as it were, expected to learn either Shona or Ndebele, Zimbabwe’s national languages since they were the only indigenous languages taught in schools. As a result, most literate minority language speakers are bilingual. While bilingualism is an advantage, in a situation where language policies do not protect or promote minority languages, the minority languages eventually are discarded and the speakers ethnically assimilate into the majority language speakers’ communities. This also has a bearing on the language’s grammar and lexical purity in general and phonology in particular which is the aim of this thesis.





As aforementioned, in Zimbabwe, Shangani is one of the country’s recognized official minority languages which have not benefited much in the language policies of the state since the colonial era. The colonial scheme was to effectively control the claimed territories, and the effective way was to subjugate the minorities by subsuming them under the major ethnic communities that they dealt with.  Post-independent Zimbabwe just adopted what was set out during the colonial era. The bottom of the problem in this research lies in the fact that Shangani is not attaining its full position, despite the fact that its speakers are expected to participate in the religious, social, economic and political domains of life in Zimbabwe. This is despite the fact that without a language, one’s legitimacy is questionable.

The Zimbabwe Education Act of 1987, chapter 55, which also doubles as the country’s language policy, gave the provision to teach Shangani and other officially recognized minority languages in schools. In 2008, Shangani was introduced as a course at Great Zimbabwe University (GZU), one of Zimbabwe’s state universities that offer African languages. GZU is the only state university that offers studies in four African languages.  This means that this once marginalized language needs to be developed in all aspects, including its grammar. This is in line with Ngunga’s (2009:75) argument that grammatical descriptions should be one of the top priorities in the promotion and development of indigenous languages. Clements (2000:124) also holds the same view when he argues that:
With the large majority of African languages still poorly (if at all) described and many smaller languages menaced by extinction, the importance of continuing research for descriptive and theoretical purposes cannot be overemphasized.

At the present moment, students studying Shangani at GZU use South African Tsonga grammar books. The Shangani lecturers are also from South Africa. This tends to create problems when it comes to language authenticity. As a result, the present study argues for the study of phonological processes which specifically focus on the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. The reason being that Zimbabwean Shangani cannot be totally identical to South African Tsonga or Mozambican XiChangana in light of the degree of Shona elements incorporated; passage of time and isolation from the areas where the above mentioned varieties are spoken. The present research argues that Shangani in Zimbabwe now has some peculiar features of phonology and vocabulary which are not present in Tsonga or XiChangana. There is no velarization of nouns in the formation of locatives or diminutives in Zimbabwean Shangani, unlike in the two other varieties. Zimbabwean Shangani has lost most of its click sounds, as mentioned earlier on. There is also no prenasalisation of some nouns as shown by the [nsati] versus [sati], [ntombi] versus [tombi] and [mfenhe] versus [fenhe] examples. This is understandable since language, as dynamic as the society itself, changes. This argument is in line with Gondo’s (2009) observation that Zimbabwean Shangani speakers want to be viewed as a separate and distinct group rather than become absorbed into the larger groups outside Zimbabwe.  

There is dire need for linguistic research and publication in the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. Ngunga (2009:66) argues that, “linguists need to move from a stage of discussion on macro-linguistic, as has mostly been happening up to now, into a stage of micro-linguistic work, which involves real linguistic studies.”  With Ngunga’s argument in mind, this study is expected to mark the beginning of more linguistic research on Shangani grammar in general and phonology in particular. This recommendation is also in line with Hyman’s (2003:1) observation that: 

All of linguistics seems now to accept, if not enthusiastically encourage, the study of endangered languages as well as minority languages, or what are generally referred to as unempowered languages. 

Gondo (2009) argues that Shangani in Zimbabwe was a seriously marginalized language that was left out on all national language planning programmes. Although the language policy of Zimbabwe now states that minority languages like Shangani should be taught up to examinable levels in schools, Gondo (2009:133) notes that: 
It seems the government is not fully committed to its stated policy directions and is only using piece meal approaches rather than having and using a comprehensive policy that is well enunciated and widely discussed. 

Bamgbose (1991:11) also made a similar observation when he argued that “language policies in Africa, no matter how good they are, are characterised by among other aspects, a declaration without implementation.” Gondo accuses the Zimbabwean government of not making any efforts to produce the necessary and relevant resources for teaching Shangani. 

In Zimbabwe, one can safely argue that the idea of developing minority languages like Shangani and empowering their speakers through these languages up to date has just been a mere lip service for a very long time. The Zimbabwean government addressed and commissioned the issue of developing minority languages in the early 1990s but nothing of significance has been done so far. After the commissioning, Hachipola worked with Mkanganwi and Chiwome to consider the position of minority languages. Hachipola only managed to come up with a small book entitled, A Survey of the Minority Languages of Zimbabwe which was published in 1998. As the title of the book indicates, he only managed to carry out a survey of the minority languages and nothing more. Some of Zimbabwe’s minority languages, for example Shangani still do not have a standardized orthography. 

Attempts to develop the language have been hindered by financial constraints. The Zimbabwean government does not have any language development and revitalization strategies to come up with a language policy and implement it. What the Zimbabwean government seems not to be aware of is the fact that underdeveloped languages like Shangani urgently need some form of support to fast-track them so that they could move twice as fast as the country’s developed indigenous languages so that they become at par with them. This can only be achieved through the effective financing of language development programmes like dictionary making, grammar books and novels in these marginalized languages like Shangani. African Languages Research Institute (ALRI) tried to come up with a harmonized Shangani dictionary of the Zimbabwean and Mozambican variety but its efforts were hampered by shortage of trained personnel from the Zimbabwean side. Ndhlovu (2004:127) argues that “any government policy statement, which is not complimented with commensurate human and material resources as well as adequate enforcement measures, is likely to remain at the level of intent”.

However, it is hoped that the Minister of Education in the Government of National Unity (GNU) will live up to his promise of working tirelessly to see to it that minority languages are taught up to higher levels as per his interview with www.newzimbabwe.com (​http:​/​​/​www.newzimbabwe.com​) newspaper of 20/05/2011. One can be forgiven for being sceptical when it comes to issues of minority language uplifting because such promises have been made so many times before without being fulfilled. 

The 1992 UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities (Article 4:2) states that “member nations should create favourable conditions in which minority people can develop their languages.” Although Zimbabwe is part of the UN, it seemed to just have ignored the declaration.  UNESCO (1953:6) declares that “--- the best language of teaching and learning is the learner’s mother tongue and that all languages are capable of being media of school teaching.” Prah (2003) is of the same view when he asserts that “Africans learn best in their own languages, the languages they know from home.”  He goes further arguing that all societies in the world that have managed to develop have used their own languages in all spheres including from beginning to end for education. Still on the issue of promoting the use of the mother tongue as one of the key factors that lead to development, Chiwome (1993:5) also argues that:
Minority groups of Zimbabwe and in Africa in general cannot get full access to modernity without their languages and cultures because any development programmes that are mediated through other languages can only worsen the plight of uneven development.” 





1.5	Aim of the Study

The aim of this study is to examine the phonological processes that are found in the Zimbabwean Shangani language variety.

1.6	Objectives of the Study

The objectives of this investigation are as follows:

Table 1.6	Objectives of the Study	

Number 	Objective 
1	To identify and characterize the phonemic inventory of Shangani.
2	To examine the canonical syllable structure of Shangani.









1	What phonemes are distinctive in Shangani?
2	What are the intra-segmental characteristics of Shangani?
3	What is the nature of phonological processes that operate in Shangani?







This study is important in many ways. First, it appears that there is no in-depth phonological study of this kind on the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. In Zimbabwe this language is treated as an official minority or community language. This is primarily because its mother tongue speakers are fewer than the mother tongue speakers of Shona and Ndebele, which are considered as the major official indigenous languages in Zimbabwe. It is also noteworthy that there is very minimal literature that can be used as reference material for Zimbabwean Shangani. Therefore, it can justifiably be said that there is dire need for linguistic research and publication in this language. As a result, this study is expected to mark the beginning of more linguistic research on Shangani grammar, particularly its phonology. It is also hoped that the research helps fill a gap in our knowledge of the Shangani language by offering a detailed study of the phonological processes of the language.

The present work also complements the Zimbabwean government’s effort to introduce minority languages in the schools curricula. As mentioned before, Shangani is now taught at GZU. The students at this university rely on Tsonga materials from South Africa where the language’s other variety is spoken and taught in schools. However, the researcher feels that the Tsonga variety is now different in many ways due to various reasons aforementioned. The study is also beneficial to students of other African languages, who might find it important as a reference in comparing and contrasting their languages with Shangani.

This study is also important from a theoretical point of view. It employs a multidimensional approach to phonological analysis and it demonstrates that it is an effective way of achieving both descriptive and observational adequacy in the study of a particular language and in this case, the researcher proposes to account for the segmental phonology of Shangani.





There is no substantial literature that had been written on the Zimbabwean Shangani variety in general and specifically on its phonology. Although there are a lot of works in its sister varieties in Mozambique, the problem is that they are written in Portuguese and besides, the researcher noted that there are some differences in the varieties, such that their phonology tends to differ in some instances. Some of the works in Shangani grammar written in Portuguese are, Ribeiro’s Grammatica de Changana (1965), Sitoe’s Categoria das Extensoes Verbas na Lingua Tsonga (1998), Ngunga’s Introducao a Linguistica Bantu among many others.

The literature for this study includes general works on phonetics and phonology such as Abercrombie (1967), Gimson (1970), Katamba (1989), Kenstowicz (1994), Laver (1994), Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998) and Clements (2000) among others which is discussed in detail in Chapter two. Generally, these studies discuss phonological aspects such as phonological processes, phoneme inventories, the syllable, phonotactics and complex segments.  These studies also draw examples from various languages of the world. These works are helpful since they deepen my understanding of phonetics and phonology in general and the insights gained sharpen my understanding of phonological aspects needed for the analysis of Shangani data.
There are a number of descriptive grammars that have been done on a number of Southern Bantu languages. These studies include Doke (1931), Fortune (1980, 1984), Chimhundu (1983), Pongweni (1989), Mkanganwi (1973, 1995) and Harford (1997), among others. These studies describe and explain phonological processes such as vowel harmony, glide formation, vowel deletion, vowel coalescence and glide epenthesis and are very enlightening. These studies sensitize the research on the phonological aspects to watch for in Shangani, since it is also a Bantu language.
Mudzingwa (2001) makes a comprehensive description of the phonemic inventory of Shona and its phonological processes such as glide epenthesis, vowel elision and vowel harmony. The study also presents a unique categorization of consonants into two major categories which are simple and complex consonants. Although Mudzingwa focuses on the phonological processes of a child acquiring Shona, his overview of Shona phonology is very insightful when it comes to the general description of the phonemic inventory and categorization of phonemes of the language under investigation. The point of departure for this particular investigation is that it concentrates on the segmental aspects of Shangani.
Mudzingwa (2010) discusses different phonological processes the Shona dialects of Karanga and Zezuru apply to achieve the phonological structures that satisfy the dialects’ preferred CV syllable structure. He goes on to discuss how phonological processes like glide formation, feature spreading, secondary articulation, coalescence and elision act as hiatus resolution strategies in the above mentioned Shona dialects. Kadenge (2010), like Mudzingwa, explains Zezuru hiatus resolution strategies. He also shows that glide formation, glide epenthesis, vowel elision and vowel coalescence are used as hiatus resolution strategies in Zezuru. While Mudzingwa uses the Optimality Theory in his data analysis, Kadenge (2008) uses the generative CV-phonology model of syllable structure. Mudzingwa and Kadenge’s works are important to the present study in so many ways. They dwell on Zezuru, a dialect of Shona which is a language that has a lot in common with Shangani in as far as their phonological structures are concerned. They both have a CV syllable structure and some of the strategies used as hiatus breakers in Zezuru are also used in Shangani.

Kadenge (2010) in another article discusses the Zezuru dialect’s syllable structure. He maintains that the permissible syllable structure in Zezuru is that of the CV shape. He therefore, argues for a unitary analysis of Zezuru affricates, prenasalised consonants (NCs) and velarised consonants (Cws) which scholars like Mkanganwi (1995), Mathangwane (1999), Chimhundu (2002) among many others, treat as complex segments or heterosyllabic clusters. Kadenge argues that these should be treated as single segments in Zezuru. His discussion on Zezuru syllable structure is of much help when it comes to coming up with a Shangani consonant inventory, where consonants are classified as simple or complex consonants basing on their syllable structure.
Baumbach (1981) looks at Tsonga phonetics and sound changes. In his work, Baumbach dwells on the general description of the sound changes of the Tsonga language spoken in South Africa. His work is helpful to this study in that Tsonga and Shangani have a very high degree of mutual intelligibility to the extent that they are at times regarded as one language or varieties of the same language. The present study shifts from the descriptivist approach employed by Baumbach (1987) to a generative grammar framework in explaining sound changes that are found in the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. It also identifies, describes and analysed a phonemic inventory of the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. 
Mabaso (2009) also makes a brief descriptive analysis of some of the phonological processes in the Shangani locative.  In this study, no theory is used to analyse the data. The study only concentrated on presenting a descriptive analysis of the phonological processes that take place when a noun changes to a locative. This work is of great use to the present study in that some of the phonological processes discussed are also looked at. The present study goes a step further and gives a theoretical explanation of the phonological processes in the language. It does not only focus on the locative, but on all the phonological processes that are found in the Shangani language. 
Also, Clements (2000) offers a synthesis of recent work on the phonology of African languages, focusing on their phonemic inventories, feature contrasts, syllable structure and tone. He also presents phoneme types that are more common in African languages than elsewhere, for example, implosives, labio-velar stops, initial Nasal Clusters (NC), clicks, diphthongs; front rounded vowels and high central vowels. This study deepens my understanding of the phonetic and phonological aspects needed for the analysis of data in this study, since Shangani is also a Bantu language.
Another recent work on phonology which is of interest to this study is Kadenge’s (2008) doctoral thesis. In his work, Kadenge looks at the phonological processes in Nambya. Nambya and Shangani have many similar segmental features since they are both African languages. The present study draws insights from Kadenge’s work as it is most likely that some phonological processes in Nambya are also found in Shangani. However, the study also focuses on some phonemes and phonological processes unique to the Shangani language.  
Gondo (2009:133) calls for the uplifting of the Shangani language in Zimbabwe. He argues that in Zimbabwe, the Shangani language “was a seriously marginalized language”. He blames the Zimbabwean government for leaving out minority languages like Shangani in “all national language planning programmes”. He traces this problem back to Doke (1931), who although he noted that Shangani and Shona were not mutually intelligible, recommended that Shangani was a peak dialect of Shona and its speakers should learn Shona. Gondo argues that “Doke erroneously believed then that all the indigenous languages in the Province of Mashonaland were mutually intelligible to the extent that they could all be treated as similar and one language”. His work is of importance to this study since it also argues for the development of the once marginalized minority languages, which is one of the major aims of the present study. This study also echoes the same sentiments as Gondo’s that Shangani language deserves to be studied for the posterity of their future generations.
1.10	Research Methods




This investigation makes use of data from both primary and secondary sources. In this regard, this study relies on intuitive data, corpus data and written materials. The corpus data was collected in Chiredzi and Mwenezi areas of Zimbabwe over a period of one and half years as part of the Cross Border Languages (CROBOL) project which is currently going on between the ALRI and the Eduardo Mondlane University (EMU) researchers in Zimbabwe and Mozambique respectively. In this context, this study is corpus-aided because it uses the data that is already in the Shangani corpus. 
Since this research is done in Zimbabwe by the interested part who also speaks the language, there is involvement of lived experiences and intuition. These methods of gathering data are widely used in generative grammar inspired studies (Heageman 1994). In this regard, Newmeyer (1986:23) notes, “the typical practice of generativists has been to use themselves as informants in collecting data about the acceptability and interpretation of grammatical constructions.” The validity and reliability of this method can be accounted for by the fact that the researcher is a speaker of Shangani.

The other method of data gathering that is employed in this study is participant observation. This means that this research uses data that is collected from everyday speech of Shangani native speakers in their natural settings. In addition, some native speakers of Shangani, who are more fluent in the language than the researcher, assisted when it comes to the verification of the grammaticality and acceptability of the Shangani data that is analysed in this study. This method of data collection is essentially qualitative and has the advantage of directness since the researcher does not solicit the informant’s views but just listens and collects what they produce. In this regard, the data that is analysed in this investigation is considered to be a true representative of the linguistic knowledge or competence of the Shangani users.

The researcher uses Shangani written materials. In Zimbabwe, there is a Shangani Language and Culture Association. In 2006, the association wrote some Shangani textbooks to use in primary schools. They also tried to translate all the primary school syllabi from English to Shangani. All these written materials are important in this study. 






In analysing data this study employs analytical tools and conventions from the consonant vowel (CV) Phonology model of syllable structure, the Distinctive Feature Theory (DF), Feature Geometry (FG) and the Minimal Pair Test.

1.11.1	Brief Overview of CV – Phonology

CV-Phonology owes its development to Clements and Keyser (1983). The model was specifically designed to deal with the syllable. The syllable is at the heart of phonological representations (Katamba 1989). According to Clements and Keyser (1983), the syllable is a hierarchical unit which has immediate constituents that it dominates. They show that it has three levels, namely, the syllable node, the CV tier and the segmental tier, which consists of bundles of distinctive feature matrices, which represent CV segments. 

In this regard, any segment dominated by the V is interpreted as a peak and any segment dominated by the C is interpreted as a non-peak. This study intends to utilize analytical conventions and descriptive insights from the CV-Phonology model primarily because segmental phonological processes, which are part of the focus of this study, occur with the syllable. Also, according to Clements and Keyser (1983:8), the CV-Phonology theory “provides a complete characterization of all statements and processes referring to the syllable and its constituents.” In light of this observation, this study employs this concept in order to insightfully account for syllable structure processes such as glide formation, vowel elision, vowel epenthesis and vowel coalescence in Shangani. The following section briefly characterizes the Standard Generative approach that is also utilized in this study.

1.11.2	Brief Overview of the Minimal Pair Test

The minimal pair test is a descriptivist tool that is used in phonemic analysis to identify phonemes in a language. The major principle of this technique is that when two words are identical in all respects, except for one segment, they are referred to as a minimal pair. For example, in English the words ‘read’ and ‘lead’ show that /r/ and /l/ are distinct phonemes because they appear in identical environments in words that have different meanings. This key principle in phonemic analysis is employed in this study in an attempt to establish the phoneme inventory of Shangani. 

1.11.3	Brief Overview of Feature Geometry (FG)

FG is a non-linear analysis framework proposed by Clements (1985), Sagey (1986), Halle (1986, 1989), McCarthy (1988) among many others. It is one of the many theoretical frameworks that questioned some claims made by Chomsky and Halle in SPE (1968). FG is “a direct challenge to linear theories of phonological representation” which assumed that speech is both planned and carried out one sound at a time in a sequence (Kadenge 2008:190). It also counters the traditional SPE view that a segment is just a bundle of unorganized features without any internal hierarchy and argues that a segment has organized bundle of features which have their own internal organization.

1.11.4	Brief Overview of Distinctive Feature Theory

DF theory is a phonological theory first formalized by Roman Jakobson (1941) and further elaborated and refined by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Clements (2000:126) defines a distinctive feature as a sound property, such as [+nasal], that serves to distinguish one phoneme (or phoneme series) from another. Katamba (1989:34) asserts that distinctive features are phonological ingredients beyond a phoneme. DF theory argues that the phoneme is not the most basic phonological unit but rather can be decomposed into phonetic features known as distinctive features (Bloomfield 1933). These distinctive features are the contrastive elements of a language not the phonemes. Zivenge (2009:47) states that “features are helpful in describing and distinguishing consonants and vowels that exist in different languages”. Knowledge of distinctive features makes phonological processes such as assimilation, dissimilation, vowel coalescence, vowel harmony, elision, epenthesis, metathesis among many others easy to understand (John 1984, Zivenge 2009).

1.11	Scope of the Study

The study concentrates on coming up with the Zimbabwean Shangani variety’s segment inventory and also analysing phonological processes involving the variety’s vowels and consonants. It also looks at the language’s syllable structure and syllable structure processes. This study identifies and characterizes the vowels and consonants that are contrastive or phonemic in Shangani. The consonants and vowels are characterized using articulatory-based distinctive features from the standard Generative Phonology (GP) approach. The phonological processes that are looked at in this study are analysed using Clements and Keyser’s (1983) CV-Phonology theory. This analytical approach is also useful when it comes to the examination of the Shangani syllable structure and syllable structure processes. The data for this study were collected from the native speakers of Shangani in Zimbabwe. It was obtained in Mwenezi and Chiredzi districts because these are the areas with the greatest number of Shangani speakers. An estimated eighty per cent of the people in these areas are mother tongue Shangani speakers. This data was collected through interviews, participant observation and tape-recording. Schools, GZU, hospitals and local government offices would be visited during data gathering process. 

1.12	Organisation of the Study

To facilitate a logical debate, the study is arranged in a systematic form of chapters. It is made up of seven chapters. Chapter one is the introduction of the research which is basically a summary of the whole thesis. It includes the following topics: 1) area of investigation, 2) aims and objectives of the study, 3) justification of the study, 4) an overview of the Shangani language and organization of the study. It also constitutes a brief literature review. The literature review covers 1) empirical literature starting with classical and recent traditional grammars that have been done on selected Bantu languages, 2) theoretical studies, that is, studies that have been done within recent phonological theories. Chapter one also gives a brief overview of the theoretical framework and research methodology that is employed in this study. It also explains some of the important terminology used in the study.  The chapter ends by providing a brief overview of the remaining chapters. Chapter two discusses literature review in detail. Chapter three focuses on the theoretical framework that is used in the study. Chapter four is the research methodology that the study used. Chapter five identifies and discusses Shangani phoneme inventory. It identifies and classifies Shangani phonemes as i) simple consonants and ii) as complex consonants. Chapter six explores phonological processes involving Shangani vowels and consonants. Chapter seven is the conclusion of the study. It outlines the unique empirical and theoretical contributions of the study and recommends areas for further study. A list of appendices and references is placed at the end of the thesis.

1.14	Delimitation of the Study





This chapter’s major aim was to summarise the whole study. It provided the reader with background information to the study; the problem statement, aims and objectives of the study. It also briefly discussed studies that have been carried out in the same area, presented the research methodology that was employed in the study so as to answer the research questions and fulfil the objectives of the study. It also made a brief overview of the theoretical framework that was used in the research. An outline of the scope of the study was also presented. The final section of this chapter provided the reader with a clear indication as to the chapter outline of this thesis and the delineation of the study.  Important terms that were used in the thesis were also explained. The following chapter is a detailed review of literature that is relevant to this investigation.

1.16	Definition of Terms
Cross border language:  A language spoken across political boundaries.  Rubadiri (2001:17) defines a cross border language as a language ‘whose domain of usage geographically straddles international boundaries’. They are products of colonial history resulting from what historians have termed the ‘scramble for Africa’.
Minority language: A language spoken by a community that is smaller in numbers in relation to one or more other language communities in the same area, territory or country, and whose members feel that their language and culture is threatened, oppressed or otherwise denied expected roles within the larger community or communities. Wolff (2000:321) adds that minority languages are also judged by number of speakers and they are usually not used for inter-group communication and are therefore, seldom learned by others as a second language. John (1984:33) defines it as a language spoken by a small and unrecognized community such that the language becomes a tool for domestic communication only.
Phonology: the study of the sound system of a language (Hyman 1975:2). Massamba (1963:3) defines phonology as the branch of linguistics which is concerned with the description of speech and sounds in a language. He goes on arguing that phonology deals with the way sounds are used in words in order to convey meaning. According to him, the phonology of a particular language will tell us the different possibilities of sound sequences in that language, that is, which sounds can occur in the same environment and which ones cannot. In other words, phonology tells us the possible combinations of sound segments and the restrictions, if any, of the occurrences of sounds. Phonology deals with the different processes and rules that are involved in the occurrence of sounds and their combinations within specific systems of human language (Massamba 1996:6). April (2002:14) also describes phonology as the study of sounds and sound patterns in a language.
Segmental phonology: the study of the intra-segmental and inter-segmental characteristics of a language (Crystal 1981). It can also be defined as the study of vowel and consonantal segments that are contrastive in a language.
Phoneme: the speech sounds that are contrastive in a language (Katamba 1989). Anderson (1974:13) also defines a phoneme as “the minimal distinctive sound elements which distinguish all, and only the sound segments that are opposed within the system of language. A phoneme is capable of conveying a distinction in meaning in words as in the following Shangani example: tsaka (to be happy) and tsala (to write). In the two words, k and l are two different phonemes as they distinguish the two words and give them totally different meanings.
Phonological process: The change that sounds undergo when they interact. Stampe (1979:1) defines it as a “mental operation that applies in speech to substitute for a class of sounds or sound sequences presenting a specific common difficulty to the speech capacity of the individual, an alternative class identical but lacking the difficult property”.
Vowel: A speech sound made with the vocal tract open or a speech sound created by the relatively free passage of breath through the larynx and oral cavity (John 1984:20). It can also be defined as a voiced sound in which the air issues in a continuous stream through the pharynx and mouth, there being no obstruction and no narrowing such as would cause audible friction. Vowels are the continuing or sustaining or sounding elements of speech since they make speech audible.
Vowel harmony:  a process by which vowels in adjacent syllables in some domain (typically a word) agree with each other in terms of some distinctive feature(s) (Bakovic 2002).
Vowel deletion: it is an elision process which results in the disappearance of a speech segment or a vowel (Crystal 1997). Vowels can be deleted at different positions in a single lexical item. They can be lost at the beginning, middle or at the end of a lexical item. There are different terms used to explain these processes. 
Vowel coalescence: the phonological process in which adjacent vowels cause each other to change (Harford 1997) or the merging of two speech segments to form one (Kadenge 2010). It can also be defined as the collapse of two different feature complexes into one with a different feature composition (Goldsmith 1995). It can also be explained as a process whereby two vowels merge to form a single vowel with a different quality.
Glide formation: can be defined as the process whereby a high vowel of a class affix or gender concord changes to become a glide when followed by a vowel commencing stem (Kadenge 2010). It can also be explained as a process whereby a vowel is realized as a glide. It is a strategy that is used in some Bantu languages to remove vowel sequences.
Secondary Articulation: refers to the co-articulation of two consonants which have different manners of articulation. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:354) define secondary articulation as “an articulation of a lesser degree of stricture accompanying a primary articulation of a higher degree”. It is a phonological process whereby high vowels of a class prefix or gender concord change to become a glide when followed by a vowel commencing stem. It can also be explained as a process whereby a high vowel is realized as a glide when succeeded by another vowel.






2.1   Introduction

This study looks at the segmental phonology of Zimbabwean Shangani (hereafter Shangani). The focus is on identifying and characterising the language’s phonemic inventory, describing and explaining phonological processes involving Shangani vowels and consonants and examining its syllable structure. The chapter reviews literature that is closely related to this study. The literature includes general works on phonetics and phonology thereby drawing examples from various languages of the world, especially Bantu languages since Shangani is also a Bantu language. Review of literature that looks at Bantu languages is given preference to any other group of languages because there is a close relationship in their phonological structures (Kadenge 2008). These works are helpful since they deepened my understanding of phonetics and phonology in general and the insights gained sharpened my understanding of phonological aspects needed for the analysis of Shangani data.

2.2   General Literature on Segmental Phonology

There is no substantial literature that had been written on Shangani grammar in general and specifically on its segmental phonology. However, this language belongs to the Bantu group of languages which is well-studied and documented. There are a number of studies that have been carried out on other Bantu languages like Shona (Doke 1931, Fortune 1980, 1984, Chimhundu 2002, Pongweni 1989, Mkanganwi 1973, 1995, Harford 1997), Nambya (Kadenge 2008), Tonga (Zivenge 2009)  Swahili, Luganda, Ciyao (Ngunga 2000, Tanner 2006), Ikalanga (Mathangwane 1999) Yoruba (Pulleyblank and Orie 2002), Chimburung (Snider 1985), Sotho and many others. Also general works on phonetics and phonology such as Katamba (1989), Clements (2000), Hawkins (1992) among others are used in this study. These studies describe and explain phonological processes such as vowel harmony, glide formation, vowel deletion, vowel coalescence and glide epenthesis and are very enlightening. These studies sensitized the researcher on the phonological aspects to watch for in Shangani, since it is also a Bantu language and has a lot in common with these languages in as far as segmental phonology is concerned. Works on Tsonga and Changana like Baumbach (1981 and 1987), Marhanele (1986) and Sitoe (2001) will be of much use to this study. However, the problem with Changana literature is that most of it is written in Portuguese. Some of the works on Changana grammar which are written in Portuguese are Ribeiro’s Grammatica de Changana (1965), Sitoe’s Categoria das Extensoes Verbas na Lingua Tsonga (1998) among many others.
Mudzingwa (2001) makes a comprehensive description of the phonemic inventory of Shona and its phonological processes such as glide epenthesis vowel elision and vowel harmony in his study on the acquisition of Shona segmental phonology. The study also presents a unique categorization of consonants into two major categories which are simple and complex consonants. Although Mudzingwa focuses on the phonological processes of a child acquiring Shona, his overview of Shona phonology will be very insightful when it comes to the general description of the phonemic inventory and categorization of phonemes of the language under investigation. The point of departure for this particular investigation is that it concentrates on the segmental aspects of Shangani using a different theory.
Mudzingwa (2010) examines the vowel and consonant inventory in Shona. He notes that Shona has a simple vowel system comprising five short oral vowels namely /a, e, i, o, u/. He goes on to give the distinctive features of each of the vowels.  Mudzingwa (2010) uses Clements and Hume’s (1995) feature geometry which this study also uses. He notes that all the Shona vowels are produced with a modal voice. He concurs with Fortune (1985), Chimhundu (1983), Mkanganwi (1985) and Meyers (1990) that in Shona, there are no diphthongs and no long vowels.Mudzingwa also presents the consonant inventory of Shona. Like his predecessors in Shona phonology; Fortune (1984), Mkanganwi (1995) and Pongweni (1990), Mudzingwa divides Shona consonants into two categories; simple and complex. However, unlike his predecessors, he uses Sommerstein’s (1967) definition of consonantal complexity and Clement and Hume’s (1995) feature geometry model to classify consonants and to group consonants and vowels into natural classes. He also uses Optimality Theory to analyse minimality effects and hiatus resolution strategies, themes that the current study also tackles. He notes that there are twenty-seven simple consonants and twenty-four complex consonants. 
Mudzingwa (2010) goes on to discuss different phonological processes the Shona dialects of Karanga and Zezuru apply to achieve the phonological structures that satisfy the dialects’ preferred CV syllable structure. He shows how phonological processes like glide formation, coalescence and elision act as hiatus resolution strategies in the above mentioned Shona dialects. Kadenge (2010), like Mudzingwa, explains hiatus resolution strategies in Zezuru. He also argues that Zezuru uses glide formation, glide epenthesis; vowel elision and vowel coalescence are used as hiatus resolution strategies. While Mudzingwa uses the Optimality Theory in his data analysis, Kadenge uses the generative CV-phonology model of syllable structure. Mudzingwa and Kadenge’s works are of great importance to the present study in so many ways. They dwell on Zezuru, a dialect of Shona which is a language that has a lot in common with Shangani in as far as their phonological structures are concerned. They both have a CV syllable structure and some of the strategies used as hiatus resolution strategies in Zezuru are also used in Shangani.
Baumbach (1981 and 1987) looks at Tsonga phonetics and sound changes. He notes that Tsonga distinguishes six vowels consisting of two front vowels, three back vowels and one central vowel which is always nasalised. The Tsonga vowels according to Baumbach can be represented as follows:
Table 2.1 Tsonga Vowels according to Baumbach (1987)
Vowel		Description	
i	[i]	High front vowel	Front vowels
e	[ɛ]	Mid-low front vowel	
u	[u]	High back vowel	Back vowels
o	[ɔ]	Mid-low back vowel	
a	[a]	Low back vowel	
e	[ə]	Low central vowel	Central vowel
Although the above vowels are phonemic in Tsonga, Baumbach (1987) does not provide minimal pairs for them.
In his work, Baumbach (1987) dwells on the general description of the sound changes of the Tsonga language. He discusses phonological processes such as velarisation, assibilation, affrication, assimilation, palatalization, vowel coalescence, elision and glide formation. Baumbach (1987) refers to glide formation as consonantalization among many others. His work is important to this study in that Tsonga and Shangani have a very high degree of mutual intelligibility to the extent that they are at times regarded as one language or varieties of the same language. The present study will shift from the descriptivist approach employed by Baumbach to a generative grammar framework in explaining sound changes that are found in Shangani. The use of a theory is a shift from the descriptive approach used by Baumbach which is mainly concerned about the language itself. The present study goes beyond exploring the segments and places emphasis on the internal organisation of the features within the segments. It also gives a phonemic inventory of the Shangani. 
Mabaso (2009) also makes a brief descriptive analysis of some of the phonological processes in the Changana​[1]​ locative. She notes that in Changana, /u/ and /o/ are realised as the labio-velar glide [w] when followed by /i/ of the locative suffix /-ini/. She observed that when /i/ of the locative suffix is preceded by /o/ of the noun, the former is realised as [e] due to progressive assimilation, as shown in the following example: /tilo/(sky) is locativized to /tilweni/. This means that the vowel assimilation from /i/ to [e] occurs first before the glide formation.  She also notes that the change from the rounded vowels to the glide [w] can be explained by the fact that both the back rounded vowels and the labio-velar glide [w] share the same place of articulation.  She also argues that in Changana, vowel coalescence occurs when /a/ and /i/ are in sequence. These two vowels coalesce to [e]. In Mabaso (2009) no generative phonology theory is used to analyse the data. The study only concentrated on presenting a descriptive analysis of the phonological processes that take place when a noun changes to a locative. This work is important to the present study in that some of the phonological processes discussed will also be looked at. The present study goes a step further and tries to give a theoretical explanation of the phonological processes in the language. It does not only focus on the locative, but on all the domains that are found in the Shangani language. 
Clements (2000) offers a synthesis of recent work on the phonology of African languages, focusing on their phonemic inventories, feature contrasts, syllable structure and tone. He also presents phoneme types that are more common in African languages than elsewhere. He observes that implosives, labio-velar stops, initial Nasal Clusters (NC), clicks, diphthongs; front rounded vowels and high central vowels are the most common consonant classes in Africa. On the syllable structure, he notes that in most African languages each word can be analysed into a succession of units of the same general form, typically containing a peak of prominence (V) representing a vowel, diphthong or ‘syllabic’ consonant. He argues that the preferred syllable type in most languages is CV and that onsetless syllables, when allowed, are often restricted to word or phrase initial position, for example, in the Shona phrase, Aenda (he is going), /a/ is the onsetless syllable and is at the phrase-initial position.  Clements’ (2000) study deepened my understanding of the phonetic and phonological aspects needed for the analysis of data in the current study, since Shangani is also an African language. 
Ngunga (2000) presents an analysis of the phonological and morphological analysis of the Ciyao verb. He comes up with the language’s phoneme inventory. He notes that Ciyao has five vowels, namely, /a, e, i, o, u/. He uses minimal pairs to show that vowel length is distinctive in Ciyao. He also notes that Ciyao distinguishes seventeen consonantal phonemes and makes a brief description of each of them. He also notes that Ciyao has a CV syllable structure. He argues that the vowels /i, u, a/ are the only ones that can stand on their own as onsetless syllables (Ngunga 2000:11). He also observes that the syllabic nasal is the only syllable lacking vocalic nucleus​[2]​ in Ciyao. This syllabic nasal is historically derived from mu- (Ngunga 2000:13). It is orthographically represented by ‘m’ before bilabial consonants and ‘n’ before alveolar, palatal or velar consonants (Ngunga 2000:13). Ngunga (2003) also argues that all vowels undergo some change when they precede other vowels. He goes on to discuss the major phonological processes that vowels and consonants undergo in Ciyao. He argues that Ciyao uses three strategies to break vowel hiatus. These are height coalescence, glide formation and vowel deletion. Ngunga’s (2003) work on Ciyao is important to the current study for comparative purposes. The researcher will get insights from phonological processes that obtain in Ciyao and see if they also apply to Shangani. The difference between Ngunga’s study and the present one is on the theoretical framework used in analysing the phonological processes. Ngunga analyses the phonological processes using the Lexical Phonology and Morphology framework but this study makes use of FG, DF and CV phonology of the syllable structure.
Zivenge (2009) looks at the phonological processes that occur in the nativization of borrowed words into Tonga language. The major phonological processes that he looks at are mainly different epenthetic processes, such as paragogic epenthesis and glide epenthesis. He also looks at substitution processes such as vowel substitution and consonant substitution among many others. He observes that many phonological processes found in Tonga’s main purposes are to break English diphthongs, triphthongs and cluster consonants which are illegal in the language. He discusses the language’s syllable structure. He notes that like many Bantu languages, the optimal syllable structure in Tonga is the canonical CV. He also discusses the distinctive features of Tonga vowels and consonants. Although his work focuses on the phonology of borrowed words only, it will inform and give insights to the present study since some phonological processes he discusses are also found in the Shangani data. Zivenge (2009) also uses CV phonology to analyse data from Tonga which is also used in this study. The only difference is that he dwells on phonological processes that obtain in Tonga loanword adaptation while this study focuses on intra-segmental phonological processes. 
Kadenge (2008) looks at the phonological processes in Nambya. He identifies and describes Nambya’s phoneme inventory which involves both consonants and vowels using the minimal pair test. He goes on to describe the phonemes according to their structure and function. He finds out that Nambya distinguishes five pure vowels, namely /a, e, i, o, u/ and has an open syllable structure which is typically CV but also allows vowel only syllables which are however, restricted to the word initial position. He analyses assimilation processes such as vowel harmony, homorganic nasal assimilation and plosivisation. He also goes on to analyse syllable structure processes such as glide formation, vowel elision and vowel coalescence.
To analyse the properties of Nambya phonology, Kadenge uses a multi-dimensional approach. He combined analytical tools drawn from standard generative phonology and its sub-theories namely, Feature Geometry (FG) and the CV phonology model of the syllable structure (Kadenge 2008). He argues that the syllable is an essential unit of phonological organisation. Following arguments from Clements (1985) and Kenstowicz (1994), Kadenge (2008) argues that distinctive features are the smallest building blocks of the phonological structure of Nambya. He also emphasizes the importance of distinctive features in phonological analysis.
In his study, Kadenge (2008:13) views phonological processes 
not as replacements or deletion of whole segments by another, but as replacements of some feature complexes or of some component features by others and the features that figure in the output of the phonological rules determine the phonetic actualization of the utterance. 
Nambya and Shangani have many similar segmental features since they are both African languages. The present study will draw insights from Kadenge’s work as it is most likely that some phonological processes in Nambya will also be found in Shangani. However, the study will also focus on some phonological processes unique to the Shangani language since phoneme inventories are language specific. There are no two languages that have exactly the same phoneme inventories. It is an important work for comparing and contrasting the two languages.  
Massamba (1996) gives a brief historical development of phonological theory as has been conceived by different scholars, from the time of Ferdinand de Saussure up to the mid 1980s. He also discusses generative phonology by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Massamba (1996) discusses a number of natural processes which occur in different African languages in general, such as assimilation, coalescence, apocope and syncope, metathesis among many others. He argues that in generative phonology, distinctive features are very crucial. He goes on to examine the distinctive features of Jakobson and Halle (1956) and those of Chomsky and Halle (1968). He notes that according to Chomsky and Halle (1968), the major class features are sonorant versus non-soronant, vocalic versus non-vocalic and consonantal versus non-consonantal. 
Massamba (1996) also discusses the inventories of some African languages and argues that, “all languages cannot be the same” since each language chooses only a limited number of phonemes to represent its sounds (Massamba 1996:13). To corroborate Massamba’s argument, Clements (2000:124) argues that “phoneme systems in most African languages are structured by the principle of economy, that is, the use of a few features to create a large number of phonemic contrasts.” To show the uniqueness of languages, Massamba argues that, “each phonological system utilizes sound segments from the central pool of sounds in its own way (Massamba 1996:14). He goes on to argue that each phonological system has “its own order of occurrence of sounds, its own number of possible sounds, its own processes that effect sound changes, its own nature of distinctiveness of sound features and its own redundancies” (Massamba1996:14). His work is of much use to the present study in the following ways. Firstly, Massamba’s discussion of generative phonology is very important since the data in the current study will be analysed within the generative phonology framework. Secondly, some of the phonological processes he discusses also obtain in Shangani. His discussion on the phoneme systems of languages is also useful in that the present study aims at coming up with Shangani phoneme inventory. It will follow the guidelines outlined in his work.
Olson (2001) in his study of the phonology and morphology of Mono, a language spoken in the Democratic Republic of Congo, analyses the phoneme patterning in the language in order to identify the language’s syllable structure. He finds out that Mono has two ‘unambiguous’ syllable patterns; CV and V only. Like Clements (2000), Kadenge (2008) and many other phonologists of African languages, he also notes that the V syllable type has a limited distribution, only occurring ‘unambiguously’ in the word-initial position. He also discusses complex consonant sequences found in the language. He notes that in some cases a sound could be interpreted differently, either as a single segment or a sequence of segments. He gives an example of the affricate [t] which he argues could be interpreted as a sequence of two segments, [t] and []. Although Olson does not mention this point in his discussion of [t], it might be because fricative segments and different segments of other consonant clusters may be full segments independent of the other consonant(s) in the cluster as illustrated in the examples below:
1.	[] may occur without [t] as in Shona word [aa] ‘expert’
[ʒ] may occur without [d] as in Karanga word [ʒara] ‘hunger’
[w] may occur on its own without being attached to another consonant as in [wata] ‘wash’
Olson argues that the affricate [t] could be interpreted as a single segment, [č], in which case the word could be transcribed phonemically as [ča], which in this case [t] is interpreted as a single segment rather than a sequence of segments. In line with Olson’s argument, one can also argue that languages should try to represent sounds using only one consonant segment where possible. For instance, syllables like the fricative can be orthographically represented as /ča/ (Olson 2001) or /c/. Olson’s discussion on the syllable structure of Mono is very useful when it comes to the description of the Shangani syllable. The current researcher will draw a lot of insight from Mono syllable structure since Shangani is similar to Mono in many ways. His discussion on consonants sequences is also important for comparison with Shangani data.
Another work of relevance to this study is Gonzalez’s (2005) examination of the segmental phonology of Tapiete a language spoken in Argentina, Bolivia and Paraguay. Although the language is not from the Bantu family, there are some similarities. He provides a phonemic chart based on minimal pairs together with a phonetic description of segments. He came up with a phoneme inventory of fifteen consonants and twelve vowels based on minimal pairs, which is also one of the objectives of the current study. He also discusses types of syllable structures that are found in the Tapiete language. He notes that the most frequent types are CV and V, followed in frequency by CVV, where syllable peaks are composed of two vowels.  Gonzalez (2005) gives the following as examples of syllable structures found in Tapiete.
2.	hepi		expensive	CV. CV
ama		cloud		V. CV
haimbe	             toast		CVV. CV
Gonzalez’s work on Tapiete is of help to the current study in a number of ways.  Some of the phonological processes discussed in the work are also found in Shangani, the language under investigation. Gonzalez’s data from Tapiete is useful for comparative purposes.
Sitoe (2001), although his focus is on Verbs of motion in Changana, discusses the consonant inventory of Changana and how locatives are derived from common nouns. In Changana, locatives are formed from nouns by adding the locative suffix /-ini/.He notes that when the suffix /-ini/ is attached to a noun, several sound changes occur when the stem-final vowel merges with /-i/ the initial vowel of the suffix (Sitoe 2001:7). He gives the following examples using all the five vowels that are found in the Changana language.
Table 2.2	Locative Formation in Changana (Sitoe 2001)
Vowel +locative suffix	Noun	Gloss	Locative	SR	Gloss
i-+-ini	mati	water	amatini​[3]​	[amatini]	in water
e-+-ini	ndleve	ear	andleveni 	[andleveni]	in the ear
a-+-ini	tandza	egg	atandzeni 	[atandzeni]	in the egg
o-+-ini	ndzilo	fire	andzilweni 	[andzilweni]	in the fire
u-+-ini	huku	fowl	ahukwini 	[ahukwini]	in the fowl
Sitoe (2001:8) goes on to argue that “non-high stem-final vowels lower the suffix-initial vowel i to e; rounded stem final vowels labialize the preceding consonant.” He uses the following examples in Table 2.3 to illustrate his argument.
Table 2.3	Vowel Phonology in Changana Locative Formation (Sitoe 2001)










From the above examples, it is clear that there is a difference between voiceless and voiced labial obstruents in the result of V1 + V2. For voiced labial obstruents, /u-+-ini/ gives [-bzini] and /o-+-ini/ gives [-bzeni], while in voiceless labial obstruents, there is no distinction, /u-+-ini/ and /o-+-ini/ both give [-ini]. In examples (g) and (h), words with stem final –mu and –mo change into a labialized velar [ŋw]. Sitoe (2001), however, does not give much explanation to the phonological processes may be due to the fact that his thesis does not dwell on phonological processes.
Sitoe’s brief analysis of phonological processes in the Changana language is of paramount importance to the present study. It avails data for comparison between the two varieties, Changana and Shangani. It is used to substantiate the researcher’s claims that there are some differences between these two varieties in their orthographic representation of sounds, pronunciation, vocabulary as well as phonological processes. Although some researchers​[5]​ might want to argue that these differences are ‘too minor’ to call for the treatment of Shangani as a separate variety which needs to be studied independently, the researcher argues that if the harmonisation of Tsonga, Changana and Shangani is the way to go, these differences have to be taken into consideration for harmonisation to be a true representation of the situation on the ground. The mistakes done by Doke (1931) of giving some Shona varieties prominence over others should not be repeated in Shangani. Harmonisation or unification of these varieties has to come after the unique features of each variety are studied and outlined separately.
Sitoe (2001) also gives the consonant inventory of Changana. From Sitoe’s data, one can note that Changana consonant inventory is very diverse with plosives, implosives, affricates, fricatives, nasals, vibrants and approximants. Sitoe argues that most obstruent consonants may be prenasalized and breathy voiced obstruents never occur without prenasalization while implosives and non-obstruents cannot be prenasalized. He gives plosives, affricates and fricatives as examples of breathy voiced obstruents. Non-obstruents consonats are nasals, vibrant, approximants and [h]. 
Sitoe (2001) just states that Changana has a five vowel system namely /a, e, i, o, u/. Just like what he does for the consonant inventory, Sitoe (2001) does not use any theory to come up with the conclusion that the language distinguishes five vowels. The present research also presents Shangani’s consonant and vowel inventories, just like what Sitoe (2001) does. However, the only difference is that the current study uses the minimal pair test and or near minimal pair test to come up with the phoneme inventory of Shangani. The study also gives the distinctive features of Shangani vowels. It will also use CV phonology of the syllable structure to account for the different phonological processes that take place in the language.
Marhanele (1986) argues that Shangani distinguishes seven vowels. His vowel inventory differs from Sitoe (2001) who argues that Changana has five pure vowels. This difference in the vowel inventories can be due to the fact that the two were looking at different language varieties in different countries, Mozambique and South Africa. He groups consonants according to place/point of articulation and manner of articulation. According to place of articulation, the following groups were distinguished: denti-labials, bilabial consonants, velar consonants, alveolar consonants and glottal consonants. He also distinguishes the following groups: explosives/plosives, affricates, nasals, vibrants, fricatives and semi-vowels. He also discusses phonological processes such as velarization, palatalization, labialization, nasalization which he also refers to as strengthening, and vowel coalescence. He argues that vowel coalescence occurs mainly when nouns change to locatives. Velarization occurs when nouns change to diminutives and locatives and also with class one nouns. Palatalization occurs with diminutives, locatives, and class 14 nouns and with the passive verb. Labialization occurs in locatives.  Marhanele’s (1986) study is also very important for comparative purposes. It sensitizes the current researcher for phonological processes to look for in Shangani since the two have a lot in common to an extent that some researchers do not want to distinguish them. Marhanele (1986) uses Tsonga as a medium of expression and this researcher uses English, making the target audience for the two works different.
2.3   The Syllable Structure of Bantu Languages
There is no consensus among scholars on the exact syllable structure of Bantu languages. The main debate with regards to syllable structure revolves around the issue of treating consonant clusters found in different languages. There are some scholars such as Downing (2003), Herbert (1975), Maddieson (2003) who argue that syllable shape of a language has to be determined by the number of consonant in the segment while Chimhundu (2002), Kadenge (2010), Mathangwane (1999) argue for the unitary treatment of consonant clusters. Those who argue that the syllable structure of a language should be based on the number of consonants would argue that in a word like [nŋaɲana]​[6]​ ‘girl’, the syllable structure should be CCV.CV.CV. Kadenge (2010:394) notes that they argue for the treatment of affricates, NCs and Cws as consonantal clusters where each segment enjoys full segmental status, thereby implying that the cluster is heterosyllabic as shown below in figure 2.1.
Fig 2.1	 Representation of Complex Segments as Heterosyllabic/ Clusters
n	w
C	C
Fig 2.1 above shows that the segments in [nw] occupy different C-slots. This suggests that CV is not the basic syllable structure in Bantu languages. It is important to note that in the above example, the orthographic ‘h’ is used to capture breathy-voicing which is the case with other Bantu languages such as Shona. The semi-glide /w/ is also classified as a consonant as arguedin section 2.2.2.
Those who argue that consonant sequences should be treated as monosyllabic and occupy a single C slot see the segments in [nw] as a double-articulated compound consonant, to paraphrase Fortune 1955). This is also supported by Bosire (2008:190) who states that the main arguments for treating NCs as unitary segments include the following: “that their timing duration is no different from that of lone segments and that they appear homorganic to the obstruent necessitating a co-articulation like that of an affricate.”  
Fig 2.2 Unitary Representation of Complex Segments
nw
		C	
In the above diagram, [nw] occupies a single C-slot thereby conforming to the basic CV syllable structure that obtains in many Bantu languages. Kager (1991) cited in Kadenge (2010) refers to syllables of the CV structure as core, primitive or basic because they are found in every language. Spencer (1996) and Mudzingwa (2001) assert that the CV syllable structure is the basic structure basing their assertion on the fact that they are the first type children acquire. 
Meeussen (1967) and Hyman (2003) reconstruct the phoneme inventory of Proto-Bantu and argue that it consisted of the following eleven segments /p, t, c, k, b, d, j, g, m, n,ŋ, l/. Hyman (2003) argues that Proto-Bantu had a five vowel system /i,, a, ɔ, u/ and a simple CV(V) syllable structure. In light of Hyman and Meeussen’s above reconstructions, Kadenge (2010) comments that Proto-Bantu had a very small consonant inventory and the simplest syllable structure. 
2.4	Previous Studies on the Treatment of Clusters, NCs and Affricates
The present study aims at coming up with Shangani consonant and vowel phoneme inventories. The study gets insights from the works of scholars who described and categorised consonants of other Bantu languages since Shangani as a Bantu language has a lot in common with them. Clements (2000:144) argues that consonant clusters are a very common phenomenon in many African languages. Clements (2000) argues that some African languages that did not have consonant clusters are also in the process of acquiring more clusters. 
Davis (1992) describes the segmental phonology of the Oku language, an African language spoken in Cameroon. He uses the minimal pair test to come up with consonant and vowel inventories of the language. He presents twenty-one consonantal phonemes which he grouped as seven stops, four fricatives, two affricates, five nasals, one lateral and two glides. He goes further to discuss the distinctive phonetic features of Oku consonants. He argues that [Cw] clusters, affricates and NCs should not be classified as a sequence of two consonants. [Cw] clusters should be treated as labialized consonants which are a single unit (Davis 1992:103). Davis (1992:100) interprets NCs as sequences of two phonemes occurring in the same syllable mainly because; firstly, the fact that “the nasal is always homorganic to the consonant gives the impression that the two segments are closely linked.” Secondly, he notes that it is “pronounced more quickly than a sequence of two consonants” and thirdly, “the tone of the nasal element is always the same as that of the following vowel (1992:100).” Davis’ work is relevant in that the current study also focuses on the segmental phonology, although in a different language. Like Davis (1992), the current study’s major aims are coming up with the language’s phoneme inventory and discuss the phonological processes found in the language. However, the only difference it has from Davis’ study is that it will use the sub theories of generative phonology to analyse the data. On the contrary, Davis analyses the segmental phonology of Oku within the auto-segmental framework.
Kadenge (2010) in his analyses of Zezuru complex consonants considers “phonological, morphological and distributional evidence” in classifying consonants and like Davis (1992), he argues for the unitary analysis of Zezuru affricates, [NCs] and velarised consonants [Cʷs].He argues that they should be treated as mono-segments rather than hetero-syllabic clusters for them to fit in the language’s CV syllable structure.
Olson (2001:62) argues that, ‘ambiguous’ segments like labialized and palatalized clusters ([Cw] and [Cj] respectively) be interpreted in such a way as to fit into the unambiguous syllable patterns. According to Olson, CV is the unambiguous syllable pattern so in essence, he is arguing for the treatment of such cluster or segment sequences as monosyllabic.  
Mudzingwa (2010) argues that [Cw] combinations, the labialized fricatives /ʂ/ and /ʐ/ and the bilabial glide /w/ are complex segments because their production involves more than a single point of constriction in the oral cavity. To support his claim, he uses examples below from loanword phonology whereby English loanwords with complex clusters are simplified to conform to the CV syllable structure of Shona, the recipient language.
3.	/spun/  [si.pu.nu]
/trʌk/  [ti.ra.ki] 
In the above examples, the vowel /i/ is epenthesized to break the /sp/ and /tr/ consonant sequences which are not permitted in the Shona syllable structure.
2.5	Previous Studies on the Treatment of Glides
Hock (1991) refers to glides as semi-vowels​[7]​. Baumbach (1981:10) refers to glides as semi-vowels which “are formed by means of a drastic narrowing of the passage through which the air stream from the lungs moves through the oral tract”. In justifying the term semi-vowel he uses to refer to glides, Baumbach (1981:10) goes on to argue that, “this narrowing is therefore not so complete that a ‘true’ fricative is formed, and it is also not so open that a ‘true’ vowel is formed- therefore the term semi-vowel.” Yongsung Lee (1993:174) states that in Korean, a glide is represented as a vowel and therefore a sequence like [ja] is called a diphthong in Korean grammar books. His argument implies that [ja] occupy a single slot on the CV tier as is with the case with other diphthongs. The complexity surrounding the classification of glides as consonants or vowels is summed up by Bendor-Samuel cited in Olson (2001: 62) when he asks:
Are these features to be regarded as consonants or vowels? If they are consonants, do they form a consonant cluster with the preceding consonant to give a CCV pattern) or are they to be analysed as part of a single complex (CV)? If they are vowels, do they form a sequence of two vowels with the following vowel (to give a CVV pattern), or form part of a complex vowel nucleus?

Kadenge (2008:156) notes that glides play the role of consonants in syllable structure. He however, goes on to assert that “phonetically speaking, they are not consonants because there is no radical obstruction of the air stream mechanism in their production but phonologically they function as consonants because they play the role of onsets in syllable structure” (Kadenge 2008:156).Kadenge’s argument is also in line with Pongweni’s (1990:74) observation that semi-vowels 
From a phonetic point of view are generally vocalic in that they have no consonantal constriction and have a vowel-type format structure but phonologically they can be regarded as consonantal phonemes because of the role they play in the syllable. 

This is why some scholars like Sibanda (2009), Kadenge (2008) and Baumbach (1981) refer to the phonological process of glide formation as consonantalization, which is a process whereby a vowel changes to a consonant. 

On the Mono syllable structure, Olson (2001:62) argues that “a classical phonemic analysis would require that the syllables containing labialization and palatalization, [CʷV] and [CjV], be interpreted in such a way as to fit into the unambiguous syllable patterns.” The unambiguous syllable pattern Olson is referring to is the CV which obtains in many languages. In other words, Olson is arguing that glides should be treated as consonants not vowels since most languages do not tolerate juxtaposed vowels. This can be illustrated as follows:

Fig 2.3	  Position of Glides in the Syllable
		
	




2.5.1   Previous Studies on Glide Formation

As mentioned earlier on, Baumbach (1987), Sibanda (2009) and Kadenge (2008) refer to glide formation as consonantalization. Kadenge (2010) defines glide formation as the process whereby a high vowel of a class affix or gender concord changes to become a glide when followed by a vowel commencing stem. (Mabaso (2009:120) explains it as a process whereby a vowel is realized as a glide. 

Glide formation is one of the strategies used to resolve vowel sequences (Mabaso 2009, Ngunga 2000, and Kadenge 2008). Ngunga argues that in Ciyao, glide formation occurs when the first vowel is high or round. The same process was noted by Casali in Ciyao and Xhosa. Tanner (2006) also adds that in Ciyao, sequences of dissimilar high vowels are also resolved through glide formation as shown in the examples that follow: 
4.	/i + u/ [yu]  
/u + i/ [wi]. 

The examples above present very interesting data in that it shows that in Ciyao, reordering of the same segments results in a different glide, though the process is the same. This is because the two vowels are the two high vowels that normally glide when they are the first in VV sequences. Sibanda (2009:39) also notes that in most Nguni languages [+high] vowels /i/ and /u/ glide to form the semi-vowels [j] and [w] respectively. This is because just like many other Bantu languages, the Nguni group of languages does not tolerate vowel sequences word-medially.

2.6	Previous Studies on ‘Common’ Phonological Processes





Hiatus refers to a situation where vowels are in sequence through morphological or syntactic concatenation. Orie and Pulleyblenk (2002) define vowel hiatus as a sequence of vowels across a syllable boundary or any heterosyllabic sequence of vowels not separated by a consonant. Many languages do not allow vowel hiatus, so they employ different strategies in order to break juxtaposed vowels. Casali (1996:8) argues that sequences of /V1 +V2/ resolve differently depending on the feature specification of the two vowels. He gives examples of Ciyao and Xhosa where sequences of a low and a high vowel coalesce to a mid-vowel, while sequences of a non-low initial vowel resolve either by vowel deletion or glide formation. Ngunga (2000) shares the same view with Casali (1996) when he asserts that in Ciyao, hiatus created by morpheme concatenation is resolved by coalescence when the first vowel is high or round and by deletion when the first vowel is the mid front vowel /e/. Literature that looks at vowel resolution strategies like glide formation (secondary articulation), vowel epenthesis and elision, coalescence and glide epenthesis (feature spreading) are discussed in this section.

2.6.1.1   Previous Studies on Vowel Coalescence

Phonologists do not unanimously agree on what exactly happens when two vowels occur in juxtaposition across a morpheme boundary. There are some scholars who argue that such vowels in sequence are realised as a single short vowel or the first vowel (V1) is retained while the second one (V2) is elided. Faraclas (1982) looks at this phonological process from the point of view of “syllabic strength hierarchy” whereby the stronger segment is realised and the weaker one is elided. These different views from various scholars give us a challenge when it comes to the definition of coalescence or deletion.  The following definitions of coalescence show the diverging views held by different scholars. 






She argues that for identical vowels with the same features, coalescence rather than deletion seems to be a “more straight forward analysis.” However, Kadenge (2010) presents these as examples of V1 deletion basing his argument o the issue of domains.
6.	a+a a 
i+i  i  
e+e e

However, this is not the case in Ciyao as noted by Ngunga (2000). In Ciyao, Ngunga (2000:21) argues that when two identical vowels are next to one another, they fuse and a single long vowel is produced as shown in the following example; 
7.	[i+i  ii].​[9]​
This is also supported by Tarner (2006:18) in her study on ‘context insensitive vowel hiatus in Ciyao’ when she observed that the fusion of two identical vowels produces a single long vowel “which remains fully faithful to both input segments.” 

As stated earlier on, according to Ngunga, in Ciyao, vowel coalescence occurs when the first vowel is low. Ngunga (2000) and Tarner (2006) do not agree on the phonological process that takes place in Ciyao when /e/ and /i/ are in sequence to give [e]. Ngunga views this process as deletion of the second vowel /i/ while Tarner argues that there is no deletion in the above example. She views this as an “instance of height coalescence involving segment fusion” (2006:12).

Nurse and Philippson (2003:42) argue that vowel coalescence is vowel assimilation and vowel deletion. They use vowel coalescence interchangeably with vowel fusion. Snider (1985) in his study of Chimburung argues that assimilation and deletion are two independent processes. In Chimburung, it is the vowel that is not deleted which undergoes assimilation. He posits that the vowel that remains in the process of coalescence assimilates features of the vowel that is deleted before it deletes. Harford (1997) in her analysis of vowel coalescence in Shona argues that vowel coalescence is the fusion of two vowels into one. However, Mudzingwa (2010) in his analysis of coalescence in Karanga and Zezuru dialect of Shona argues that vowel coalescence is “the deletion of V1 with the preservation of the feature [open] on the following vowel.” 





2.6.1.2   Previous Studies on Vowel Deletion

Just like vowel coalescence, scholars do not concur on how vowel deletion or elision operates in resolving hiatus. There are some scholars such as Mudzingwa (2000), Snider (1985), Faraclas (1982) among many others who argue that vowel deletion goes hand in hand with vowel coalescence. However, all scholars unanimously agree that vowel deletion results in the loss or disappearance of a vowel. Sibanda (2009:45) defines vowel deletion as dropping a vowel. She argues that vowel deletion occurs mainly due to incompatibility of the features of the vowels involved (2009:45). She argues that in most Nguni languages, /a/ is dropped before mid vowels /e/ and /o/.
Casali (1996) looks at hiatus resolution through vowel elision in ninety-two languages including African languages. He notes that languages differ in the vowel they elide; there are some languages which delete the first vowel and others that delete the second vowel. He gives the formula for vowel elision as follows: 
Rule 2.1	Vowel Deletion Rule (Casali 1996)
CV1 + CV2CV2 or CV1.
He argues that elision is position sensitive and there are some languages like Chichewa, Luganda, Shona and Yoruba that delete V1 or V2 depending on the position of the vowels. V1 only deletion is attested in such languages as Ciyao, Chumburung, Swahili, Zulu and Tsonga. However, he notes that although elision of V2 is confirmed in some languages, the elision of V1 is more common cross-linguistically than V2 deletion. He uses the following examples from Etsako and Shona to support his claim that both V1 and V2 elision can be attested in some languages.

11.	V1 Deletion
/d akpa/		[dakpa] ‘buy a cup’
12.	 V2 Deletion




The above Chichewa and Etsako examples that Casali (1996) used to show that V2 deletion is attested in the language are problematic. They show that V2deletion occurs when demonstratives are cliticized to nouns.However, he fails to realize that demonstratives, superficially, consist of a VCV prosodic structure, essentially prefix vowel + stem (Fortune 1980; Mkanganwi 1995; Mudzingwa 2010, among many others). The demonstrative prefix vowel is attached to demonstrative stem when it occurs independently. Thus in Chichewa one gets forms like /u+yo/ to [uyo] ‘that’ and /a+wa/ to [awa] ‘this’. The augment attaches to the demonstrative stem specifically to satisfy minimality because the minimal word size in the language is disyllabic. Thus, when the demonstrative cliticize to the preceding noun, what cliticizes is not the entire demonstrative (augment + stem) but the CV stem only. Only the stem participates in cliticization suggesting that in the Chichewa examples what is cliticized are [yo] and [wa] only hence suggesting that there is no hiatus context created and therefore no elision ever occurs in this environment. The same can be said of the Etsako example above. What is cliticized is not the stem /ɔli/ but only /li/.

Orie and Pulleyblank (2002) observe that in Yoruba, V1 deletes when contained in a word or a single syllable. V1 is retained only if it is contained in a word of two or more syllables. They concur with Casali’s observation that V1 deletion is more common than V2 deletion in many languages when they argue that in deletion contexts, it is generally the case that V1 deletes and V2 is retained but there are a significant number of cases where the opposite pattern holds. Ngunga (2000) argues that in Ciyao, deletion occurs in /e +i/ [e] cases only. This also shows that Ciyao also deletes the second vowel when vowels are juxtaposed. Ngunga also refers to deletion as total assimilation. However, it is important to note that Tanner (2006) differs from Ngunga in the phonological process involving the above vowel combinations. She argues that it is a process of height coalescence involving segment fusion rather than deletion as Ngunga would want to believe.  Casali (1996:12) argues that the choice of which vowel is elided is to a large extent predictable depending on the context in which hiatus arises. For instance, at word boundaries, between a prefix and a root of the CV.V structure, V1 is elided cross-linguistically. 


2.6.1.3   Previous Studies on Epenthesis Processes

















2.6.1.3.2   Glide Epenthesis

The glides or semi-vowels [j] and [w] are used to break up vowel sequences in many Bantu languages such as Shona (Mudzingwa 2001 and Fortune 1955). Although these semi-vowels serve the same purposes of breaking vowel sequences, glide epenthesis is a systematic phonological process which depends on the phonological environment. Distinctive features play a very important role in glide epenthesis. This will be shown in the following discussion on the two epenthetic glides in Shona. The glide /j/ is normally inserted in the environment of the coronal vowels /e/ and /i/ while /w/ is inserted in the environment of round vowels /o/ and /u/ as shown below.

2.6.1.3.2.1 Epenthesis of the Palatal Glide [j]

As aforementioned, glide epenthesis is not random. The phonological environment determines the nature of the glide to be epenthesized. Mudzingwa (2001) observes that in Shona, the palatal approximant [j] acts as a syllable onset in palatal vowels, /e/ or /i/. The glide [j] is epenthesized where there is a V element that has the same feature configurations with it. According to Zivenge (2009) the V element which shares the same feature matrices with [j] should either precede or follow it, in the CV sequence. He gives the adaptation of the English word boil to Tonga [bojila]. He argues that the sequence [oi] accepts epenthesis of [j] between [o] and [i] because the vowel [i] and the glide [j] both have [+sonorant] and [-round] feature values. He notes that in Tonga loanword adaptation [j] is also epenthesized when it is preceded by the vowel /i/ and followed by any vowel as in the following complex peaks, /ia/, /ie/, /io/ /ii/ and /iu/ or /ai/, /ei/, /oi/ and /ui/. Although the current study does not analyse Shangani loanword adaptation, Zivenge’s arguments are useful for comparative purposes.

2.6.1.3.2.2    Epenthesis of the Labiovelar Glide [w]

Just like its counterpart the palatal glide [j], the labiovelar glide [w] is epenthesized in certain phonetic environments only. Zivenge (2009:201) argues that labiovelar glide epenthesis is only permissible in [au] and [ua] complex peak phonetic environments. This is because /u/ and [w] share similar distinctive features as shown below:
15.      [u][+sonorant]	[w] [+sonorant]
         [+syllabic]				   [+syllabic]	
         [+round]                                                    [+round]


2.6.1.3.2.3   Epenthesis of the Glottal Fricative [ɦ]

The glottal fricative [ɦ] can also be used to resolve vowel hiatus. Just like the insertion of the other glides /j/ and /w/, the epenthesis of [ɦ] is not random. It is also determined by the phonetic environment of the word. Mudzingwa (2001) notes that in Shona, [ɦ] is epenthesized in a word that begins with a glottal fricative and has /a+a/ vowel sequence. This can be seen in the examples that follow:

16.	/haadi/		[haɦadi] ‘he does not want’
/haagoni/	[haɦagoni] ‘he is not able’
/haanzwi/	[haɦanzwi] ‘he is naughty/ he does not hear.’





According to Kadenge’s observation, the above examples have gone under two different phonological processes, which are vowel /a/ deletion and compensatory vowel lengthening.

2.7   Previous Studies on Vowel Harmony

Hyman (2004:1) argues that vowel harmony is a very common phonological system in African languages. Bakovic (2002) defines vowel harmony as a process by which vowels in adjacent syllables in some domain (typically a word) agree with each other in terms of some distinctive feature(s). Kadenge (2008:165) views vowel harmony as a “type of an assimilation process whereby vowels are made identical or similar on the basis of some feature which can be based on vowel height, roundness and frontness.” This assimilation process can be either progressive or regressive. Regressive vowel harmony assimilation is referred to as umlaut. Mutaka and Matanji (2000) cited in Kadenge (2008) add that “vowel harmony usually occurs in a situation whereby vowels within a word or part of a word harmonize with a feature or features of a particular vowel that may be present or absent in a particular word.” 
The above definitions of vowel harmony show that like many other phonological processes, it is not a random phonological process that can happen in any phonological environment. Distinctive features play a very important role in facilitating vowel harmony.
Quite a number of scholars studied vowel harmony in different languages Luganda (Hyman 1999), Ikalanga (Mathangwane 1999), Ndau and Karanga (Mkanganwi 1975) Nambya (Kadenge 2008). Mkanganwi (1975) in his analysis of vowel harmony in the Shona dialects of Karanga and Ndau notes that vowels of one morpheme may become more like vowels of the following morpheme. He gives the following examples of [ndinoda] ‘I like’:
8.			Ndinode chikomana ‘I like a small boy’
Ndinodo mukomana ‘I like a boy’
Ndinoda vakomana ‘I like boys’.
The above are an example of what Wikipedia refer to as long-distance vowel harmony since the assimilation process involves sounds that are separated by consonants. Furthermore, assimilation is not taking place within a word but two different lexical items are involved.
The same phonological process is also realised in Karanga inflecting morphemes as Fortune (2004) notes.  The infecting morphemes ‘na-’, ‘sa-’ and ‘nda-‘ undergo some morphological changes in different environments. Fortune gives the following examples to substantiate his observation:
9.	/na + tʃinu/ > [netʃinu]
/sa + munu/ > [somunu]
/wa +munu/ > [womunu]
/nda + uju/ > [ndouju]
/nda + ava/ > [ndaava]

Kadenge (2008:167) explains that all these examples are showing that /a/ is realized as [e] when immediately followed by [i] and is realized as [o] when immediately followed by [u]. In addition, it is realized as [a] when immediately followed by [a] (Kadenge 2008:167). The first three examples above show a type of vowel harmony that can also be referred to as long distance in that there is a consonant segment between the vowels that influence each other.



























The main objectives of this thesis are to identify and characterize the phonemic inventory of Shangani, to describe and explain phonological processes involving Shangani vowels and consonants and to examine the canonical syllable structure of Shangani. This chapter looks at the theoretical approaches used in the current study to fulfill the above-mentioned objectives. There are quite a number of phonological theories that could have been used in this study such as Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993), Autosegmental Phonology (Goldsmith 1976), Metrical Phonology (Liberman 1974) and Optimal Gometry (Uffmann 2004, van de Weijer 2010) but this study gets insights from Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) Generative Phonology (GP), particularly the Distinctive Feature (DF) theory, Feature Geometry (FG) and Clements and Keyser’s (1983) CV-phonology model of the syllable structure. A combination of DF, FG and CV-phonology has been chosen mainly because none of these theories can adequately account for all the segmental aspects of Shangani that this study looks at. This is also in line with Corder’s (1973:19) observation that: 
Language is a very complex thing, and it cannot yet be fully accounted for by anyone within one wholly consistent and comprehensive theory because people seem to hold at one and the same time incompatible views about its nature.






According to Hurford and Heasley (1983:8), a theory is a precisely specified, coherent and economic framework of interdependent statements and definitions, constructed so that as large a number as possible of particular basic facts can either be seen to follow it or be describable in terms of it.  Hadebe (2002:17) also defines a theory “as a body of fundamental principles underlying a science or the application of scientific ideas that guide processes during data interrogation, allowing repetition in exactly the same way, yielding similar results”.

Zivenge (2009:44) argues that theories are an important part of any study since they guide procedure, assessments, analysis and notation during documentation. They inform decisions during interrogation of data and above that, they provide with a notation which guides data presentation. He further notes that “--- it is more insightful, empirical and logical to be guided by theoretical tenets and reach for some optimal conclusion rather than mere descriptions or through trial and era” (Zivenge 2009:44). Chabata (2009:4) concurs with Zivenge (2009) on the importance of a theory in studies when he asserts that: 
A theory both serves as a guide to discovery and as a tool bringing insights in a revealing way. It helps us to deal with both the known and the unknown. …theoretical awareness helps researchers see connections that might otherwise not be made, as well as pinpointing problems that might have been overlooked.











The above shows that /e/ and /a/ (in bold) are undoubtedly representatives of separate vowel phonemes in Shona. These two words are identical in terms of the first consonant and the last syllable. They only differ in the vowel of the first syllable and this difference signals a change in meaning. The same method was used to come up with the following Bole​[11]​vowels as shown below.
Table 3.1	Minimal Pairs for Bole Vowels

i ~ u	bida	thatching needle	versus	buda	male servant
a ~ e	yula	testicle	versus	yule	saliva
u ~ e	kuri	red earth	versus	keri	tip
e ~ o	bele	crying	versus	bole	scar
e ~ a	pete	exiting	versus	pata	tail




The above minimal pairs illustrate that Bole has a five vowel system. These vowels are /a, e, i, o, u/.  The difference of these vowels can be summarized in terms of the following articulatory features shown in the diagram below.
Table 3.2	Feature Specifications for Bole Vowels
















The two sets of words in 2a and 2b are identical in all other respects except for the consonant of the first syllable; /b/ and /p/. These two are different phones as shown by their distinctive features below:

3.	/p/	  [+consonantal, +anterior, -voice]​[13]​
/b/	  [+consonantal, +anterior, +voice]

The existence of such a pair demonstrates irrefutably that the two segments are different and must belong to different phonemes. The difference in the phonemes /p/ and /b/ lies on the fact that /b/ is voiced while /p/ is not. So in this case, it is clear that voice is distinctive for consonants in Shona. 

Besides minimal pairs, minimal sets can also be used to identify phonemes of a language. A minimal set is whereby a group of three or more words can be differentiated by changing a phoneme in the same position to get a change in meaning for example; Shona vowels can be deduced from the following set:








			be in great pain or trouble-FV





remove a load from the head-FV
‘remove a load from the head’

The above minimal set demonstrates that Shona has five distinct phonemic vowels namely /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/ and /u/. The minimal set method can also be used in coming up with consonantal phonemes of a language as shown by the Shona minimal set below​[14]​:
5.	/tor-a/ 				/Ø-sora/ 		/ʃor-a/ 		/Ø-bora/ 
	take-FV			cl5-SG-grass		criticize-FV		cl5-SG-ball
	‘take’				‘grass’			‘criticize’		‘ball’
/Ø-ɗora/ 			/Ø-gora/ 		/por-a/ 		/kor-a/ 
Cl5-SG-mopani worm		cl5-SG-wild cat	cool down-FV		be fat-FV

‘mopani worm’	‘wild cat’		‘cool down’			‘be fat’
 /for-a/ 			/zor-a/ 			/ʂor-a/ 			/wor-a/ 
‘queque-FV		smear-FV		stare-FV			rot-FV
‘queque’		‘smear’		‘stare’				‘rot’




The minimal set above shows that the consonants /t, s, ʃ, b, ɗ, g, p, k, f, z, ʂ, w, d, dz, ŋ and h/ are contrastive in Shona. The same method will be used in coming up with Shangani phonemes.
However, it is important to note that the minimal pair and minimal set methods have limitations as it is not always possible to find pairs or sets of words illustrating all the particular distinctions in a language. In such instances, near minimal pairs are used. Near minimal pairs are two words that are almost identical except for some evidently irrelevant difference. The following are examples of near minimal pairs from English​[15]​.
6.	neither [niðɚ] vs. seizure [siʒɚ] 

lather [læðɚ] vs. azure [æʒɚ]
tether [tɛðɚ] vs. pleasure [plɛʒɚ] 




FG is a non-linear analysis framework proposed by Clements (1985), Sagey (1986), Halle (1986, 1989), McCarthy (1988) among many others. It is one of the many theoretical frameworks that questioned some claims made by Chomsky and Halle in SPE (1968). FG is “a direct challenge to linear theories of phonological representation” which assumed that speech is both planned and carried out one sound at a time in a sequence (Kadenge 2008:190). It also counters the traditional SPE view that a segment is just a bundle of unorganized features without any internal hierarchy and argues that a segment has organized bundle of features which have their own internal organization.  For example, a nasal phoneme /m/ can be represented as a feature matrix as below.





FG architects such as Clements (1985), Sagey (1986), McCarthy (1988), Clements and Hume (1995) and Hume (1992) criticize linear phonological theories such as SPE for failing to insightfully account for supra-segmental or prosodic phenomena such as tone, stress, intonation, rhythm, vowel harmony and syllable structure. Kadenge (2008:193) describes FG as a ‘non-linear model that makes a radical departure from the classical Generative Phonology’s earlier linear representation of segments. In traditional Generative Phonology, phonological processes are expressed as ordered linear rules in the form of A to B, B to C, and C to D and so on. Kadenge (2008) adds that FG “provides phonological representations with a simple mathematical structure easily susceptible to analytical and computational manipulation and permits an extremely elegant formalization of phonological rules.” Non-linear phonology researchers such as Sagey (1986) and McCarthy (1988) criticize SPE-type assimilation rules for failing to capture why certain sets of features work as a group. Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998) argue that one of the main advantages of the auto-segmentalised representation of features in FG is that features or particular groups of features can be spread to neighbouring segments, which greatly improves the description of assimilation processes. 

Clements and Hume (1995:264) state that “earlier generative theoreticians tended to think of phonemes as unstructured sets of features, or feature bundles in a well-known Bloomfieldian tradition.”  Clements (1985) argues that Bloomefield’s characterization of phonemes as “bundles of features” implies that the features are disorganized and lack structure which is contrary to FG which views features as hierarchically organized. Kadenge (2008:194) adds that representing features composing a sound as an unorganized bundle, like the claims of the generative model, “gives a misleading impression that features may freely combine in the construction of a phoneme inventory as well as in defining natural classes of segments in phonological rules.” On the contrary, FG claims that only feature sets which form constituents may function together in phonological rules.

Lee (1993:71) claims that the idea that features have their own internal grouping has also been noted in earlier research including Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) SPE.  He substantiates his argument by referring to SPE where there were internal divisions in features such as major class features, manner features and place features. However, he is quick to point out that those feature groupings in the SPE framework were just for convenience and they are not formally distinct.









DF theory is a phonological theory first formalized by Roman Jakobson (1941) and further elaborated and refined by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Clements (2000:126) defines a distinctive feature as a sound property, such as [+nasal], that serves to distinguish one phoneme (or phoneme series) from another. Katamba (1989:34) asserts that distinctive features are phonological ingredients beyond a phoneme. DF theory argues that the phoneme is not the most basic phonological unit but rather can be decomposed into phonetic features known as distinctive features (Bloomfield 1933). These distinctive features are the contrastive elements of a language not the phonemes. Zivenge (2009:47) states that “features are helpful in describing and distinguishing consonants and vowels that exist in different languages”. Knowledge of distinctive features makes phonological processes such as assimilation, dissimilation, vowel coalescence, vowel harmony, elision, epenthesis, metathesis among many others easy to understand (John 1984, Zivenge 2009).
DF theory views segments as a complex of features that are used to distinguish one segment from another. The theory therefore argues that no two segments may have identical specifications for all the features; otherwise they would not be distinguishable. This can be illustrated using feature matrices for Tonga vowels below.
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From the above feature matrices, /i/ and /a/ differ in values for three features. They are only similar in that they are both [-round]. On the other hand /i/ and /e/ have identical specifications for all features except [high], where [i] is [+high] and [e] is [-high]. From the above distinctive feature matrices for Shangani vowels, it follows that:
 
a)	A segment which is [+high] is always [-low]
b)	A segment which is [+low] is always [-high]
c)	A segment which is [-back] is always [-round]
d)	A segment which is [+round] is always [+back]
e)	A segment which is [+low] is also [+back] and [-round]
f)	A segment which is [-back] is always [-low]
g)	A segment which is [+round] is always [-low] 
Source: Schane 1973:36

Distinctive features define natural classes of sounds that commonly function together in phonological patterns. This is primarily because phonological rules apply to natural classes of sounds, which are sounds that share certain phonetic properties. For instance, the consonants [m, n, ɲ, ŋ] form a natural class because they share the distinctive feature [nasal]. Katamba (1989:36) also notes that the distinctive feature approach simplifies understanding of assimilation processes when he asserts that:
Looking at sounds in terms of the individual parameters allows an insightful expression of assimilation processes whereby one sound changes to become more like some other sound in its environment.

Through the use of distinctive features, assimilation processes such as nasalization, velarization, voicing and dentalization can be viewed as instances of spreading distinctive features to neighbouring sounds. McCarthy (2003:322) adds that “assimilation, understood as auto-segmental spreading is the primary source of evidence for feature geometry, a model on how different phonological features pattern together.” The following Shona example of nasalization shows that feature similarity is a precondition to assimilation in many languages.

Fig 3.3	Nasalization of /b/
	

The above diagram shows that the assimilation process involves spreading of distinctive features.











The same argument also holds in epenthesis. Feature similarity determines the epenthetic glide to be inserted to resolve hiatus. In some languages such as Tonga and Shona, the epenthesis of the labio-velar approximant [w] to break /au/ and /ua/ complex peaks to /wu/ is necessitated by the phonological observation that /u/ and [w] share similar distinctive features, as shown below:

Fig 3.5 	Similarities and Differences between the Vowel /u/ and Glide /w/
		

The same can also be noted in the epenthesis of the palatal approximant [j] which is epenthesized when there is a V element that has the same feature configuration with it. The sequence [oi] accepts epenthesis of the glide [j] because [j] and [i] both have the following features:





The examples above show that vowels and glides are phonetically similar since they share exactly the same feature organization. The insertion of the different glides in the context of a corresponding vowel is possible because the glide and the vowel have similar distinctive features. In the first example, it has been shown that [u] and [w] have similar distinctive features, hence [w] can be epenthesized and the same applies to [j] and [i] in the second example. 










According to Chomsky and Halle (1968:302), [±consonantal] feature distinguishes primarily between [+consonantal] consonants, which involve a radical constriction in the oral tract, and [-consonantal] vowels and glides which lack such a drastic constriction. (Halle 1995:7) defines consonantal phonemes as those whereby an oral articulator —the lips, the tongue blade, or the tongue body “makes full or virtual contact with a stationary part of the vocal tract so as to create a cavity effectively closed at both ends”. Scholars such as Jakobson and Halle (1956), Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952, 1969) among many others argue that the [consonantal] feature is “at the heart of the phoneme system of every language” (Halle 1995:12) and “must be included in the representation of every phoneme” Halle (1995:3). This led Kaisse (1992:315) to assert that, “a segment with no specification for consonantality one way or another...is hard...to imagine.”

It is also important to note that the feature [±consonantal] does not distinguish between consonants and vowels but it is based on syllabicity of segments. Although consonants are normally [-syllabic], they can form the peak of a syllable. This can be seen in Chomsky and Halle’s (1968:354) proposal that the feature [±syllabic] should be used to distinguish vowels and syllabic consonants. For example, there are instances where proper consonants can be syllabic as shown in the words /bottle, bottom, button/. One can argue that /l, m, n/ are syllabic in the second syllables of /bottle, bottom, button/ respectively. 

The feature consonantal distinguishes stops, fricatives, nasals and liquids (+consonantal) from glides, vowels, glottal and laryngeals (-consonantal) as shown in the table below.













According to Hooper (1976:124), sonority is the loudness of a sound in a CV-tier. Chomsky and Halle (1968:302) defines a [+sonorant] phoneme as that with “a vocal tract configuration in which spontaneous voicing is possible.” Halle (1995:7) also defines [±sonorant], as follows:
In articulating [+sonorant] phonemes, no pressure must be allowed to build up inside the vocal tract; such pressure must be built up inside thevocal tract in articulating [-sonorant] phonemes. Pressure build-up is produced by an articulator making full or virtual contact with a stationary portion of the vocal tract while no side passage is opened in the vocal tract by dropping the tongue margins or lowering the soft palate.

The feature sonorant distinguishes stops and fricatives (-sonorant) from nasals, liquids, glides, vowels and laryngeals (+sonorant) as shown in the table below. 



















Zivenge (2009) and Howe (2003) do not concur on the classification of glides as [±sonorant] and [±consonantal]. Zivenge in his sonority hierarchy chart classifies glides as [+consonant] and [-sonorant] while Howe classifies them as [+sonorant]. Zivenge (2009:56-57) justifies his classification of glides as [-sonorant] and [+consonant] as follows:

The glides are more sonorant than the rest of the consonants (obstruents, liquids etc) but   however cannot function as syllable ‘peaks’ because in distinctive features line of thought, they are accorded place and manner articulator features, which implies that during articulation, air is tempered with at particular distinct points in the oral cavity. This makes them fall in the category of consonants [-sonorant].

Pongweni (1990:74) also argues that:

Although from a purely phonetic point of view, these sounds are generally vocalic, that is, they have no consonantal constriction and have a vowel-type format structure; they are phonologically regarded as consonantal phonemes because of their function in the syllable.

From the above argument, it is clear that in purely phonetic approach, the glides are vowels but phonologically, they behave like consonants in that they do not appear at the centre of syllables; a feature shared by all vowels; but they appear at the edges as in the following example.

Fig 3.7	 The Position of Labio-velar Glide [w] in the CV tier
					




3.5.1.3      Syllabic

[syllabic] is arguably one of the most important features in distinctive feature theory. The feature [syllabic] corresponds intuitively to the notion consonant versus vowels. However, this feature goes beyond the consonant-vowel intuitive dichotomy. This is so because there are some consonants which are syllabic. Swahili is a good example of a language with syllabic consonants as shown in the following example:
7.	mbu.ni		ostrich		 vs	m.bu.ni		coffee plant
Swahili distinguishes [mbuni] for ostrich and [mbuni] for coffee plant in the fact that the former is a two-syllable word while the latter is a three-syllable word. In the second [mbuni], [m] is a syllable on its own and it is also a syllable peak. The word can be divided as follows [m.bu.ni.] where /./denotes a syllable boundary. The first [mbuni] can be divided as follows, [mbu.ni] where /u/ is the first syllable peak. The same phenomenon is also evident in Tsonga prenasalized nouns such as [mfene] ‘baboon’ and [nsati] ‘wife’​[16]​. The two words are both tri-syllabic, and can be divided as follows [m.fe.ne.] and [n.sa.ti.] The nasals [m] and [n] form the first syllable peak, hence they are [+syllabic] although they can be thought of as [-syllabic] consonants in the intuitive sense of the concept since the term consonant is frequently used almost always with the meaning non-peak in the syllable. 

Table 3.6	Classification of Segments by Major Class Features
Adapted from Howe (2003:23)













3.5.2	Non Major Class Features
Non-major class features are those features associated with place, manner and voice. Place of articulation features differentiate labial, coronal and dorsal contrasts while manner of articulation differentiates continuant, nasal and lateral contrasts. Voice features differentiate cognate pairs such as /p/ and /d/, /t/ and /d/, /f/ and /v/, /s/ and /z/ and / t/ and /dʒ/.

3.5.2.1	Manner of Articulation Features
As aforementioned, manner of articulation features distinguish continuant, nasal, lateral and strident phonemes as diagrammatically represented below. 

Fig 3.8 Manner of Articulation Features
		
	
The manner of articulation features are briefly explained in the following sections.

3.5.2.1.1	Continuant
The feature [continuant] is used to distinguish consonantal phonemes only. Chomsky and Halle (1968:317) define the feature [±continuant] as follows: 
In the production of continuant sounds, the primary constriction of the vocal tract is not narrowed to the point where the flow past the constriction is blocked; in stops the air flow through the mouth is effectively blocked.

The feature continuant distinguishes the following consonant classes.













The feature [+nasal] is assigned to sounds where air flows through the nasal passages, for example nasal consonants and nasal vowels, including less-common pre-nasalized stops, nasal glides, nasal fricatives, and nasal trills (Howe 2003:33).This feature describes the position of the velum (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Soft_palate" \o "Soft palate​). [+nasal] segments are produced by lowering the velum so that air can pass through the nasal tract (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Nasal_cavity" \o "Nasal cavity​). [−nasal] segments conversely are produced with a raised velum, blocking the passages of air to the nasal tract and shunting it to the oral tract. In short, nasals are phonemes in which the velum is lowered causing the air to move through the nasal cavity instead of the mouth. Examples of nasal sounds are /m, mh, n, n, nj, ŋ, ɲ/.
3.5.2.1.4	Strident

According to Chomsky and Halle (1968:329), “strident sounds are marked acoustically by greater noisiness than their non-strident counterparts.”  They add that stridency is a feature restricted to obstruent continuants and affricates. Clements (2000:111) also concurs with Chomsky and Halle’s definition and adds that, “the feature [+strident] is realized phonetically in the turbulence noise associated with obstruents.” This is so because they are defined on the basis of air turbulence. The most common [+strident] phonemes are the fricatives/s, z, ʃ, ʒ/ and the affricates /ts, dz, tʃ, dʒ/ which are often collectively referred to as sibilants.

3.5.2.2	 Place of Articulation Features
























The feature [+distributed] describes a constriction formed by the tongue front that extends for a considerable distance along the direction of airflow and [-distributed] to a constriction formed by the tongue front that extends only for a short distance along the direction of airflow. 
Apical sounds are -distributed; laminal sounds are +distributed.






Some authors have argued to replace distributed with back, capturing the relationships observed between, for example, retroflex consonants and back vowels. 

3.5.2.2.3	Dorsal




Phonologists use the back feature mainly to account for the distinction between front and back vowels. Back sounds are produced by retracting the body of the tongue from the neutral position; non-back sounds are produced without such a retraction from the neutral position. Front vowels are [-back] since they do not involve retraction of the tongue body, and back vowels are [+back]. Phonetic central vowels are usually treated as phonological back vowels, since typically central vowels are unrounded and back vowels are rounded.
3.5.2.2.3.2	High and Low

High and Low are the two main features that are employed to represent vowel height. High vowels are [+high] and [-low] while low vowels are [+low] and [-high]. No vowel can be simultaneously [+high] and [+low] since the tongue cannot be raised and lowered at the same time (Howe 2003:26). Mid vowels are [-high] and [-low]. High vowels are produced by raising the body of the tongue above the level that it occupies in the neutral position; non-high sounds are produced without such a raising of the tongue body.In other words [+high] indicates a raised tongue body while [–high] indicates a tongue body which is distinctively not raised.

Low sounds are produced by lowering the body of the tongue below the level that it occupies in the neutral position; non-low sounds are produced without such a lowering of the body of the tongue. In other words [+low] indicates a lowered tongue body while [–low] indicates a tongue body which is distinctively not lowered.From the above definitions of the two height features, it is obvious that [low] is the antithesis of [high].

It is important to note that the features [high], [low], [back] and [round] are not reserved exclusively for vowels since these typical vowel features can play a role in defining consonants as well. Velar, uvular and pharyngeal consonants are [+back] since they are produced with a retracted tongue body. The difference between velar and uvular consonants is that with velar consonants the tongue body is raised, whereas with uvular consonants it is not, and thus velars are [+high] where uvulars are [-high]. Pharyngeal consonants are distinguished from uvulars in that pharyngeals are [+low] and uvulars are [-low], indicating that the constriction for pharyngeals is even lower than that for uvulars (Howe 2003:22). The following Shona consonants illustrate this.








3.5.2.2.3.3	Advanced Tongue Root (ATR)





The study also used Clements and Keyser’s (1983) CV-phonology model of the syllable structure. The CV model was specifically designed to deal with the syllable which most linguists agree is an essential concept for understanding phonological structure. Katamba (1989) argues that the syllable is at the heart of phonological representations. Although scholars such as Clements and Keyser (1983, 1999), Katamba (1989), Blevins (1995), Kahn (1976), Kiparsky 1979), Kenstowicz (1994), Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998) among many others concur that the syllable is an important phonological unit, there is no consensus on how best to define it. This is revealed in Ladefoged’s (1975:281) observation that the syllable “is a unit of speech for which there is no satisfactory definition.” Blevins (1995:207) adds that: 
While phonologists from a wide range of theoretical perspectives agree that the syllable plays an important role as a prosodic constituent, agreement is by no means universal concerning the precise nature of the syllable, nor for that matter the very existence of this constituent in phonology.

 Bamakhramah (2009:8) argues that the difficulty in coming up with a proper definition of the syllable is due to the fact that the syllable has been approached from both phonetic and phonemic point of view and “there is no definition that combines its phonetic and phonological characters due to the lack of a direct, unambiguous phonetic correlates to the syllable” (Blevins 1995:281). He however, adds that although the syllable might not have precise phonetic correlates, it should not be denied at least an abstract status in phonological analysis. To substantiate his argument, he gives an example of other phonological constituents such as the segment that are not neatly tied to specific phonetic characters, but are less questionable than the syllable. In line with Blevins’ (1995) argument, Steriade (1999:239) also states that “syllable structure, whether directly perceived or inferred, is an undeniable aspect of phonological representations.” Levin (1985) states that phonetic utterances in all natural languages are made up of syllables.

It seems that the problem of the role of the syllable in phonological theory is coupled with the fact that scholars such as Haugen (1956), Hoard (1971), Vennemann (1972a) and Hooper (1972) who argue that the syllable plays an important role in phonology disagree with each other on how to set the syllable boundary. From the work of these scholars, it appears to be totally impossible to break down the sequence of segments into syllables. However, this problem seems to have been adequately dealt with by Kahn (1976) when he presents a comprehensive framework for syllable division and syllabification in his analysis of English phonology.

There are also some scholars such as Kohler (1966) who argue that the syllable does not play any role in phonological description. Bamakhramah (2009:6) argues that “the difficulty of assigning a proper definition of the syllable has been the main reason for questioning the existence of syllables as a linguistic unit.” Kohler (1966:207) claims that the syllable is “either an unnecessary concept --- or an impossible one --- or even a harmful one.” Kenstowicz (1994:250) also notes that in Chomsky and Halle’s SPE (1968), the syllable “had no official recognition.” Halle and Keyser (1971:141) note that in SPE (1968) and Kohler (1966), the syllable is not given any recognition mainly because the notion of the syllable is used as “the equivalent of sequence of speech sounds consisting of one syllabic sound preceded and followed by any number of consecutive non-syllabic sounds”. In Chomsky and Halle’s SPE (1968), they seem to argue that the syllable is not important if segmental information is fully exploited. Kohler 1966 notes that in SPE, all major phonological observations may be described without resorting to the syllable. This led to Clements and Keyser (1999:188) to comment that during SPE period “---- the notion of the syllable was thought to play no role in phonological organization.”  One can argue that the fact that we do not find any specific explanation about the role of the syllable in phonological description such as the SPE which is arguably the landmark work in phonology shows that the syllable was not conceived as a relevant phonological entity. Clements and Keyser (1983:1) assert that:
There has been increasing evidence that the exclusion of the syllable is a serious omission in GP and that many phonological rules only receive appropriate formulation in terms of this notion.

Scholars like Kadenge (2008) argue that Chomsky and Halle (1968) recognized the importance of the syllable in phonological representations. Kadenge (2008:214) is of the opinion that “the observation that the GP model that was developed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) did not recognize the fundamental role of the syllable is not altogether accurate in terms of execution.” He argues that the use of the V symbol, as “a [+vocalic] segment in countless phonological rules in SPE, with subsequent recognition that this natural class might be more appropriately referred to as [+syllabic] --- can be viewed as an acknowledgement of the syllable’s fundamental role in phonological theory.” Chomsky and Halle (1968:345) state that the [+syllabic] class “would characterize all segments consisting of a syllabic peak.” In this case, one can argue that in SPE, the feature [±syllabic] is introduced to overcome the inadequacy of eliminating the syllable from phonology (Lee 1993:118).

As aforementioned, this study employed analytical formalisms drawn from Clements and Keyser’s (1983) Generative CV-phonology model of the syllable structure. The study recognizes the syllable as vital in phonological representation. Scholars have been interested in finding a suitable syllable structure. Selkirk (1982), Wheeler (1981) and Clements and Keyser (1983) argue that the syllable has a hierarchical structure. Clements and Keyser (1983) define the syllable as a hierarchical unit which has immediate constituents that it dominates. However, Kadenge (2008:215) notes that many phonologists argue that the syllable has a hierarchical structure “but there is considerable divergence of opinion as to the nature of the hierarchical structure required.” McCarthy (1982) proposed for skeletal tiers and used a non-linear approach to explain some phonological aspects of Semitic languages. Kiparsky (1981) argues that the syllable is a prosodic level in the phonological hierarchy and suggests that its structure can be represented as metrical structure. Clements and Keyser (1983) developed a three-tiered CV-phonology theory by adopting McCarthy’s (1982) hypothesis of skeletal tiers but with the addition of an intermediate CV-tier between the syllable tier and the segmental tier. They show that the syllable has three tiers namely, the syllable node, the CV-tier and the segmental tier which consists of bundles of distinctive feature matrices, which represent the CV segments. The addition of the CV-tier simplifies the syllable structure by eliminating such constituents as onset or coda and replaces them by C or V.  

Prior to Clements and Keyser (1983), McCarthy (1982) thought of the syllable to be as follows:

Fig 3.10 Constituents of the Syllable











Fig 3.11a Syllable Structure






Fig 3.11b Representation of /pet/

	
From the above diagram, V is the syllable peak or prominence. It represents a vowel, diphthong or syllabic consonant, so it is not always the case that the syllable peak or nucleus is always a vowel. This is in line with Kadenge’s (2008:216) argument that: 

A number of phoneticians have pointed out that syllabicity is not an intrinsic characteristic of segments but rather involves the relationship between a segment and its neighbours on either side. In view of this observation, it can be argued that syllabicity or non-syllabicity of a segment is more aptly characterized in terms of its position in a syllable tree.

The CV tier defines the syllabicity of segments. C represents a consonant or a consonant cluster. The syllable node is mandatory in all syllables. It helps in clearly demonstrating the number of syllables in a word. This can be illustrated using the following Shona noun /musoro/Cl3-SG-head ‘head.’






There are three syllable nodes in the word /musoro/ so it means that it also has three syllables [mu.so.ro.]. The CV tier defines the syllabicity of segments.





Kaisee (1985:43) cited in Zivenge (2009) argues that there are basically two types of syllables, which are open and closed syllables. This is in line with Clements and Keyser’s (1983:29) argument that syllables are of two types. They give the two types as those characterized by a rule which deletes C before the V element and that which adds C after the V (VC) element as illustrated below.


















Zivenge (2009:73) defines an open syllable as “a syllable that has ±C +V, thus has the V element as the rightmost segment in each syllable.”  From the above definition, it is clear that there ae basically two types of open syllables, which are +C +V Open syllables and –C + V Open syllables as illustrated below:
Fig 3.13a +C + V Open Syllable				Fig 3.13b-C + V Open Syllable










Unlike open syllables, closed syllables have a [-peak] and [-syllabic] element as the last syllable constituent at the right of the CV-tier. The C element is the final constituent of the CV-tier. They are of the [±C +V +C] pattern as shown below.




It is important to note that there can be a one-to-one association of the C and V slots of the CV tier with the segments but there is also a possibility of the simultaneous association of a single C slot with two segmental distinctive features (Kadenge 2008:219). This normally happens with complex segments such as /pf, ts, tʃ, ʤ, dʐ, tʂ, ŋg, mbɣ, pf, mv,etc/. This can be illustrated using the Shona example below.









3.7	Conclusion   

This chapter is an overview of the theoretical framework from which the present study draws concepts relevant to the analysis of segmental phonological processes in Shangani. The chapter justifies the use of a multidimensional theoretical framework. It has shown that none of the theories used could on its own adequately account for all the phonological processes in Shangani. The importance of a theory in any study has been defined and explained. The minimal pair, minimal set and near minimal pair test that are used in coming up with a language’s phoneme inventory were discussed and examples from languages other than Shangani were used for illustration. Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) GP was also discussed in detail. Its major tenets such as distinctive features and phonological rules were shown to be useful in accounting for various aspects of the phonology of any language.The general view in GP is that speakers of a language unconsciously know the nature of the phonological structure of their language. The chapter also showed that other nonlinear theories such as FG and CV-phonology were employed to account for phonological processes such as syllable building processes, vowel harmony and the structure of simplex and complex segments that the GP theory fails to insightfully explain. The chapter has demonstrated that DF and FG theories are mainly concerned with the internal structure of phonemes and knowledge of the internal structure of phonemes helps in insightfully explaining phonological processes such as assimilation, glide formation and glide epenthesis, and deletion among many others. All major and non-major class features were explained. These include manner and place of articulation features. The diverging views among scholars in classifying glides were also discussed. This study will classify glides as [+consonant] which implies that they are also [-sononarant]. Clements and Keyser’s (1983) CV-phonology of the syllable structure was discussed in detail. The debate that surrounds the importance of the syllable in phonology was discussed. This study takes the syllable to be at the core of all phonological processes. The chapter also demonstrated that CV-phonology is very useful in explaining syllable structure processes such as glide formation, vowel deletion and vowel coalescence.









The major objectives of the study are to examine the phonological processes involving Shangani vowels and consonants and also to come up with the language’s phoneme inventory. This chapter outlines the research methodologies that were used to fulfill the study’s objectives. Seliger and Shohamy (1989), De Vaus (2002) among many other scholars argue that the research methods and techniques adopted in any research project depend upon the questions and the focus of the researcher. In addition, one can argue that the choice of a research method is therefore determined by the research interests, the circumstances of the setting or people to be studied and practical constraints faced by the researcher. In this particular study, the researcher attempts to answer the following research questions (i) what is the segmental phonology of Shangani? (ii) What are the intra-segmental and inter-segmental characteristics of Shangani? (iii) What is the nature of phonological processes that operate in Shangani? (iv) What is the acceptable syllable structure of Shangani? As aforementioned, all these research questions determined the choice of the methodology to be employed in the study. This chapter outlines the research design and methodologies that wereemployed to answer the above research questions. 

For data analysis, this study employed analytical formalisms drawn from Clements and Keyser’s (1983) Generative CV-Phonology model of syllable structure and Feature Geometry (FG) proposed by Clements and Hume (1995) and the Distinctive Feature Theory by Jakobson (1941) which was further elaborated and refined by Chomsky and Halle (1968). The minimal pair test was used in coming up with the language’s phoneme inventory.It is important to note that this chapter is only concerned with how the data for the study was collected since the above-mentioned methods of data analysis were described in detail in Chapter three which focuses on the theoretical framework employed in the study.

The study mainly used the qualitative research approach. Creswell (1994:1) defines a qualitative research as “an enquiry process of understanding a social or human problem, based on building a complex, holistic picture, formed with words, reporting detailed views of informants, and conducted in a natural setting.” Glesne and Peshkin (1992:5) add that in qualitative research, emphasis is on the description and not testing the hypothesis as in quantitative research. They (Glesne and Peshkin 1992) also observe that data in qualitative research is always reduced to themes as facts are presented in the narrative method rather than statistical ones as is usually the case with quantitative methodology. In the current research, qualitative methodology was more suitable as it produced descriptive data that included people’s own written and spoken words.

Furthermore, the qualitative approach proved very appropriate in this study because it allowed the researcher close proximity to the researched subjects. To this Flick (1998:6) adds that in qualitative research, 
Subjectivities of the researcher and of those being studied are part of the research process. Researchers’ reflections on their actions and observations in the field, their impressions, irritations, feelings and so on, become data in their own right, forming part of the interpretation---. 

Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) encourages close proximity of the researcher and those being studied as an integral part of research especially when one is carrying out research on linguistic minorities who are struggling to attain linguistic human rights. As stated earlier on, Shangani is a minority language in Zimbabwe which the researcher feels is still marginalized by the government and the Shangani speakers through the Shangani Language and Culture Association are lobbying for linguistic equality with the country’s other languages. In this regard, Skutnabb-Kangas (2000), advises that qualitative research especially as undertaken with respect to marginalized linguistic communities, does not allow for the researcher to assume a detached, on-looker position.





In choosing a research period, the researcher made time allowance for the unexpected that might intervene. The research was carried out from July 2011 to June 2012. The researcher moved from Pretoria, South Africa to Masvingo, Zimbabwe to be closer to her informants, which is the Shangani speech community and GZU students studying Shangani. The researcher was based in Masvingo to cut travel costs. The researcher was also free without any work to do besides data collection for the thesis. 

The other reason for choosing such a period is that it covered both winter and summer. In winter there were no rains so the researcher visited those areas that were inaccessible during the rainy season. Most Shangani speakers are at areas that were affected by Cyclone Eline in 2002. The roads were extensively damaged and up to now most of them are not yet repaired. Transport is also a nightmare in those areas as people have to walk long distances to the ‘nearest’ bus stops which might be over ten kilometres away. Given the physical challenges the researcher has (she has mobility problems due to drop foot on her right leg); there is no way she would be able to travel such long distances without an automobile. The researcher used the family’s 4x4 Nissan Hardbody to access those areas. The researcher’s husband drove her to those areas. The husband was on a one month annual leave so he was free to accompany the researcher to those areas that are too difficult to access.

Those areas like Chief Chitanga and Chief Neshuro’s areas in Mwenezi district were visited anytime that was convenient to the researcher within the stated period as they are easy to access since they are along the Masvingo- Beitbridge highway.

4.3	Procedure and Ethical Considerations

As the main participant in the research, the researcher observed some ethical issues throughout the research and particularly with regards to data recording. The Shangani people are a much closed community. They do not always want strangers to interview them. There are some issues about their culture that they are not comfortable to share with outsiders. For example, they do not at any cost reveal some of the things that happen during initiation ceremonies. So the researcher made sure not to ask the informants anything along those lines. The purpose of the study was explained to the informants before any interviews or recordings are done. Respondents were urged to participate on a voluntary basis, that is, participants should freely offer data. If they had reservations, they were kindly excused. Respect for the participants and their confidentiality was of utmost importance (Leedy and Ormrod 2001:107-108). To this effect, the following simple guidelines were adhered to: 

1. No-one was coerced into participating in the study against their will. 
2. No financial disbursements were promised and/or made to the participants. 
3. The rights and interests of all participants were protected and ensured. 
4. Confidentiality of all information gathered from the participants was maintained. 





The choice of research participants or informants is very important in qualitative research (Ragin 1994). Crystal (1991:177) defines an informant as “someone who acts as a source of data for linguistic analysis, usually a native speaker of a language.” In this case, the informants were native speakers of Shangani. The researcher used purposive non-random sampling in choosing informants. McBurney (1994:203) describes a purposive sample as one that is selected non-randomly but for some particular reason. McMillan and Schumacher (1993:378) argue that in purposive sampling, the researcher identifies information rich participants for the reason that they are possibly knowledgeable about a phenomenon under investigation. In the current study, GZU Shangani students were chosen mainly because chances were very high that they could supply information relevant to the study’s aims and research questions since the university offers phonology as a subject in African languages.

Respondents envisaged were from the following groups of the Shangani native speakers:
1.	Great Zimbabwe University Shangani lecturers and students.
2.	Shangani community members- chiefs, headmen and the ordinary members of the community.
3.	Primary and secondary school teachers who were Shangani native speakers.
4.	Monolingual Shangani- these comprise mainly of illiterate Shangani people who were above the age of fifty.








This section outlines the data gathering techniques that were used in this study. Data gathering techniques refer to ways in which research data is obtained from the Shangani native speakers. Bogdan and Biklen (1992:106) define data as “the rough materials researchers gather from the world they are studying”. In this study of the segmental phonology of Shangani, employed various research tools to gather the linguistic evidence needed to fulfil the aims of the study. Since a research is a logical model that guides the researcher in the process of collecting, analysing and interpreting data, the intention is to fuse theory with practical evidence which will be obtained from the field. The guiding principle was to collect data which are relevant, adequate and reliable. The methods proposed were based mainly on applicability and time considerations (Mouton 2001).Also financial constraints were considered in employing the different data gathering methods. That is why the researcher chose to relocate from South Africa to Zimbabwe, Masvingo in particular where the informants are based.

Bogdan and Biklen (1992) argue that data form the basis of an analysis and include materials that the researchers conducting the study actively record. These materials include questionnaires, interviews, focus group discussions, participant observation, tape recordings, and written materials among many others. In other words, the current study employed mixed or multiple methods research. This was done in line with Tashakkori and Teddlie’s (2003:15) observation that “mixed methods research can answer research questions that the other methodologies cannot”.This is mainly because they enhanced crosschecks on one another. For example, the researcher supplemented the collection of natural discourse with elicitation where appropriate.
The advantage of using the above stated qualitative research tools is that they are flexible as researchers can formulate and reformulate their work, for example, researchers may wish to modify concepts as the collection and analysis of data proceed (Burgess 1985). The other advantage is that qualitative methodology gives researchers the opportunity to interact with their subjects in a natural and undisruptive manner. To this, Taylor and Bogdan (1984:6) argue that qualitative researchers are constantly aware of the fact that they may have an effect on the people they study and that they have to minimize these effects or at least understand them when interpreting the data. With the above in mind, the researcher used methods such as participant observation and informal discussions in order to observe people use language in its natural setting without being aware that they are being observed. 

Hammersly (1994:59) notes that in qualitative studies, the researcher is the instrument and much depends on what he or she sees or hears, and much rests on his or her powers of observation and listening. He adds that there are some skills needed in conducting a qualitative research. These include interviewing skills, active listening skills, checking and identifying skills. The researcher did not have problems in as far as these skills are concerned since she gained and perfected most of them when she was working at ALRI as a Research Assistant. She was always in the field collecting data for lexicographic work at ALRI.

4.6.1	Lived Experiences and Intuition

Since this research is done in Zimbabwe by the interested part who also speaks the language, there was involvement of lived experiences and intuition. These methods of gathering data are widely used in generative grammar inspired studies (Heageman 1994). In this regard, Newmeyer (1986:23) notes, “the typical practice of generativists has been to use themselves as informants in collecting data about the acceptability and interpretation of grammatical constructions.” The validity and reliability of this method can be accounted for by the fact that the researcher is a speaker of Shangani. In addition, some native speakers of Shangani, who are ‘more fluent’ in the language than the researcher, assisted when it came to the verification of the grammaticality and acceptability of the Shangani data that would beanalysed in this study.
Trask (1993) refers to intuition as any linguistic judgment made by a native speaker about the grammatical facts of his language. It refers to what an individual unconsciously knows. In this research, relying on intuition was possible because the researcher speaks Shangani and according to Palmer (1976) a native speaker can consciously account for how a person is speaking in his language.Cruse (2000) argues that intuition constitutes the main source of primary data. However, Palmer (1976) holds a different view on the importance of intuition in gathering data when he argues that “although it is true that intuition should play a major role in our investigation of language, it should be noted that if introspective data cannot be backed by observational evidence, then it is superfluous” (Palmer 1976:28). This means that intuitively gathered data need to be verified by investigation in the field so as to cover up for the weaknesses of intuition as a data collection method. 




Initially, a literature study was conducted to find existing knowledge and information with regard to the research topic. This helped the researcher to see the significance, relevance as well as difference of this study when compared with others. This was done in Chapter two which comprises a detailed literature review of the study. Books, dissertations and journal articles relevant to the topic were reviewed. These included sources on segmental phonology of other African languages. The literary works reviewed were helpful since they deepened my understanding of phonetics and phonology in general and the insights gained sharpened my understanding of phonological aspects needed for the analysis of Shangani data.

The researcher also used Shangani written materials. These written materials included wordlists, phrases and texts of several discourse genres collected by ALRI researchers from all the Shangani speech communities in Zimbabwe. These materials were transcribed by Shangani speakers from all the districts the language is spoken. This in a way catered for the different dialects of the language. The researcher also used written material by the Shangani Language and Culture Association, which include primary school text books and all the primary school syllabi translated from English to Shangani.





The researcher also used corpus data collected by ALRI for the Cross Border Languages (CROBOL) project which is currently going on between the African Languages Research Institute (ALRI) and the Eduardo Mondlane University (EDU) researchers in Zimbabwe and Mozambique respectively. This data also supplemented the data collected in 2001 to 2003 by the researcher and some Student Research Assistants with the aim of compiling a monolingual Shangani dictionary. 

Baker (2010:93) defines a corpus as a collection of electronically stored texts, aided by computer software. The size of a corpus depends on its purpose. A corpus normally consists of a sample that is maximally representative of the variety under examination, it is of a finite size, exists in machine readable form and constitutes a standard reference for the language variety it represents (McEnery and Wilson 1996). Baker (2010) adds that it should be large enough to reveal something about frequencies of certain linguistic phenomena, enabling researchers to examine what is typical, as well as what is rare in a language.  In this context, this study was corpus-aided because it used the data that was already in the Shangani corpus. Since the building of the corpus started in 2008, it was hoped that by the time the researcher visited ALRI, it would be big enough to avail data for this study. It is important to note that the researcher was once part of the corpus ‘builders’ at ALRI. By that time (2008-2009), the corpus was general and mainly of spoken texts since there was not much written in Zimbabwean Shangani. In this case, it was hoped that the corpus would provide real-life examples of words in use and also that it would be big enough to avail the needed linguistic data.

Widdowson (1990) notes that corpora have passed into general usage in linguistics in spite of the fact that they still occasionally attract hostile criticism. Kennedy (1998:91) argues that “it is now almost inconceivable that worthwhile and comprehensive lexical descriptions can be undertaken without a corpus.” The advantage of using a corpus is that it is there for people to verify. It is also easy to use for the computer literate since computers can calculate frequencies and carry out statistical tests quickly and accurately, giving researchers access to linguistic patterns and trends. It can also enable researchers to quantify linguistic patterns, providing more solid conclusions to be reached. McEnery and Wilson (2001:103) argue that “one of the strengths of corpus data lies in its empirical nature, which pools together the intuitions of a great number of speakers and makes linguistic analysis more objective.” McE nery and Xiao (2005) argue that non-corpus based grammars can contain biases while corpora can help to improve grammatical descriptions.
Although referring to lexicography, Sinclair (1991:112) argues that corpus evidence can complement or refute the intuitions of individual lexicographers. This helps in that the researcher gets accurate data. The same can be said of any research in any linguistic study. 

However, when the researcher visited ALRI with the view of using the Shangani corpus, she was devastated to find out that the corpus was infected by a virus and not usable. The researcher did not lose heart and with the help of Justice Chikomwe, ALRI’s part-time computer technician, she was allowed by ALRI director to create an open-ended general purpose monitor corpus of only one hundred thousand words. This is by way a very small corpus given Biber et al’s (1998:30) argument that “a one-million word corpus will not provide sufficient data for many words to allow meaningful generalizations.” Having Biber et al’s (1998) assertion in mind, she made sure that she would solely rely on such a very small corpus so she used other data gathering techniques to complement it. Despite its small size, the corpus managed to give the required data for the purpose of the study. 

4.6.3.1	Concordance Agreement in Corpus

The researcher used the concordance agreement to search for different information in the corpus. A concordance is “a formatted version or display of all the occurrences or tokens of a particular type in a corpus.” Chabata (2007:68) defines a concordance programme as “a computer programme that searches and displays a given word form in a corpus with predetermined amount of context.” In this study, concordance was used to check for different vowel sequences and for the locative and diminutive suffixes of Shangani. The corpus extract below is an example of a concordance display of the locative suffix /-ini/ in the Shangani corpus. It is important to note that /–ini/ in the first statement of the concordance is not a locative but the rest are locatives.

4.6.3.1.1	Search for /-ini/ in the Corpus
ALRI Shangani Corpus (100 000 words)





4.6.3.1.2		Search for /mu-/ in the Corpus
























A tape recorder was used to collect data from the interviews. The advantage of tape-recording data in data collection is that it provides what Samarin (1967:8) refers to as “linguistically accurate corpus of data” since each and every sound will be recorded. Crystal (1987) also adds that tape-recording enables the linguist’s claims about the language to be verified. The legal and ethical aspects of recording conversations without the speakers’ knowledge and consent were taken into cognizance in some instances since Robson (1993) argues that it is not ethical to record and use extracts of speech without the people’s consent. Bearing this in mind, interviewees were informed before-hand that it might be too difficult for the interviewer to remember all the information since there were many people to be interviewed, hence the need to tape-record them. For the sake of better acoustic quality, the researcher avoided noisy environments. Since there was a lot of noise at the Shangani Cultural Festival, the researcher put the tape-recorder closer to people who were giving speeches, reciting poems and acting in dramas.

4.9	Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) and Interviews

FGDs are informal, guided discussions or interviews about a particular topic. Gloria, Bader and Ross (2002:2) define a focus group interview as “a special type of group interview that is structured to gather detailed opinions and knowledge about a particular topic from selected participants.” The focus group comprised of a relatively small number of people, five people at most, to find out what they knew about phonological processes that obtain in Shangani and the language’s phoneme inventory. The groups were deliberately kept small to ensure that the participants would not feel intimidated and can express their opinions freely. The researcher introduced and directed the discussions and encouraged participants to take part in the conversation without her being biased.  However, the researcher did not dominate the discussion; she did less talking and a lot of listening. This is in line with Edley and Litosseliti’s (2010:158) advice that the interviewer should remain neutral, by withholding his or her opinion and remain passive in the face of his/her respondents’ answers. The researcher tried to keep emotions to herself by not showing surprise or disapproval to what the interviewees or discussants told her.





Individual face-to-face interviews were carried out with various native speakers from different areas where the language is spoken to avoid individual peculiarities which might be due to shape of speech organs, idiolectal variation, educational level or other individual experiences. Edley and Litosseliti (2010:157) say that interviews should be understood “as a mechanism by which one party (the interviewer) extracts vital information from another (the interviewee). Patton (1990) adds that interviews are usually seen as a means of accessing stuff that cannot be got by direct observation.

The interviews began with small talk to establish rapport with the interviewees. The researcher then explained the purpose of the interview and then asked the informants to sign an informed consent form. (See Appendix A). She then moved to questions about the interviewee’s background and continued with a conversation on other topics she had introduced. (See Appendix B). The topics were on anything especially areas of interests to the interviewee except politics because political issues were a sensitive issue in Zimbabwe during that period. The main reasons for dwelling on topics of interests to the interviewee were to obtain a sample of somewhat controlled but still unprepared speech. The researcher noted that when an interviewee was talking about a topic he or she was much interested in, the interviewee eventually shifted his/her focus more towards communication of content than the way he/she speaks. This in a way helped in producing more natural speech where phonological processes were observed.

One of the greatest advantages of focus groups and interviews is their tremendous flexibility. They are also useful in obtaining information from illiterate communities. Litosseliti (2003:18) also adds that both focus groups and interviews are particularly useful in that a researcher can discover new information and consolidate old or established knowledge. They also help in obtaining different perspectives on the same topic in participants’ own words. They provide a platform for brainstorming and generating new ideas. Nyika (2010:24) adds that the advantage of using interviews, especially semi-structured ones is that they allow the researcher to use probes in order to get more information, seek clarification and to be able to continuously evaluate the progress of the interview and guide the conversation in line with the research objectives. The focus group interviews and individual interviews are a source of validation. They also generate a sense of rapport between the researcher and the researched.

However, the greatest disadvantage of focus groups and interviews is that they are intensive in terms of both time and resources and usually require a highlevel of commitment from one’s participants (Litosseliti 2003:21).





The other method of data gathering that was employed in this study was participant observation whereby the researcher was simultaneously a member of the group she was studying and the one doing the study. Observation is a systematic method of data collection that relies on a researcher’s ability to gather data through his or her senses, (O’Leary 2004:170). It is appropriate for collecting data on naturally occurring behaviors in their usual contexts. It offers a researcher the opportunity to collect factual data from naturally occurring social situations. This means that this research used data that was collected from everyday speech of Shangani native speakers in their natural settings. Participant observation is essentially qualitative and has the advantage of directness since the researcher does not solicit the informants’ views but just listens and collects what they produce. The researcher employed the selective listening technique which Haralambos and Holborn (1990) argue is one of the most important forms of participant observation. Selective listening refers to recording (not necessarily tape recording) of what people say to each other and to the researcher without guidance of the latter (Samarin 1967). In this regard, the data that wasanalysed in this investigation is considered to be a true representative of the linguistic knowledge or competence of the Shangani users because the researcher did not alert the informants but rather just listened to them as they spoke unconsciously.

The researcher also covertly attended and observed lectures at GZU. This was done after obtaining permission to attend Shangani lectures from the department. The researcher just pretended to be one of the students. The students did not suspect anything since it was at the beginning of the academic year, they just assumed that the researcher was also a student. This was done with the hope that the data was going to be more valid and reliable since the subjects were more natural and honest since they were not aware that their speech was being observed. This was also in line with Coupland and Jaworsky’s (1997:36) observation that when one wants to obtain data useful in any linguistic study, one has to observe how people speak when they are not aware that they are being observed. 

The researcher also attended Free Methodist Church services conducted in Shangani. The researcher is a member of the Free Methodist Church since birth and her attendance of the services did not raise any eyebrows. She went to her rural home for the church’s annual revival in December, which ran from Friday to Sunday. She had a good opportunity of collecting data in its natural setting because she had not alerted the informants (the congregation) about the recordings. Even though the people came to know that they were being recorded during the service, it was not an issue since these days recording church services seems to be the in thing. So the legal and ethical aspects of recording people without their knowledge and consent did not count in this situation.

The researcher was a participant observer at the Shangani Annual Cultural festival. She sought permission from the festival organizers to record some of the proceedings at the festival. At the festival, the Shangani people from all over the country were showcasing a lot of cultural activities. These included poetry, drama, traditional dances and culinary, songs among many other activities. The researcher had the opportunity to interview chiefs and some other ‘authorities’ from the different Shangani communities.

4.11	Diary/ Notebook
The notebookwas used to record day-to-day personal account of proceedings that were inclined to the research. These included Shangani people’s ordinary discussions and interactions. This proved to be an easy way of ensuring that facts and opinions that can be missed are captured and helped to explain the context in which data was collected. The importance of using a notebook or diary in research is summed up by John (2000:30) when he argues that:
Notebooks are an important necessity in a research process, since documentation is a pre-occupation of any serious researcher for no human mind can effectively remember all field experiences, a whole body of unprocessed gross data at the researcher’s disposal.

4.12	Validation and Triangulation of Data











































The other two main objectives of this thesis are to identify and characterize the phonemic inventory and canonical syllable structure of Shangani as it is spoken in Zimbabwe. This chapter is devoted to fulfilling the abovementioned objectives. It is divided into two main sections and many subsections. The first section discusses the Shangani phoneme inventory, whilst the second section discusses its syllable structure. Shangani phoneme segments will be described in terms of their articulatory properties.

Jones (1967:10) defines a phoneme as “a family of sounds in a given language which are related in character and are used in such a way that no one member ever occurs in a word in the same phonetic context as any other member”. Bloomfield (1933) views a phoneme as a bundle of distinctive features. Katamba (1989) also adds that phonemes are the speech sounds that are contrastive in a language. An inventory simply refers to a detailed list of all the items in a place. So, a phoneme inventory can thus be defined as a detailed list of all the phonemes found in a particular language. The importance of a Shangani phoneme inventory in this study of the language’s segmental phonology can be seen in Odeingo’s (2004:9) assertion that consonants and vowels are the basic units in any phonological analysis. Vasanthakumani (1989) also shows the importance of a phoneme inventory when he asserts that “the first task in dealing with phonology of a language is to isolate its sounds and characterize them effectively.” This is exactly what this chapter is devoted to.

This chapter presents evidence for all the sounds (the consonant and vowel phonemes) that are found in the Shangani language using the minimal pair test. The CV-phonology model of the syllable structure is used to describe and analyse the Shangani syllable structure.The main goal in analysing the syllable structure of Shangani is to identify the syllable patterns found in the language.

5.2	Importance of a phoneme

The function of the phonemes is to distinguish the meaning of words. Jones (1967:265) argues that the major function of a phoneme “is to distinguish words from one another”. Batibo (2000:195) observes and clarifies that:
In some linguistics textbooks, phonemes are said to change the meaning of words. This formulation, though fairly common, is technically not quite correct, as phonemes do not in themselves have meaning. What does happen is that changing a phoneme in a word produces a different word, which obviously has a different meaning.












Barlow and Gierut (2002:58) argue that ‘it is not the phonemes per se that are the contrastive elements of a language; rather it is their featural makeup.” This is in line with Bloomfield’s (1933) assertion that phonemes are bundles of distinctive features. The features that contrast serve to create an opposition between phonemes of a particular language. In example 2 above, the feature [voice] distinguishes the phonemes /b/ and /p/ to give us different meaning. In this case, the feature [voice] is contrastive. The researcher describes all the contrastive phonemes of Shangani according to their place and manner of articulation. Voicing, aspiration, labialization and palatalization are also be used to distinguish the Shangani consonants.
5.3	Source of Information
As detailed in Chapter four, the data provided in this chapter were collected from Shangani first language speakers, since there is not much literature yet on Shangani phonology. Much of the literature available is on South African Tsonga or Mozambican Changana which are not part of the scope of this study.Important to mention is Baumbach’s (1981 and 1987) descriptive works on Tsonga, which are, Analytical Tsonga Grammar (1987) and Tsonga Phonetics and Sound Changes (1981). He presents some sound changes that obtain in the Tsonga language and the language’s phoneme inventory. Such works are very important for comparative purposes. In Chapter one, the researcher argued that Tsonga, Changana and Shangani are varieties of the same languages, which due to some linguistic, political and social circumstances, were forced to develop differently. They are in contact with different languages and as a result they borrow from different neighbouring languages. They are in different sovereign countries which also have different language use policies. This led to differences in terms of vocabulary and phoneme inventories which also suggest that even phonological processes may differ in some instances. Janson (2001) also notes that there are several phonemic differences between South African Tsonga and Mozambican Changana. It also follows that Zimbabwean Shangani also has several phonemic differences with the other two varieties mentioned above. 

5.4	The Shangani Phoneme Inventory









As aforementioned, the minimal pair test is used to come up with the Shangani vowel inventory. Just like Changana (Sitoe 2001), Shangani vowel inventory is composed of five oral contrasting segments which are shown below.There are no diphthongs or phonemically long vowels in Shangani.The contrasts distinguishing the Shangani vowels in oral contexts are illustrated by the minimal word sets in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1	Minimal Pairs to Illustrate Shangani Vowel Contrast

SR	Shangani	English		Shangani	English
[a] ~  [e]	/-tsama/	sit	~	/-tsema/	cut
[i] ~   [u]	/-rima/	plough	~	/-ruma/	send
[o] ~  [i]	/-rola/	pick	~	/-rila/	cry
[e] ~  [o]	/-etʃa/	try	~	/-otʃa/	roast


Table 5.2	Minimal Set to Illustrate Shangani Vowel Contrast

SR	Shangani	English




[u]	/rula/	remove load from head


The above minimal pairs in Table 5.1 and minimal set in Table 5.2 illustrate that Shangani has a five vowel system comprising of /i, e, a, o, u/.  The difference in these vowels can be summarized in terms of the following articulatory distinctive features as shown in the diagram below.










Table	5.4	Feature Specifications for Shangani Vowels

vowel	          i	          e	          a	          o	          u
high	          +	          -	           -          	          -	          +
low	          -	          -	          +	          -	          -
mid	          -	          +	          -	          +	           -
back	          -	          -	          -	          +	          +
front	          +	          +	          -	          -	          -
round	          -	          -	          -	          +	          +
central	          -	           -	          +	          -	          -
open	          -	          -	          +	          +	          -
closed	          +	           -	           -	           -	           +







5.4.1.2		Distribution of Shangani Vowels

This section discusses some environments in which Shangani vowels occur. Only those environments that are very important to the study and where the different vowels occur prominently are discussed with examples. These environments are relevant to the study in as far as phonological processes are concerned.

Like in other African languages such as Shona (Kadenge 2010; Mudzingwa 2010), Tonga (Zivenge 2010) and Nambya (Kadenge 2008), all the Shangani vowels occur in CV or V syllables where they function as the only obligatory constituent of the syllable as exemplified below.












Fig 5.2 Shangani Onsetless V Syllable


The diagram above shows that in Shangani, V syllables do exist despite the language’s general requirement of syllable onsets. The diagram shows [a] an onsetless syllable in the verb /-ala/‘refuse’. The first syllable [a] does not have a consonant to stabilize it. All vowels function as the nucleus of CV and V syllables, hence can be denoted as [+peak], [+syllabic], [+sonorant] and [-consonant] (Zivenge 2010:86). 

Although onsetless V-syllables in fig 5.2 are not as many as the CV type in fig 5.1, there are a number of examples to attest their existence as shown by examples in Table 5.5 below. 













x	e	emasimwini	/emasimŋini/	in, at or near the field


The examples in Table 5.4 show that the preferred syllable structure in Shangani is of the CV shape; suggesting that every syllable has a vocalic syllable nucleus. The table also shows that in Shangani, V syllables are not only confined to word-initial position, but can also be in word-medial position as shown by examples (vi) and (vii). When they occur in word-initial positions, they are usually verb stems or subject markers as in (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v). Vowels [a] and [e] also occur in locative prefixes as shown in (viii), (ix) and (x). These vowels can be used interchangeably. There are only a few instances where a vowel occurs on its own word-initially as a syllable without an onset as in (i). Such cases are attested especially in Shangani loanwords but are very rare in ‘pure’ Shangani words.In general, whenever a sequence of two vowels occurs word-medially, each vowel is assigned to a different syllable. For instance, in the verb phrase /wa.a.la/ ‘he refuses’, there are three syllables, /mu.a.va.ɲi.si/ ‘judge’ and /mu.a.ke.la.ni/ ‘neighbour’ both have five syllables. It follows that the medial vowels in hiatus in the above words must be construed as having an empty consonant position. It is also important to note that, the two vowels /ua/ in juxtaposition is somewhat a unique feature of the Shangani language since in most Bantu languages; such sequences are resolved by glide formation, secondary articulation, elision, coalescence among other hiatus resolving strategies. The nouns /muavaɲisi/ ‘judge’ and /muakelwani/ ‘neighbour’ in most languages would have been /mŋavaɲisi/ and /mŋakelani/ respectively. According to Baumbach (1981 & 1987), in Tsonga, the vowel sequences in such agent nouns are resolved by deletion of the vowel of the class prefix, that is V1 deletion. He gives the examples of /muaki/ which becomes /maki/ ‘builder’. These examples serve to show that both Tsonga and Shangani have a unique way of handling vowels in hiatus. However, Hlungwani (2012) argues that in Tsonga, such vowel sequences are now maintained as they are, just like in Shangani. This will be dwelt on in detail in Chapter six where different phonological processes that are attested in Shangani are discussed. The onsetless syllables never occur word-finally, except in interjections and idiophones where they can occur word-initially and word-finally. The following examples show that in idiophones and interjections, the vowels have no restrictions in their occurrence.







			yowee!	Expression of pain or surprise
idiophones			hwii!	dead silence

However, this study will not look at these groups of words since in Shangani interjections and idiophones, especially onomatopoeic words; one can have as many vowels in juxtapositionas he wants when describing something. 

Table 5.7	The Position of Shangani Vowels in Words













The examples in the above table show that all Shangani vowels can be found in all positions in the word as syllable peaks. All vowels can be of both the onsetless V and onsetful CV typology. It is also important to note that onsetless V syllables that are found word initially are verb stems and those that are found word medially are mostly noun derivates from verbs, for example, /muaki/ ‘builder’ is from the verb /kuaka/ ‘to build’, /muoʂi/ is from the verb /kuoʂa/ ‘to fornicate’ and /muundɬi/‘carer’ is from the verb /kuundɬa/ ‘to take care of.’ The vowels in CV typology which is the most frequent can be found abundantly in any position. 

5.4.1.2.1		Shangani Vowel Combinations in Words

All Shangani vowels can combine with each other as syllable peaks in words. They can precede or succeed each other as shown in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8	Possible Shangani Vowel Combinations in Words

gloss	threefivepalce	seedskinlight	heartfieldproverb	noseelephant	clothchaseheat
example	/naru/ /tlhanu/ /ndawu/	/mbewu/ /jevula/ /vevuka/	/mbilu/ /simu/ /ʃivuriso/	/nopfu/ /ndlovu/	/ŋguvu/ /ʂukuta/ /mumu/
u	a.u	e.u	i.u	o.u	u.u
gloss	buttockeyesnow	broomstoveplate	thingsskyfire	anklenutlaziness	huntersoup
example	/rako/ /maɬo/ /mako/	/ ʂijelo/ /ʂeko/ /ŋgelo/	/ʂilo/ /tilo//ndzilo/	/dzolo/ /moŋgo/  /vulolo	/muɬoti//muro/
o	a.o	e.o	i.o	o.o	u.u
gloss	moneywhobuffalo	this oneownersmonth	ownerwar	tearsropespy	mortarproverbfruit seed
example	/mali/ /mani/ /ɲari/	/leji//veɲi/ /nweti/	/nwini//ɲipi/	/miɬoti/ /ŋgoti/ /ɬori/	/tʃhuri/ /ʃivuriso/ /ɲungi/
i	a.i	e.i	i.i	o.i	u.i
gloss	salivalong agogood	legright handcover with soil	legsleopard	likeget usedat the bush	farthrow awayshout
example	/mare/ /kale//kaɬe/	/neŋge/ /linene/ /seletela/	/mileŋge/ /jiŋgwe/	/woŋge/ /tolovela/ /noveni/	/kule/ /tʃukumeta// huwelela/
e	a.e	e.e	i.e	o.e	u.e
gloss	fatherbreakcloud	himheromilk	mebreadthe late	itwindaxe	liesdearleave






5.4.1.2.2	The Vowels in Epenthesis

Just like in Shona, all Shangani vowels can be epenthesized to break impermissible consonant clusters in loan word adaptation. Uffman (1993) and Zivenge (2009) note that vowel epenthesis is the commonest process in loan word adaptation. Vowels are epenthesized on unacceptable consonant sequences to generate acceptable sequences. Languages with a strict CV syllable structure, such as the language under study, often epenthesize vowels inpositions where they serve to break up consonant clusters and resyllabify coda consonants. The examples in the table below illustrate this point.

Table 5.9	Shangani Vowel Epenthesis in Loanword Adaptation







The vowel /a/ is used to open closed syllables in loanwords especially those orthographically ending with [r] as in the following examples in Table 5.10.

Table 5.10	The Vowel /a/ in Opening Closed Syllables Ending with [r]









The examples in Table 5.10 have shown that in Shangani loanword phonology, the orthographic [r] is retained unlike in Shona adoptives where it is deleted. In Shona, the above loans would have been /titʃa/, /kombijuta/, /fenitʃa/, /huta/ and /komiʃina/ respectively.

5.4.1.2.3  	The Vowels in Locatives
Just like in Changana (Sitoe 2001), only the vowels [a] and [e] can be optional prefixes for locativized nouns as shown by the examples in Table 5.11 below. It is important to note that in most cases [a] and [e] can be used interchangeably as locative stabilizers. However, in the Shangani variety, the two vowels are used mostly by elderly people.

Table 5.11	The Vowels [a] and [e] as Locative Stabilizers
Locative Stabilizers	Noun	Locative Suffix	Locative	English
[a] or [e]	/tafula/	ini	/atafuleni/ or /etafuleni/	on or at the table
[a] or [e]	/doroba/	ini	/adorobeni/ or /edorobeni/	in town
[a] or [e]	/mati/	ini	/amatini/ or /ematini/	in water
[a] or [e]	/hasi/	-	/ahasi/ or /ehasi/	down, below
[a] or [e]	/heɬa/	-	/aheɬa/ or /eheɬa/	ontop

The phonological processes that obtain in the above examples when the locative suffix is added to the noun is discussed in detail in Chapter six. 

Table 5.12	Locativizing Nouns ending with /a/ in Shangani
Noun 	English	Noun +locative suffix	Locative	English 
/kamba/	camp	kamba+ini	/kambeni/	at or in the camp
/tafula/	table	tafula + ini	/tafuleni/	at or on the table
/ʃivala/	kraal	shivala + ini	/ʃivaleni/	at or in the kraal
/kuhela/	end	kuhela + ini	/kuheleni/	at or in the end
5.4.1.2.4	The Vowel [a] in Pronouns and Verbs

The vowel [a] occurs as the terminal vowel or the nucleus of the last syllable in all Shangani pronouns and verbs as shown by the examples in Tables 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 below.



















In Shangani, the vowel /e/ occurs in many different environments. In some instances, it is a result of coalescence as shown by the examples in 5.4.1.2.5.2.
	
5.4.1.2.5.1	The Vowel [e] in Personal Pronouns

The vowel [e] is the syllable peak of the first syllable of only second and third person singular pronouns as shown in Table 5.14 above.

5.4.1.2.5.2	The Vowel /e/ in Class 2 and Class 6 Nouns

The vowel /e/ can also be formed when class 2 prefix /va-/ (plural) or class 6 prefix /ma-/ (plural) is added to noun stems commencing with /i/ as in the examples that follow.
/a/ + /i/			/e/
3.	/va- + -iɲi/			/veɲi/ (cl 2) (visitors)
/ma- + -ino/			/meno/ (cl 6) (teeth) 

5.4.1.2.6	The Vowel [i] in Personal Pronouns

The vowel [i] is the syllable peak of the first syllable of only first person singular, first person plural and third person plural pronouns as shown in Table 5.14.

5.4.1.2.7	The Vowel [i] as Copulative Prefix

 The vowel [i] is also the copulative prefix of all Shangani single nouns as exemplified below.
4.	/imbuti/				‘it is a goat’
/inŋaɲana/			‘it is a girl’
/imunu/			‘it is a person’

5.4.1.2.8	The Vowel [a] in Imperative Formations

The vowel [a] also expresses affirmation in imperative formations as demonstrated below in Table 5.15. It is also the terminal vowel of all the imperative singular affirmative constructions as in the following examples in Table 5.15 below. The same also obtains in Tsonga (Baumbach 1987 and 1981).









Table 5.16	The vowel [i] in Imperative Formations
Verb	Gloss	Imperative Singular	Gloss	Imperative Plural	Gloss
-dya	eat	/riŋgadji/ (cl5)	It should not eat	/aŋgadji/ (cl6)	they should not eat
-vuya	come	/ʃiŋgavuji/(cl7)	It should not come	/ʂiŋgavuji/ (cl8)	They should not come
-wa	go	/jiŋgawi/ (cl 9)	It should not fall	/tiŋgawi/ (cl10)	They should not fall
-teka	take			/iŋgatekiwi/ (cl4)	They should not be taken
-tsova	cut	/riŋgatsovewi/ (cl 11)	It should not be cut	/tiŋgatsovewi/	They should not be cut
-hela	finish	/riŋgaheli/ (cl 21)	It should not finish		

The table above shows that the vowel /i/ is the syllable nucleus of all subject concords of the imperative formations of all Shangani noun classes which have the vowel /i/ as the nucleus of the noun prefix. These classes are 4, 5, 7 and 8, 9, 10, 14 and 21. This is illustrated in Table 5.16 above. The vowel [i] also expresses negation in imperative formations. It is the last syllable nucleus of all negative formations in Shangani. The vowel [i] is also the terminal vowel of all imperative plural affirmative constructions as in the following examples.







It is also the final syllable peak of all agent nouns derived from verbs as shown in Table 5.18 below.
































5.4.1.2.10	The Vowel [u] 
The vowel [u] is used in forming the negative form of the second person imperative singular and plural in Shangani. It is also the syllable peak of all subject concords of the imperative singular and plural. In the imperative singular, it occurs as an onsetless (-CV) syllable as illustrated in Table 5.20 below.

Table 5.20	The Vowel [u] in Shangani Imperative Formations
Verb	Gloss	2nd Person Imperative Singular	Gloss	2nd Person Imperative Plural	Gloss
/-rila/	cry	[uŋgarili]	do not cry	[muŋgarili]	do not cry
/-jiva/	steal	[uŋgajivi]	do not steal	[muŋgajivi	do not steal
/-ja/	go	[uŋgaji]	do not go	[muŋgaji]	do not go
/-ʂeka/	cook	[uŋgaʂeki]	do not cook	[muŋgaʂeki]	do not cook

5.4.1.2.11	The Vowels in Noun Classes

Only the vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ are syllable peaks in Shangani noun prefixes. The vowels /o/ and /e/ do not occur in noun prefixes as evident in Table 5.20 above.

5.4.1.2.12	The Vowels in Demonstratives
All Shangani vowels occur in different positions in the demonstrative. The vowel /a/ occurs as the terminal vowel or the nucleus of the last syllable in all Shangani far demonstratives while /a/ is the syllable peak of the very far demonstrative suffix –ya as shown by the examples in Table 5.21 below. The vowels /a/, /e/ and /o/ are the syllable peaks of the first syllable of the demonstrative. It is also important to note that in the second syllable, /a/, /i/ and /u/, correspond to the vowels /a/, /e/ and /o/ of the first syllable as illustrated in Table 5.21 below.The far demonstrative is similar to the near demonstrative except that the final vowel is /o/ in all cases yet in near demonstratives, the final vowel is determined by the syllable nucleus of the first syllable as shown in Table 5.21 below.

Table 5.21	Shangani Vowels in Demonstratives





Table 5.22	Distribution of Shangani Vowels in Demonstratives




















5.4.1.2.12.1	The Vowel [a] in Demonstratives

The vowel [a] is the last syllable peak of all far demonstratives that show something that is very far away from both parties in conversation.

5.4.1.2.12.2	The Vowel [e] in Demonstratives

It occurs as the first syllable peak of all near, far and very far demonstratives except for classes 1, 2, 3 and 5. The vowel [e] is formed in the formation of demonstrative pronouns of noun classes which have [i] in their prefixes as in the following example. This phonological process of coalescence will be discussed in detail in the succeeding chapter.

/a/ + /i/ 		[e]
5.	[fene]		/la + iri/	              [leri]
[ʃifake] 	 /la + iʃi/		  [leʃi]
[ʂikolo]	/ la + iʂi/		 [leʂi]


5.4.1.2.13	The Vowels /o/ and /u/ as Variants















5.4.1.2.14	The Vowels /a/ and /i/ as Variants

The vowels /a/ and /i/ can be used in free variation as last syllable peaks in the following nouns.










5.4.1.2.15	The Vowels /a/ and /u/ as Variants














There are two glides in Shangani which are the palatal /j/ and the labiovelar /w/ and are orthographically represented as <y> and <w> respectively.  These two glides have properties of both consonants and vowels and thus are also referred to as semi-vowels. This also presents a challenge in their classification. This is summed up in Bendor –Samuel’s (1962.86) remark that:

Are these features to be regarded as consonants or vowels? If they are consonants, do they form a consonants cluster with the preceding consonants (to give a CCV pattern), or are they to be analysed as part of a single complex (CV)? If they are vowels, do they form a sequence of two vowels with the following vowel (to give a CVV pattern), or form part of a complex vowel nucleus?

However, when one considers phonological, morphological and distributional evidence, it is clear that just like other consonants, these glides occur only syllable initially not as syllable nuclei. They have the same phonological function as consonants and in this study; the two glides will be classified as consonant phonemes. This is because, according to CV phonology of the syllable structure, the distinction between vowels and glides is of syllable nuclei and margins respectively, so although the high vowels /i/ and /u/ and the glides /j/ and /w/ are treated as identical in terms of distinctive features according to generative phonology, they never occur as syllable nuclei.

5.5.1	Distinctive Feature Matrix for Glides

Chomsky and Halle (1968) distinguish the glides from corresponding high vowels by the feature [+syllabic] since they play a non-nuclear syllable role. Hyman (2006:55) notes that these glides are “typically derived from underlying vowels.” In support of Hyman’s argument, Abandzounou (2012) interprets /w/ and /j/ as allophones of /u/ and /i/ respectively before another vowel, when the sequence occurs between consonants. The similarities and differences between the two glides and the high vowels are illustrated in the diagrams below.

Distinctive Feature Matrix for /u/ and /w/









5.5.2	Distribution of Shangani Glides

The two glides always occur syllable initially and can combine with all the five Shangani vowels as shown below. They can surface in any position of the Shangani word; that is they can be found word-initially, word-medially and word-finally.

5.5.2.1	The Shangani Glides with Vowels

The two glides can combine with all the five Shangani vowels as shown below. In all the examples, the two glides can be found as sole syllable onsets.

Table 5.26	The Labiovelar Glide /w/ with Vowels
Vowel	/w/ + Vowel	SR	Gloss
a	wa	[wa]	to fall or drop
e	wena	[wena]	you
i	wisa	[wisa]	to rest or drop
o	wonza	[wonza]	to grow thin
u	wundla	[wundla]	to bring up a child











5.5.2.2	Position of Shangani Glides in the Syllables






Fig 5.3 The Labiovelar Glide /w/ as a Sole Syllable Onset










Fig 5.5	The Palatal Glide /j/ as a Sole Syllable Onset

Fig 5.6	The Palatal Glide /j/ in a Complex Consonant






















[thw]	-thwasa	[thwasa]	to cure evil spirits
[ɬw	hlwanya	[ɬwaɲa	to sow
[rw]	korwile	[korwile]	no longer thirst
[jw]	shigayweni	[ʃigajweni]	at the grinding mill




The above examples in Table 5.28 show that labialization is a central feature of the complex consonant phonemes in Shangani.  From the examples on the above table it has been shown that the labial glide /w/ combines with an array of consonants, both simple and complex. It is attested with stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals, laterals and interestingly with its counterpart the palatal glide /j/ although this only occurs in the locativized form of the noun [ʃigajo] for ‘grinding mill’ to get [ʃigajweni] for ‘to, in or at the grinding mill’(Baumbach 1987). Janson (2001) argues that the labialized palatal glide is, from a phonological point of view, formed in a regular way as other locatives, although “phonetically a labialized palatal glide is hardly heard of in any other language.”

It has also been shown that the labiovelar glide is realized as /ŋ/ when it is preceded by the labial nasal /m/just like in Tonga (Zivenge 2010).Zivenge (2010:131) argues that this change takes place because the glide /w/ would have assimilated to the nasality configuration of [m], thereby becoming a nasal [ɳ]. However, it is important to note that this is not the case with all nasals since [w] in the environment of a nasal alveolar stop [n], remains the same. This is attested in Shangani, Tonga (Zivenge 2010), Shona (Kadenge 2010). 

Shangani, just like Tsonga, has incompatibility between labial consonants and the labio-velar glide /w/ which leads to the palatalization of labials except /m/. In other cases, a sequence of a labial consonant and a labial glide is dissimilated into a labial consonant and a palatal glide. This process of labial dissimilation will be discussed in depth in Chapter six which discusses and analyses phonological processes that are attested in the Shangani language. 

It is important to note that all the labialized consonants in Shangani can be attested without labialization. For example the labialized stops /tw/, /kw/, /gw/, /lw/ can occur independently as /t/, /k/, /g/, /l/ respectively. The same also obtains with all the other consonants in the above table as shown in the table below.Table 5.29 demonstrates that most of the labialized Shangani phonemes can be attested without labialization.































Table 5.30	Distinctive Feature Matrices for Labialized Consonants in Shangani
          placemanner	labial	alveolar	palato-alveolar	palatal	velar	clicks	glottal













/dj/	dyambu	[djambu]     	sun
/ndj/	ndyangu	[ndjaŋgu]	family







/pj/	-pyasha	[pjaʃa]	to squeeze juice from fruit
/phj/	-phya	[phja]	to dry up

The examples in Table 5.31 show that in Shangani, palatalization is not as prevalent as is labialization. Just like labialization, palatalization also occurs with consonants that can be attested without being palatalized as shown in the following examples in Table 5.32.














The palatal glide and the labiovelar combination (a labialized palatal glide) is very rare in the Shangani language. It is only attested in the word ‘ʃigayweni’ which is a locativized form of the noun ‘ʃigayo’ grinding mill (Baumbach 1987). Glide formation takes place when /o/ of the noun /ʃigayo/ combines with /i/ of the diminutive suffix/-ini/ and the result is/ʃigajweni/. 

Table 5.33	Distinctive Feature Matrices for Palatalized Consonants in Shangani
      Place Manner	Labial	Alveolar	Palatal











8.	Minimal Set of Shangani Consonants

/tsala/ (write)
/rwala/ (carry on the head) 
/kala/ (be scarce) 
/mala/ (impala)
 /pala/ (scratch) 
/sala/ (remain behind) 
/ŋgala/ (lion)









The above minimal set shows that /ts, rw, k, m, p, s, ŋg, ndl, n, v, tʂ, t, mb, nŋ, nŋ/ are phonemic in Shangani.

Table 5.34	Minimal Pairs for Shangani Consonants












































bvevendhleve	[bveβe][ndɮeβe]	fruit of a sausage treeear	bvndhl	/bv//ndɮ/
tsvalatsala	[-tʂala[-tsala]	to give birthto write	tsvts	/tʂ//ts/
yitsvhayima	[jitʂha[-jima]	new oneto stand	tsvhm	/tʂh//m/
tshovamova	[-tshoβa][moβa]	to cut into piecessugarcane	tshm	/tsh//m/
dzukavhuka	[-dzuka][-vuka]	to be afraidto wake up	dzvh	/dz//v/
cumahuma	[tʃuma][-huma]	beadsto get out	ch	/tʃ//h/
chavalava	[-tʃhava][lava]	to be afraidto look for/ want	chl	/tʃʱ//l/

















gqwetapeta	[g!weta][peta]	lawyerdeep in a liquid	gqwp	/g!w//p/
korwilekomile	[korwile][komile]	no longer thirstto touch/ catch/ hold	rwm	/rw//m/
-rhwala-kala	[rwala[kala]	to carry on the headto be scarce	rhwk	/rw//k/













*shigwagwagwa	[ʃigwagwagwa]	type of illicit brew	gw	/gw/
*shigayweni	[ʃigajweni]	at, in, on the grinding mill	yw	/jw/
*nghwazi	[ŋgwazi]	hero/ heroine	nghw	/ŋgw/
*mavizweni	[maviz (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Voiced_retroflex_sibilant" \o "Voiced retroflex sibilant​)weni]	synonyms	zw	/zw (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Voiced_retroflex_sibilant" \o "Voiced retroflex sibilant​)/ 

In Shangani, aspiration and breathy-voicing is distinctive since they make a change in meaning of words as exemplified below in Table 5.35. All plain stops and nasals have an aspirated or breathy-voiced counterpart. It has also been shown that just like Tsonga (Baumbach 1981); Tonga (Zivenge 2009) and Shona (Mudzingwa 2010), some consonants in Shangani can combine both pre-nasalization and labialization.

Table 5.35: Aspiration/ Murmuring and Breathy-Voicing as Distinctive in Shangani










[pfuka]	wake up	[pfhuka]	avenging spirit/ long distance
[mani]	who	[mani]	mother
[!uva]	manure	[!huva]	to escort
[ndlala]	spread e.g a mat	[ndlhala]	hunger
.
The minimal pairs above show that /p/ and /ph/, /k/ and /kh/, and /p/ and /ph/, /n/ and /n/,/ndl/ and /ndlh/ /m/ and /m/ are separate phonemes not allophones in Shangani.

5.6.1	The Use of /h/ to capture Breathy-Voicing/ Murmuring and Aspiration
Since breathy-voicing and aspiration are distinctive in Shangani, I argue for the use of different symbols to represent different phonemes so that they are distinguished from those phonemes that are not murmured or aspirated. Tsonga (Marhanele 1986 and Baumbach 1981 and 1987) do not use the one symbol one sound pairing rule that I adopted in the orthographic representation of Shangani phonemes (Janson 2001). For example, they use the symbol [b] to capture both the ‘plain’ /b/ and breathy-voiced /b/.  There is no difference between /bava/ ‘father’ and /bava/ ‘bitter’. Janson (2001) argues that the use of [h] ‘is not crucial for meaning’ in Changana or Tsonga which is not the case with Shangani where [h] is distinctive in all the phonemes it combines with. He argues that in Changana, ‘there are no sounds <bh, dh, dlh, gh, ghw> which contrasts with /b, d, dl, g, gw/’ respectively. This is contrary since in Shangani there is a contrast between <bh/ and /b/, /dh> and <d> and <dlh> and <dl>. The following examples show this distinctiveness; <bhadlha>‘sweat’ versus <banza>‘to break something hard using a hard tool’, <dhulu>‘granary’ and <dakadaka]>‘peanut butter sauce’. Jason (2001) also cites Baumbach (1987), Cuenod (1967) and Sitoe (1996) who do not use [h] to differentiate meaning among pre-nasalized consonants. In the works of the aforementioned scholars, the sets of breathy-voiced and non-breathy-voiced nouns mean the same; <nghalava> versus <ngalava>‘boat’, <tambha> versus <tamba>‘puff’, < nghohe> versus <ngohe>‘face’.

One informant said that in Tsonga and Changana, plain phonemes and breathy-voiced ones are not differentiated because it was assumed that since the orthography was designed primarily for Shangani speakers, they would know from the contexts in which the ambiguous letters would occur what values to give them. This also shows that breathy-voicing/ murmuring or aspiration is distinctive in Shangani, although Tsonga and Changana, the other two varieties do not show that orthographically. 
The other difference between Shangani and Tsonga phoneme inventories is that the latter does not have the diagraph <sv> in its phoneme inventory but the former has. Like Changana, I used the <sv> diagraph to represent the voiceless alveolar fricative /ʂ/ in Shangani so that the /w/ will not be confused with that of labialization in the labio-alveolar fricative /sw/. In Tsonga, although these two sounds are distinct phonemes, they are orthographically represented with the same diagraph <sw>. 





Approximants are consonants made with a relatively open vocal tract in which the tongue partly closes the airway, but not enough to cause a fricative (​http:​/​​/​www.cs.bham.ac.uk​/​~pxc​/​nlp​/​nlpgloss.html" \l "fricative​) and not open enough to produce vowels. The articulators responsible for the production of approximants are close to each other. Liquids and glides are the most common types of approximants. Of the two types of approximants, glides have some very similar distinctive features to vowels. Shangani has three approximants, the lateral /l/ and the two glides, the palatal glide /j/ and the labio-velar glide /w/ which correspond to the vowels /i/ and /u/ respectively. They only differ in that in Shangani, glides are [-syllabic] while vowels are [+syllabic]. Another difference is that semi-vowels have more constriction between articulators than vowels.





Vasanthakumari (1989:15) defines a nasal as “a type of consonant segment which like a stop, is produced by a stricture of complete closure. A nasal, however, unlike a stop has a simultaneous velic closure. The air stream therefore, though prevented from passing through the mouth, is not damned up; it is entirely diverted through the nose.” Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:102) argue that during the production of nasals, the velum is lowered and there is a closure in the oral cavity and air from the lungs is directed out through the nasal passage alone.” On the contrary, “non-nasal sounds are produced with a raised velum so that the air from the lungs can escape only through the mouth” (Chomsky and Halle 1968:316).

Shangani has four plain nasal phonemes. These are /m, n, ɲ, ŋ/. All the four nasal phonemes can be labialized. However, the labio-velar glide /w/ is realised as /ŋ/ after all the nasal sounds. In Tsonga there is an incompatibility between the labials and the labio-velar glide so, instead velarization instead of labialization takes place. In Tsonga, /m/ followed by a labio-velar glide becomes /ŋŋ/. The phonemes /m/ and /n/ can also be breathy-voiced. 

5.6.2.2.1	Pre-nasalization in Shangani 
In Shangani, voiced stops, the labial glide and voiced fricatives can be pre-nasalized. According to Herbert (1986:10):
A pre-nasalized consonant is formally defined as a necessarily homorganic sequence of nasal and non-nasal consonantal segments which together exhibit the approximate surface duration of ‘simple’ consonants in those language systems within which they function.

It is important to note that in Tsonga (Janson 2001), both voiceless and voiced stops can be pre-nasalized. Chomsky and Halle (1968:317) argue that:
Pre-nasalized consonants differ from the more usual type of nasal consonants in that the velum, which is lowered during the period of oral occlusion, is raised prior to the release of the occlusion, whereas in the more common type of nasal consonant, the velum is raised simultaneously with or after the release of the oral occlusion. 

Anderson (1976) analyses NCs as entities with complex internal structure, characterized by multiple specifications of the feature nasal, first positive and then negative within the scope of a single segment. This can be demonstrated using the following examples attested in Shangani.

Fig 5.7	Pre-nasalization of the Labial Voiced Stop /b/

		
Hyman (2003) also argues that NCs should be treated as unitary segments because their timing duration is no different from that of lone segments and that they appear homorganic to the obstruent necessitating a co-articulation like that of an affricate. According to Morrison (2009), homorganic NCs are classified as unitary segments while non-homorganic NC sequences are classified as clusters. NC sequences are found in Tsonga and Changana. Most of them are a result of the deletion of the vowel /u/ before /m/ in noun class prefixes. Examples of NC clusters are shown in Table 5.36 below. Morrison (2009:232) argues that the non-homorganic NC sequences are impossible to be analysed as pre-nasalized consonants, since the nasal is syllabic as it bears high tone. Shangani does not have non-homorganic NCs or syllabic nasals. Where Tsonga (Baumbach 1981 and 1987) and Changana (Sitoe 2001) have syllabic nasals, Shangani does not have such. The following examples in Table 5.36 show how syllabic nasals and some pre-nasalized consonants are represented in Shangani. It is important to note that in English, it is a different case since scholars seem to unanimously agree that a nasal and obstruent sequence function as a cluster.
















Kadenge (2003:70) defines fricatives as “those sounds that are made when articulators come close to each other, to cause turbulence of friction on the air stream.” Fricatives are sounds that are produced by a narrow approximation of two articulators so as to produce a turbulent airstream (Ladefoged 1971: 46).A hissing sound is made during the production of fricatives because air is forced through a narrow passage.





Affricates are a combination of a stop sound and a fricative sound. This is the reason scholars such as Brooks (1965), Downing (2003), Maddieson (1990) and Herbert (1975) argue that fricatives should be treated as two segments, a stop and a fricative and the different segments should enjoy full segmental status. In this study, affricates are treated as complex unit segments that occupy a single C- slot, in line with Chimhundu’s (2002), Mudzingwa’s (2010), Kadenge’s (2010) and Mathangwane’s (1999)’ arguments. In Shangani, there are four voiceless affricates /ts, pf, tʂ, tʃ/. Affricates can be represented as follows.
Fig 5.8	 Contrasting Feature Matrix for Affricate/tʃ/
		
	
All the four voiceless fricatives can be aspirated to /tsh, pfh, tʂh, tʃh/ respectively. Unlike Tsonga which has /mpf, nts, ntʃ/ in its phoneme inventory, Shangani does not have pre-nasalized voiceless affricates.

There are also four attested voiced affricates in Shangani. These are, / bv, dz, ʤ, dɬ/.  Only /ʤ/ can be labialized to /ʤw/. The phoneme /dɬ/ can only be labialized when first pre-nasalized (Baumbach 1987) to get /ndɬw/. The labialized form is not attested without pre-nasalization. Only the pre-nasalized forms of /ʤ, dz/can be aspirated to /nʤh/ and /ndzh/ respectively. The aspirated form is not attested without pre-nasalization. 
 5.6.2.5	Stops

Vasanthakumari (1989:15) defines a stop as “a type of consonant segment produced by a stricture of complete closure, accompanied simultaneously by a velic closure.” Shangani has four voiceless stops which are /p, t, tl, k/. All the four voiceless stops can be aspirated to /ph, th, tlh, kh/ respectively.  /t, tl, k/ can be labialized to /tw, tlw, kw/ respectively. The phoneme /t/ can be both palatalized and labialized. /p/ is also palatalized to /pj/. Unlike Tsonga and Changana, Shangani, does not pre-nasalize voiceless stops.









There are only two attested click sounds in Shangani which are <q> and <gq> phonemically represented as /!/ and /g!/ respectively.  These clicks occur in relatively few Shangani words. Maddieson (2006) notes that click sounds are unique to Southern Bantu languages inventories. This is “indisputably as a result of contact with Khoisan languages” (Maddieson 2006:31).  Some of the clicks attested in Tsonga are now pronounced as voiced lateral affricates or as stop sounds in Shangani as shown by the examples in the table that follows.This is very common in the Shangani variety spoken in Mwenezi district. The loss of click sounds in this variety can be attributed to its contact with the Karanga variety of the Shona language which does not have such sounds.










The voiced/ voiceless distinction relates to the presence or absence of vibration of vocal folds in the production of consonants (Vasanthakumari 1989:16). Vasanthakumari (1989:26) states that “voiced sounds are produced when the vocal cords are placed in a configuration that will cause them to vibrate if air flows through them while voiceless sounds are produced with a glottal opening that it is so wide that it prevents vocal vibration if air flows through the opening”. In short, a voiced sound is one in which the vocal cords vibrate during its utterance while a voiceless sound is one where there is no vibration of the vocal cords during its utterance. Shangani has seventeen voiced consonants and twelve voiceless consonants.

5.6.4	Grapheme Combinations in Shangani
	
Table 5.38 below shows some possible grapheme combinations in Shangani.
	






































From the table above, it is important to note that there is a difference between the pre-nasalized labiovelar glide /nw/ and the labialized alveolar nasal /nw/ represented as /nŋ/. In the former case, the labiovelar glide is given more prominence than the alveolar nasal /n/ and in the latter case; the alveolar nasal is given more prominence than the labiovelar glide /w/. However, it is also worth mentioning that the two are not distinct phonemes in Shangani.

5.6.4	Distribution of Shangani Consonants in the Syllable

No consonant occurs as a syllable peak which means there are no codas in Shangani. All consonants occur syllable initially. Shangani does not have syllabic nasals unlike Tsonga.

5.6.5	Distribution of Shangani Consonants in the Word

Most Shangani consonants can be found syllable initially, in word initial, medial or final position. The following few examples are used to illustrate this.

Table 5.39	Position of Shangani Consonants in the Word










Table 5.40	 Distinctive Feature Matrices for Shangani Consonants
















































5.6.7	Distinctive Feature Matrix for Shangani Consonants

The researcher uses major and non-major class features and their sub-features to distinguish Shangani consonants. All the class features used in this section have already been discussed in Chapter three under theoretical framework. These features are shown in the diagrams that follow.
















Fig 5.12	Place of Articulation Features


If we remove the various secondary articulatory processes such as aspiration/ breathy voicing, pre-nasalization, labialization and palatalization, the distinctive feature matrix for Shangani consonants are as shown in Table 5.41.









































5.6.8	Shangani Consonants as Simple or Complex Phonemes









5.6.8.2 Shangani Complex Consonants





This section discusses the syllable structure of Shangani with the aim of identifying the syllable patterns found in the language. Analytical tools from Clements and Keyser’s (1983) CV phonology of the syllable structure will be used to describe the language’s syllable structure. The minimal pairs in Table 5.34 have shown that Shangani has the CV syllable structure which scholars such as McCarthy and Prince (1986) and Roca (1994) argue is the core syllable structure. Laver (1994:39) defines a syllable as “a complex unit made up of nucleus and marginal elements.” McCarthy (1978:107) argues that a syllable refers to a linguistic unit composed of phonemes that are arranged according to certain phonotactics criteria. This is mainly because in some languages such as Shona (Kadenge 2010, Mudzingwa 2010) and Tonga (Zivenge 2009) a syllable nucleus is made up of a vowel only while in Tsonga (Baumbach 1981) and English a syllable nucleus can be either a vowel or a syllabic consonant.  In some languages such as Shona and English, a vowel can form a syllable on its own without a consonant. In this study, a syllable will be defined as any tone bearing unit. 

Shangani is characterized by open syllables. All Shangani syllables comprise a consonant(s) and a vowel (CV) or a vowel only (V). However, the V syllable has a very limited distribution in the language. It occurs mostly word initially as a subject marker on verbs or in verb stems. Word medially; it is found in noun derivations. These syllables can be illustrated as follows:

Fig 5.13	Shangani CV Syllable						
		

Fig 5.14	Shangani V Syllable as Word-Initially
		

Fig 5.15	Shangani V Syllable Word-Medially






5.7.1	Attested Syllable Structures in Shangani

As aforementioned, any Shangani consonant can occur as the syllable onset, while all vowels can occur as syllable peaks.

Table 5.42 Attested Shangani Syllable Patterns
Syllable Pattern	Noun/ Verb/ Subject marker	Gloss
V				u/ a	he/ she
CV	-wa, -ta, -nwa, -fa, -dya	fall, come, drink, die, eat
CV.V.CV	muaki 	builder




Shangani has a wide variety of word types, ranging from monosyllabic to polysyllabic words as shown below.



















Shangani does not have ‘proper’ monosyllabic words, but only monosyllabic verb stems and noun stems. 

Table 5.44	Disyllabic Words in Shangani 






Shangani disyllabic words are of the CV.CV and V.CV syllable structure as shown by the examples above.

Table 5.45	Tri-syllabic Words in Shangani







Shangani tri-syllabic words have both the CV.CV.CV and the CV.V.CV syllable structures as shown by the examples above. However, it is important to note that the CV.V.CV structure is mostly attested in noun agents derived from verbs.


Table 5.46	Four-syllable Words in Shangani





shigwagwagwa	[ʃigwagwagwa]	CV.CV.CV.CV	type of illicit brew

The researcher noted that the commonest Shangani word has four syllables at most. However, this does not include the verb prefix ku-, verb extension combinations and reduplicated words. With all these, it is possible to have Shangani words or verbs with more than four syllables as shown below. The researcher refers to all these as polysyllabic words.






nyikananyikana	[ɲikanaɲikana]	CV.CV.CV.CV.CV.CV	give each other randomly
kunyikananyikana	[kuɲikanaɲikana]	CV.CV.CV.CV.CV.CV.CV	give each other randomly

From the above examples, it has been shown that the Shangani word can have up to seven syllables if the verb stem ku- is prefixed to some verb stems and if extended verbs are reduplicated.

5.7.3	Consonant Clusters in Shangani

Like other languages such as Shona which are not immune to lexicon borrowing, Shangani now has some very few consonant clusters as shown in Table 5.48 below. This is in line with Clements’ (2000:144) observation that “many African languages have consonant clusters, and many others are in the process of acquiring them”.Shangani is among the many other languages which are in the process of acquiring consonant clusters through lexical borrowing. Although this study does not analyse loanword phonology, the above examples serve to substantiate Clements’ observation. 

Table 5.48	Consonant Clusters in Loanwords
English	Shangani
Christ	Kristu instead of Kirisitu
prophet	muprofeti instead of muporofeti
prose	prozi instead of purozi

The above clusters can be represented as in Fig 5.16 that follows.

Fig 5.16	Shangani Consonant Clusters (CCV)





The chapter was dedicated to fulfilling one of the study’s major objectives of coming up with Shangani’s phoneme inventory and analysing its syllable structure. Using the minimal pair and minimal set methods, the study has shown that the language has a very rich and diverse phoneme inventory. There are five pure vowels and ninety-four consonants in the language. All these phonemes were described according to their distinctive features. The different environments which these phonemes occur were also discussed. The glides were classified as consonants mainly because of their position in the Shangani syllable. The study has shown that Shangani has a very large consonant inventory. This is also the case with Changana/Tsonga which Janson (2001:74) puts at around one hundred and twenty-five. There are three broad phoneme categories in Shangani, which are vowels, glides and consonants. Vowels are [+syllabic, -consonantal]. Consonants are [+consonantal, -syllabic] and glides are also [+consonantal, -syllabic], hence their classification as consonants in this study.

It was also shown that the language does not have consonant clusters although they are filtering in to its phoneme inventory through loan words. There are very few consonant clusters in the language. The language’s syllable structure also showed that Shangani has CV as its commonest syllable structure and followed by V.  There are attested CV, V, VCV and CVV syllable typologies in Shangani. It is also important to note that the phonemes were based on spoken not written Shangani. This is so because some illiterate Shangani speakers, especially GZU bachelor students who specialize in Shangani are ‘struggling’ to write what they do not speak. This is mainly due to the problem highlighted in Chapter one that they are ‘forced’ to write Tsonga by their Tsonga lecturers. Tsonga does not use one sound one symbol representation I used in this study. In Tsonga, the spelt forms of some words do not capture the phonological difference that exists between some phonemes. For example, breathy-voiced phonemes and ordinary voiced ones are in some instances both orthographically represented by the same symbol. Although it is beyond the scope of the study to make recommendations for orthography reform, there is need to look at Zimbabwean Shangani orthography and come up with a uniquely Zimbabwean orthography that captures what the language sounds are right now. It is undisputable that we cannot just adopt Tsonga orthography because Zimbabwean Shangani and Tsonga now have different phonemes and vocabulary considering the fact that the two languages are in different diglossic situations. It is hoped that the phoneme inventory in this study will provide useful information for potential orthography reforms in future.

































The previous chapter identified, described and analysed the Shangani phoneme inventory and the language’s syllable structure. The phoneme segments were analysed using Chomsky and Halle’s (1968) distinctive feature theory while the language’s acceptable syllable structures were discussed using Clements and Keyser’s (1983) generative CV phonology model of syllable structure. The identification and presentation of Shangani phoneme inventory was done using the minimal pair and minimal set tests. 







Chapter five has shown that Shangani’s most common syllable structure is CV. Onsetless syllables (V syllables) occur but like in most Bantu languages are restricted to the word-initial position. Vowel hiatus, a heterosyllabic sequencing of vowels, is prohibited in many languages. Cross-linguistic studies show that many languages do not allow vowel hiatus. These include studies on the phonologies of Tonga (Zivenge 2009), Shona (Mudzingwa and Kadenge 2011, Mudzingwa 2013), Nambya (Kadenge 2008, Kadenge 2013) and Chichewa (Casali 1996, Sabao 2013). When morphosyntatic processes cause word-medial VV sequences to arise in Shangani, different strategies are triggered to resolve it. Typically, attaching V final prefixes to V initial stems or roots creates vowel hiatus which is resolved through secondary articulation, spreading, glide formation, elision and coalescence in Shangani. Shangani is an agglutinating language and as a result there are a lot of instances of potential vowel hiatus in the language. Vowels in hiatus normally belong to different syllables, of the CV and V typology in sequence as shown in Fig 6.1 below. There is hiatus in the syllable peaks /u/ and /i/.

Fig 6.1 CVV Typology
	

This section discusses the major phonological processes which apply to vowels when they are in sequence within or across morpheme boundaries in Shangani. Most of these processes are morphophonemic in nature, resulting from the juxtaposition of many suffixes which begin with vowels to prefixes which also end in vowels. Affixation of a CV prefix to a VCV stem results in vowel hiatus. Situations in which vowels are in hiatus across morpheme boundaries are many in Shangani. This can be seen in Shangani diminutive and locative suffixes of the VCV typology, (-ana) and (-ini) respectively. Most Shangani noun class prefixes are vowel final except class 9 (N), class 1a (Ø) and as a result, hiatus occurs when they are attached to vowel-initial stems. The same also applies to demonstrative and pronoun formation in the language as will be demonstrated later in sections to follow. 

As mentioned earlier on, most of the phonological processes affecting vowels revolve around the resolution of vowel hiatus since Shangani phonotactics do not allow VV sequences. However, juxtaposed vowels, which are not diphthongs, are marginally attested and ‘permitted’ in very few words. They occur after the affixation of CV noun class prefixes and vowel commencing noun stems as in some class 1 and class 2 nouns. Such sequences normally occur in verb root derived agent nouns as illustrated in Table 6.1 below. It is also important to note that even in some of these forms; vowels can be deleted in fast speech or glides can be inserted through feature spreading, a hiatus resolution strategy that is discussed in detail in a separate section. Referring to Tsonga, a sister variety to Shangani, Hlungwani (2012:183) notes that:

The vowel /u/ of the prefix mu- as well as /a/ of the prefix va- used to fall away with vowel stems in the past. However, this elision no longer takes place although it may still be elided in the language use of older people.

Table 6.1	VV Sequences in Class 1 and 2 Agent Nouns







Worth-noting is that in all the VV sequences in Table 6.1, the first syllable nucleus is the high vowel /u/ in class 1. In class 2 nouns the vowel /a/ is the first in the vowel sequences. When verbs are derived from the above examples, hiatus also occurs. They will be [kuaka], [kuoʂa] and [kuendɬa] respectively.  It is important to note that in the Shangani variety, hiatus is allowed in deverbatives. The word-medial vowel sequences in the table above are treated as a sequence of two vowels and not unit phonemes or diphthongs, which occupy a single V slot on the CV tier. Shangani does not have diphthong in its vowel inventory. All its vowels are monophthongs. Katamba (1989:12) defines monophthongs as “vowels whose quality remains virtually unchanged throughout their duration.” Vowel sequences such as the ones above do not lead to diphthongization. They only lead to the creation of onsetless syllables as shown by Fig 6.1 above. However, scholars such as Doke (1931b) and Fortune (1955) refer to such sequences in the Shona language as diphthongs. They refer to the vowel sequences in nouns such as [mou] ‘ostrich’ and [mai] ‘mother’ as diphthongs. Kadenge (2008) argues that classifying such vowel sequences as diphthongs implies that they are monosyllabic words of the CV syllable structure since the diphthong would have occupied a single V slot on the syllable tier (Clements and Keyser 1983). On the contrary, [mou] ‘ostrich’ and [mai] ‘mother’ are di-syllabic words; the last vowel in the sequence is an onsetless syllable that occupies a separate V slot of the syllable tier as in the example in Fig 6.1. They are represented as CV-CV. 

It is important to note that although hiatus is attested in some nouns, it is optional in some instances since glides can be inserted to resolve the hiatus. The same also applies to Shona as observed by Fortune (1995) that in Shona vowels are commonly juxtaposed but with some speakers a very slight semi-vowel may be heard between the vowels. The Shona examples [mou] ‘ostrich’ would be [mowu] and [mai] ‘mother’ would be [maji]. This is a result of feature spreading that is discussed separately. The table below shows other ‘optional’ strategies that can be used to resolve vowel hiatus in agent nouns and verbs. 

Table 6.2	Different Strategies to Resolve Hiatus in Verbs and Agent Nouns

























The table above shows that hiatus retention is attested mainly in verbs and agent nouns. The high vowel /u/ is always the first vowel in the sequence in agent nouns and verbs. Vowel hiatus is also maintained when class 1 agent nouns are put in plural form in class 2 as shown by examples (r) to (v). Feature spreading is used to resolve hiatus in vowel sequences which have the coronal vowels /i/ and /e/ and the high vowel /u/ or mid vowel /o/ as the second vowel in the sequences. Feature spreading does not take place when /a/ is the second vowel in the sequence. This is because low glides and pharyngealised consonants are not permissible in Shangani. If in Shangani the glottal fricative /h/ was also a glide as in Shona, it was going to be inserted before the vowel /a/ since the [pharyngeal] feature would have spread from /a/ (Mudzingwa 2010). VV sequences such as those in [muaki] ‘builder’ would have been *[mhaki] or *[muhaki]. 

Other class 1 nouns such as /mu-+-ana/ resolve hiatus through secondary articulation to [mŋana] but with /mu-+-aki/ it is not possible to have *[mŋaki] as illustrated above. This difference can be accounted for by the fact that vowel hiatus is resolved differently in class 1 derived nouns and non-derived nouns. The table below illustrates this.

Table 6.3 Different Hiatus Resolution Strategies in Similar Domains








The examples above show that different word categories resolve hiatus differently depending on the word categories. 

6.2.1	Glide Formation versus Secondary Articulation

In this study, the researcher differentiates glide formation from secondary articulation. Shangani employs both secondary articulation and glide formation to resolve VV sequences. The difference between the two processes is that glide formation is used to resolve hiatus when the first vowel is onsetless while secondary articulation is employed when the first vowel is preceded by a consonant or has an onset. Glide formation and secondary articulation are both syllable structure processes that are triggered by the high vowels /u/ and /i/ and mid vowels /o/ and /e/. The differences between the two hiatus resolution strategies are illustrated in the Table 6.4 below. 

Table 6.4 	Differences between Glide Formation and Secondary Articulation 
VV Sequence	Glide Formation	Secondary Articulation	Gloss
/u-+-aŋgu/	[waŋgu]		mine ( cl 1/3)
/ku-+-aŋgu/		[kwaŋgu]	mine (cl 1/3)
/ʃi-+-buku-+-ana/		[ʃibukwana]	book ( cl 7)
/i-+-aŋgu/	[jaŋgu]		mine ( cl 9)




6. 2. 2	Secondary Articulation

Secondary articulation refers to the co-articulation of two consonants which have different manners of articulation. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:354) define secondary articulation as “an articulation of a lesser degree of stricture accompanying a primary articulation of a higher degree”. It is a phonological process whereby onsetful high vowels of a class prefix or gender concord change to become a glide when followed by a vowel commencing stem. It can also be explained as a process whereby a high vowel is realized as a glide when succeeded by another vowel. Secondary articulation is a strategy that is used to remove vowel sequences in many Bantu languages such as Tsonga (Baumbach 1987), Nambya (Kadenge 2008, 2013), Zezuru (Kadenge 2010) and Shona (Mudzingwa 2010, 2013). 

Secondary articulation occurs when the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are preceded by a consonant (Kadenge 2013; Mudzingwa 2013). There are however, some instances in Shangani when the mid vowel /o/ also forms secondary articulation for the preceding consonant. This is discussed in the section that analyses labial dissimilation in the language. In example b and c in Table 6.4, the vowel /u/ has been turned into secondary articulation for the preceding consonant. In the consonant sequences [mŋ] and [kw], the primary articulations are the phonemes /m/ and /k/ respectively. The vowels change into glides and lose their syllabicity and are turned into secondary articulation for the preceding consonant. This can be seen in the Shona and Shangani examples in Table 6.4 above. The table below shows secondary articulation in Duruma, a Bantu language spoken in Kenya.








6.2.2.1		Secondary Articulation in Shangani

This section discusses secondary articulation in Shangani. As aforementioned, labialization and palatalization are the two secondary articulation processes attested in the Shangani language. In this study, labialization refers to the addition of lip-rounding to the primary articulation. In Shangani, labialization is triggered by the vowels /u/ and /o/. Palatalization denotes a phonological process by which consonants shift their primary place of articulation towards or close to the palatal region thereby acquiring secondary articulation. In Shangani, just like in many other Bantu languages, palatalization is usually triggered by coronal front vowels /i/ and /e/. In some domains such as suffixation in diminutive and locative formation, it is a result of labial dissimilation as is discussed below under section 6.2.5. In Shangani, just like in Zezuru and Karanga (Mudzingwa 2010), Nambya (Kadenge 2008) and Tonga (Zivenge 2010), labialization and palatalization normally result from the desyllabification of the high vowels /u/ and /i/ respectively. 

In Shangani, the palatal glide /j/ and labio-velar glide /w/ are always the secondary articulation of the preceding consonant, which is the primary articulation. Primary articulation refers to the manner of articulation of the first consonant in labialized or palatalized consonant sequences. Labialization is presented with a raised or superscripted /w/ as in /kw/ while palatalization is represented by a superscripted /j/ as in /pj/. The raised /w/ and /j/ are different from the one in a sequence such as /mw/ or /pj/ which suggests that the two are separate consonants. On the contrary, in labialization and palatalization, sounds are simultaneously pronounced with the semi-vowels /w/ and /j/ respectively. Secondary articulation preserves the [labial] and [coronal] features of the gliding vowel by passing on the whole of its V-place node to the preceding consonant. It is also worth-noting that these two secondary articulation processes are mutually exclusive. There are no instances in which the two occur together with one consonant as shown by *Cjw or *Cwj, where the capital C represents a consonant and the asterisk shows an impermissible segment sequence. 

6.2.2.1.1	Secondary Articulation (Labialization) in Class 1 Nouns

In Shangani, labialization occurs in class 1 noun formation. Labialization in this class occurs when a noun stem that commences with an onsetless syllable is attached to the noun prefix of the CV typology. The vowel /u/ of the class prefix loses its syllabicity because of the stem-initial vowel as exemplified in Table 6.6 below.








The examples in the table above demonstrate that in Shangani, when a noun prefix that ends with a back rounded vowel such as /u/ is followed by a vowel, the former vowel is glided to form the labio-velar glide /w/. The data above also show that when the glide is preceded by a bilabial nasal consonant /m/ the former assimilates the velar place of articulation of the glide and is realized as [mŋ]. This is further discussed under assimilation. 

6.2.3	Gliding in Shangani (leading to secondary articulation)

As mentioned earlier on, in Shangani it is not only high vowels that glide and form secondary articulation for the preceding consonant. Shangani data present instances where the non-high vowels /o/ and /e/ also glide as shown in Table 6.7 and 6.10 below. The tables show different Shangani word categories where gliding that leads to secondary articulation takes place. 










The examples in the above table show that in Shangani, the first of the juxtaposed vowels becomes a glide and in such a situation, the hiatus is resolved since glides are classified as consonants in Chapter five. The same process is also attested in Zezuru (Kadenge 2010), Tonga (Zivenge 2009) and Shona (Mudzingwa 2010) and many other Bantu languages. Most scholars refer to it as glide formation. 

Table 6.7 also shows that palatalization and labialization can occur in the same vowel sequences as shown by /o+i/ gliding to /je/ before /v/ as in /ŋguvo-+-ini/ to [ŋgubjeni], /ʃiɬovo-+-ini/ to [ʃiɬobjeni] as compared to the /nomo-+-ini/ to [nomŋeni] example where /o+i/ glides to /w/ which dissimilates to a velar nasal /ŋ/. Even in Tsonga, the same sequences give different glides due to the labial dissimilation process which will be discussed in detail in the sections that follow. The sequence /o+i/ as in /nomo-+-ini/ changes to [noŋweni] and the same sequence changes to a palatal glide /j/ when /o/ is preceded by a labial consonant as in /ŋguvo-+-ini/ to [ŋgubjeni]. There are two phonological processes that take place in Tsonga. These are glide formation and velarization whereby the bilabial nasal /m/ changes to a velar nasal /ŋ/ because of the incompatibility between labial consonant and the labial glide /w/ as aforementioned. The table below shows more environments where secondary articulation in the form of labialization also takes place.

Table 6.8	 Labialization in Locative Formations
Noun 	English	Noun + Locative suffix	Locative	SR	English 
nomo	mouth	/nomo+ini/	nomweni	[nomŋeni]	inside/ on the mouth
βoko	hand	/βoko+ini/	vokweni	[βokweni]	inside/ on the hand
bhuku	book	/buku+ini/ 	bhukwini	[bukwini]	inside/ on the book
yindlu	house	/yindlu+ini/	ndlwini	[ndlwini]	inside/ at the house
homu	cattle	/homu+ini/	homwini	[homŋini]	in/ at/ on the cattle
ndzilo	fire	/ndzilo+ini/	ndzilweni	[ndzilweni]	in/ on/ at the fire

It is important to note that secondary articulation is not the only vowel hiatus resolution strategy used after the suffixation of vowel commencing suffixes to nouns. Vowel coalescence also takes place before palatalization. In /ndzilo-+-ini/, /o+i/ coalesce to /e/.  This will be shown when these two processes are discussed in different sections.








The vowels /o/ and /u/ lose their syllabicity and change to glides when they precede non-high vowels. The vowels /o/ and /u/ change to a labio-velar glide [w] before another vowel. In the above examples, they change to a glide before the vowels /i/ and /a/. The above rule is triggered by the need to avoid VV sequences (Mudzingwa and Kadenge (2011) and Mudzingwa (2010). The phonological process in the above examples can be captured using the following gliding rules.

Rule 6.1 Secondary Articulation in Shangani	
 
The rule means that the vowels /o/ and /u/ change to a glide before another vowel. Examples in Table 6.10 show palatalization in Shangani, another secondary articulation process employed by Shangani to resolve hiatus.










It is important to note that the vowels /u/ and /o/ do not palatalize straight away in Shangani. There are two processes that lead to their palatalization. There is secondary articulation first followed by a dissimilation process which turns the labiovelar glide [w] into the palatal glide [j] when preceded by a voiced labial fricative. The voiced fricative /v/ changes to a voiced labial stop /b/ through the process of stopping. The change is motivated by the fact that in Shangani, there are no palatalized fricatives, so /v/ changes to /b/ because they share the same place of articulation, the labial. Table 6.10 also shows that the vowel /e/ also palatalizes in Shangani. The noun /vele/ palatalizes to [ʃivedjana] and /muri/ to [ʃimudjana]. There are also two processes taking place in these two examples. The lateral /l/ and trill /r/ change to a voiced stop /d/ through the process of stopping. This is because in Shangani, there are no palatalized laterals or trills. The change is possible because the three consonants have the same place of articulation. The consonant /l/ is an alveolar lateral, /r/ an alveolar trill and /d/ is an alveolar stop. The same also applies to /r/ changing to /d/. It is also important to note that when the vowel /e/ occurs in a V1 position in the same domain, it is elided. This can be seen in the diminutivization of /ʃi+neŋge+ana/ to [ʃineŋgana] ‘leg.’ The researcher argues that suffixation is a domain for secondary articulation when the final vowel of the root is not /a/. The vowel /a/ leads to vowel deletion. V1 deletion only takes place when gliding that leads to secondary articulation is blocked. In the above example (/ʃi+neŋge+ana/ to [ʃineŋgana]), there is glide formation to *[ʃineŋgjana], first as is the norm and then the glide is deleted due to the fact that the sequence *[ŋgj] is impermissible in Shangani. Palatalized velars are impermissible in Shangani.

Table 6.11 shows another domain of palatalization in Shangani. Shangani class 9 prefix is [n] just like Tsonga (Baumbach 1987). 

Table 6.11	Palatalization in Class 9 Noun Formation
VV Sequence	Class Prefix	Noun Stem	SR	Gloss




The phoneme /n/ changes to a palatal nasal [ɲ] before a noun or adjective stem with an initial vowel as shown by the examples in Table 6.11 above. There are basically two processes taking place in Table 6.11. These processes are glide formation and nasal assimilation. When a nasal is followed by a vowel with the feature [+high] and [-back] and the vowel is in turn followed by another vowel which is not itself, the process of glide formation precedes that of nasal assimilation. The glides /j/ and /w/ are formed depending on the succeeding vowel. They become secondary articulation of the nasal prefix /n/. Oyebade (2008:70) argue that the palatalizing rule is actually a feeding rule to the homorganic nasal assimilation rule. The following phonological rule captures what is happening in the table above.






Table 6.12	Palatalization in Class 14 Noun Formation




In the table above, the vowel of class 14 prefix undergoes gliding. Gliding results in the desyllabification of the high vowel that precedes a non-high vowel by linking its root node to the skeletal slot of the consonantal onset position. A round vowel desyllabifies when it occurs before a non-high vowel as captured in the phonological rules6.3 and 6.4 below. Rules 6.3 and 6.4 show that high vowels /u/ and /i/ become glides /w/ and /j/ respectively when they precede other vowels. This results in them losing their syllabicity as shown in rule 6.5.

Rule 6.3	Gliding of /u/ to /w/ resulting in Secondary Articulation










6.2.4	 Dissimilation in Shangani

In Shangani, dissimilation is used to resolve hiatus together with secondary articulation. Dissimilation is a phonological process that makes a segment to become less similar to a nearby segment. It is the antithesis of assimilation which makes segments similar to each other. Frisch et al. (2004) argue that similarity avoidance effects are due to the difficulties associated with processing the sequencing of similar segments. 

6.2.5	Palatalization resulting from Labio-velar Glide Dissimilation

In this case, labial dissimilation is whereby the labial feature of a ‘secondary’ segment is lost so that labial consonants are not in sequence. Secondary articulated labio-velar glide dissimilates to a palatal glide when succeeding a labial consonant. This is illustrated by examples in the table below.

Table 6.13	Palatalization in Locative Formation
VV Sequence	Labialization	Palatalization	Locative	SR	Gloss
o+i	bo+ini	  *bweni	bo + ini	byeni	nambyeni	[nambjeni]	in the river
u+i	bu+ini	  *bwini	bu + ini	byini	rumbyini	[rumbjini]	in the intestines
o+i	vo+ini     *vwini	vo + ini	 byeni	shihlobyeni	[ʃiɬobjeni]	at the well

Labialization does not always occur when /u/ is the last syllable nucleus of the noun to be locativized. It leads to impermissible sound sequences in Shangani which are ‘repaired’ through labial dissimilation. These prohibited sound sequences are obtained in nouns which have the labials /b/ or /v/ as the last syllable onset or as a part of the onset segment of the last syllable as in the examples above. The two vowels, /o+/i/ give [we] when preceded by any other consonant in the last syllable, except the labial stop /b/ and the labial fricative /v/ where the result is [bj]. This is due to the incongruity between labials and the labio-velar glide, as mentioned earlier on.

Kotzé and Zerbian (2008:22) observe that, if /-ana/ is suffixed to a noun stem that ends in a back vowel, the back vowel is turned into a palatal glide on the surface. They go on to add that: 
We argue that an intermediate step in this sound change is glide formation, according to which the stem-final back vowel turns into a labial glide. Consequently, because labial sequences are not allowed, the labial glide dissimilates into a palatal glide (Kotzé and Zerbian 2008:22).

Louw (1976:241) adds that: 
In order to resolve a sequence of a labial consonant followed by a labial glide, Venda, GiTonga and Shona show velarization, whereas the Nguni and Sotho languages as well as Venda and Tsonga show palatalization.

In Shangani, just like in Tsonga, palatalization occurs in the formation of class 14 nouns and when nouns that have a labial or a labio-dental consonant in the last syllable are locativized or dimunitivized as shown in the table below. 

Table 6.14	 Labial Dissimilation in Shangani Diminutives and Class 14 Nouns









Kotzé and Zerbian (2008:18) argue that labial dissimilation resolves a labial stop-labial glide sequence into a labial stop-palatal glide sequence. They add that the labial dissimilation rule converts the glide /w/ to the glide /j/ if it immediately follows a labial consonant. They give the following rule to capture the process. 

Rule 6.6	Labial Dissimilation Rule
[w]		[j]/LAB____





Kadenge (2010) defines glide formation as the process whereby a high vowel of a class affix or gender concord changes to become a glide when followed by a vowel commencing stem. It can also be explained as a process whereby a vowel is realized as a glide. It is a strategy that is used in many Bantu languages such as Tsonga (Baumbach 1987), Nambya (Kadenge 2008), Zezuru (Kadenge 2010) and Shona (Mudzingwa 2010) to remove vowel sequences.

6.2.5.1	Glide Formation in Shangani

The sections that follow discuss labial and palatal glide formation in detail comparing and contrasting it with other languages.

Table 6.15	Labio-Velar Glide Formation in Shangani
Underlying Representation	Surface Representation	Gloss
/u-+-aŋga/	[waŋga]	mine, my own (cl 3)





Table 6.16	Palatal Glide Formation in Shangani
Underlying Representation	Surface Representation	Gloss
/i-+-aŋga/	[jaŋga]	mine, my own (cl 9)
/i-+-otʃe/	[jotʃe]	alone (cl 9)
/i-+-akwe/	[jakwe]	his/ hers (cl 1)

The examples in Table 6.17 that follows show glide formation in Duruma (Schroeder 2010).

6.17	Glide Formation in Duruma class 14 Noun Formation
Noun Prefix + Noun Stem	Noun	Gloss
/u-+-ira/	[wira]	song
/u-+-embe/	[wembe]	razor blade




The examples above show that in Duruma, a glide is formed when the high vowel /u/ is the first vowel of the two adjacent vowels and is followed by any other vowel besides itself. The vowel /u/ is turned into a glide after it has been stripped of its [+syllabic] feature. However, when it is followed by /u/, vowel deletion takes place as in /u-+-unga/ to [uŋga] ‘flour’ where onsetless V1 is deleted. V1 is deleted because it is more prevalent cross-linguistically than V2 deletion. On the contrary, glide formation in Shangani can take place even in sequences of identical vowels. This can be seen in /u-+-upfa/ to [wupfa] ‘be ripe’.

6.2.6	 Feature Spreading/ Glide Insertion

It is important to note that in some literature feature spreading is referred to as glide epenthesis or glide insertion. Baumbach (1987) refers to this process as diphthongization since he classifies glides as vowels. His reference to this process as diphthongization implies that the glide and the vowel occupy the same V slot of the CV tier, yet they occupy separate slots. Mudzingwa (2010:155) defines feature spreading as a phonological process “where all or some of the features of the epenthetic segment are supplied by one of the input segment.” As shown above, onsetless vowels are not a common feature of Shangani phonotactics. In cases where they occur, glides are sometimes inserted for the vowels to be of the CV type. The examples below illustrate this process. Feature spreading can be word-initial or word-medial. It is worth-noting that feature spreading and glide formation are two different processes, which have both similarities and differences. They are both syllable structure processes used to resolve vowel hiatus. In glide formation, an onsetless vowel loses its syllabicity and becomes a glide which is attached to the following vowel. In feature spreading, none of the adjacent vowels lose their syllabicity since a glide is inserted in between them. Feature spreading can also be used to provide an onset to an onsetless syllable thereby satisfying Shangani’s most common syllable typology which is CV. The inserted glide (in bold) makes the once onsetless syllable onsetful. This is demonstrated in Table 6.18 below.


Table 6.18 Difference between Feature Spreading and Glide Formation 
VV Sequence	Feature Spreading	Glide Formation	Gloss
/mu+uju/	[muwuju]		baobab tree
/u+aŋgu/		[waŋgu]	mine





6.2.6.1	Verbal Phrase-initial Feature Spreading in Shangani

In Shangani onsetless V syllables are permitted word-initial as is the case with most other Bantu languages such as Shona. This makes feature spreading optional in such instances. Feature spreading in Shangani also takes place verbal phrase initially. The phrases below illustrate this point.The glides can be used to satisfy the most common Shangani syllable type which is the CV. The glide is attached to onsetless vowel initial syllables /o/ and /u/ to get /wo/ and /wu/ respectively or /i/ and /e/ to get [ji] and [je] respectively. It is important to note that in Shangani, the syllables /u/ and /wu/ are free variants although there is a tendency to use the latter for class 3 nouns and the former for class 1 nouns. 
	Utavuya mundzuko  	‘He will come tomorrow.’
Wutavuya mundzuko ‘He will come tomorrow.’

	Itavuya mundzuko	‘It will come tomorrow’
	Yitavuya mundzuko	‘It will come tomorrow’

6.2.6.2	 Feature Spreading in Different Contexts






Table 6.19	Feature Spreading on Onsetless Initial Syllable











Table 6.20 Word-medial Feature Spreading in Shangani














Table 6.22	Word-medial Feature Spreading in Shangani Verbs







The examples above show that in Shangani, feature spreading is mainly attested in verbs and agentive nouns derived from verb roots. The examples in Tables 6.20 to 6.22 above show that regardless of the quality of V1, when V2 is a coronal vowel [i] or [e], the homorganic [j] is inserted in between them to resolve hiatus. The same also applies to cases where V2 is the labial vowel [u] or [o], the labio-velar glide [w] is epenthesized. Both [j] and [w] are products of spreading from V2, which is either coronal or labial. This can be captured using the following phonological rules. 

Rule 6.7 Features Spreading in Shangani
Ø__________ glide/____________V [high, mid]

Rule 6.8a	Feature Spreading Triggered by Labial Vowels

a) Ø		 [w]/__ [u]
Ø		[w]/__ [o]

Rule 6.8b	Feature Spreading Triggered by Coronal Vowels





Fig 6.2 Feature Spreading Rule in Distinctive Features

	




An elision process results in the disappearance of a speech segment. In the Shangani language, segments can be deleted depending on the different environments in which they occur. This section discusses and analyses the different segment and segments elision processes that are attested in Shangani.

6.2.7.1	Vowel Elision
Shangani also uses vowel elision as one of its other hiatus resolution strategies. It is normally used when secondary articulation is blocked, vowel elision takes place. Vowel elision is the phonological process that results in the disappearance of a vowel (Crystal 1997). Vowels are usually elided when two or more vowels occur across morpheme boundaries. This happens when a vowel commencing stem is attached to a prefix that ends with a vowel. Vowel deletion depends on the feature quality of the vowels in hiatus as shown in the succeeding sections. Like most phonological processes such as feature spreading and secondary articulation, vowel elision is mainly done to make words easier to articulate. When a vowel is deleted only a fewer articulatory movements are performed due to the loss of a vowel which normally results in the loss of a root node. In Shangani, vowels are deleted word-medially. Word-initially, an onsetless can be onsetfull after a glide is inserted through feature spreading as discussed earlier on. In vowel deletion, the deleted features come from just one of the input segments unlike in vowel coalescence where both the input segments lose features. Both vowel deletion and glide formation result in the loss of a root node.
The examples below show some of the phonological environments in which vowels are deleted in Shangani. 

Table 6.23	V1 Deletion in Diminutive Formation/ Elision of the Vowel /i/

Noun	Gloss	Diminutive Prefix + Noun + Diminutive Suffix	Diminutive	Gloss 
dhoki	donkey	shi+ dhoki + ana	[ʃidokana]	small donkey
mbuti	goat	shi + mbuti + ana	[ʃimbutana]	small goat
hunyi	firewood	shi + hunyi + ana	[ʃihuɲana]	small firewood
muti	village	shi + muti + ana	[ʃimutana]	small village


The above examples show that the high vowel which is V1 in the sequence is deleted. This is because turning it into a glide creates [Cj] clusters which are not allowed in Shangani. Turning it into secondary articulation creates palatalized consonants [Cj] which are also impermissible in the language. Because glide formation and secondary articulation have been blocked by these constraints, elision becomes the acceptable process. 

Since the above is a secondary articulation domain one can argue that first of all, V1 loses its syllabicity and turns into a glide which is also deleted because of the language’s phonotactics. The same process also obtains in Shona. Hiatus in /dhongi+ana/ is resolved to [dhongana] ‘foal’ and /mbudzi +ana/changes to [mbudzana] ‘kid’. Below is another domain for V1 Elision












6.2.7.1.1	V1 Deletion in VV Sequences of Identical Vowels

In this study, the researcher follows Baumbach (1987), Mudzingwa and Kadenge’s (2011) arguments that sequences of vowels with identical features delete the first vowel. However, some scholars such as Sibanda (2009) and Ngunga (2000) argue that it is vowel coalescence not deletion that would have been used to resolve vowel hiatus. Ngunga (2000:12), argues that identical vowels fuse to a long vowel in Ciyao “which remains fully faithful to both input segments.” Sibanda (2009), argues that in Nguni languages, two identical vowels coalesce to a single monomoraic one as in /i+i/ to [i] in/ili-+-ihlo/ fusing to [ilihlo] ‘eye’. Baumbach (1987) gives Tsonga class 3 noun formations as an example where /u+u/ leads to vowel deletion as in /mu-+-usi/ gives [musi] ‘smoke.’ Although there are different views on what exactly happens when vowels with the same feature specifications are juxtaposed, the researcher argues that since in Shangani, noun prefix + noun stem is a domain for elision and not coalescence, the examples in Table 6.25 resolve hiatus through V1 elision. Therefore, in hiatus resolution strategies, the morphosyntatic domain determines the strategy being used. The notion of domains is a diagnostic tool for identifying a process in situations where there are identical vowels. The same also applies to Shona where identical vowel sequences resolve by eliding the first vowel as in /va-+-ana/ to give [vana] ‘children. Just like in Shona, the Shangani examples in the table below present a domain of V1 deletion not coalescence. 

Table 6.25	V1 Deletion in Identical Vowel Sequences in Shangani
Noun Prefix + Noun Stem		Noun	Gloss
/li-+-iɬo/	*[liɬo]	[tiɬo]	eye
/li-+-ino/	*[lino]	       [tino]	tooth











Table 6.27	V1 Deletion in same vowels in diminutive formation
Noun	UR	Diminutive	SR	Gloss




In the examples in Tables 6.25 to 6.27 above, the vowel /a/ deletes because low glides and pharyngealised consonants are not permissible in Shangani.  /i/ deletes because the consonants to which it is attached to cannot be palatalized in Shangani. In Table 6.25, there are two phonological processes taking place. The alveo-lateral consonant /l/ changes to alveolar stop /t/ and then V1 deletion in the sequence /i+i/. The alveo-lateral phoneme /l/ changing to a voiceless alveolar stop /t/ can be referred to as stopping of a lateral or consonant hardening. This phonological process will be discussed below in detail in a separate section. 





The above rule shows that V1 is deleted when it is followed by another vowel.

Fig 6.3	Loss of a root node due to vowel deletion


Figure 6.3 shows that V1 is delinked from its V slot and V1 and V2 are both linked to the V slot and syllable node of the preceding syllable. The vowel /u/ is deleted and /o/ becomes the nucleus of the first syllable of the word. Tri-syllabic word /mu-+-oja/ is now realized as a disyllabic word [moja]. This shows that the onsetless V2 gets an onset in the Surface Representation (SR).


Table 6.28	Deletion of the different vowels in various word categories 






The examples above prove that Shangani deletes V1 in most instances. Baumbach (1987:155) says that in locatives that end with the vowel /e/, Tsonga deletes the vowel of the locative suffix which is the second in the sequence. This implies that in Tsonga which has similarities with Shangani suffixation, V2 deletion is also attested. He gives the following examples to illustrate his argument: /geve-+ini/ to [geveni] ‘in/ at the trench’, /ʃiheŋge-+-ini/ to /ʃiheŋgeni/ ‘in/ at the pineapple’. The researcher presents a counter argument to Baumbach (1987). In Shangani, /-eni/ is the allomorph of the locative suffix /-ini/. The choice of the locative suffix is determined by the final vowel of the noun to be locativized. The rule is to suffix /-eni/ when the final vowel is /e/. We thus maintain that Shangani is a V1 deleting language. The examples in the table below illustrate this.

Table 6.29 Suffixation of /-eni/ in Shangani Locative Formation	
Noun	Gloss	Noun + Locative Suffix	Locative	SR	Gloss 
nenge	leg	/neŋge + eni/	nengeni	[neŋgeni]	on the leg
ribye	stone	/ribje + eni/	ribyeni	[ribjeni]	on the stone
kele	hole	/kele + eni/	keleni	[keleni]	in the hole
rhole	calf	/role + eni/	rholeni	[roleni]	on the calf
	
		
6.2.8	Summary of Vowel Deletion in Shangani





In Shangani, it is not only vowels that delete. Glides also delete due to the language’s phonotactics. Recall it was shown when discussing palatalization that labial sequences are not permitted in the language. There is an incompatibility between labials and the labio-velar glide /w/ as is shown below. Agent nouns in class 1 were shown to retain vowel sequences and other nouns resolved them by feature spreading and secondary articulation. However, class 3 nouns resolve hiatus differently. The following is a secondary articulation domain as shown by /mu-+-ana/ changing to /mŋana] but here there is no secondary articulation.

Table 6.30	V1 or Glide Deletion in class 3 Noun Formation





In Table 6.30, an example such as /mu-+-oja/ changes to [moja]. This can also be referred to as V1 deletion. V1 elision occurs because both glide formation and secondary articulation are not possible. Secondary articulation would create a sequence of three labials which are prohibited in the language.  The nouns would change to *[mŋoja] for air, *[mŋusi] for smoke and *[mŋoŋgo] for bone marrow respectively. However, in Shangani, it is not the case as shown by the examples above. Mudzingwa and Kadenge (2011) also present a similar example in Karanga where /mu-+-oto/ changes to [moto]. They treat this as V1 deletion since Karanga does not allow a sequence of two labials. In the examples in the table above, one might argue that the high vowel /u/ first of all glides to /w/ as is the case with similar vowel sequences in class 1 which are resolved by secondary articulation. After gliding to the labio-velar glide /w/ and forming secondary articulation for the preceding labial consonant, the labial consonant then deletes since Shangani does not permit a sequence of two labials to be succeeded by a round vowel, as aforementioned.
The reasons for /w/ deletion are different from that presented by Sibanda (2009:41) for Nguni languages. He notes that:
It seems phonologically /u+o/ results in [wo] but for speakers of Nguni languages there is no contrast between Cwo and Co and hence orthographically the shorter form Co is preferred.

Sibanda’s observation is different from what obtains in Shangani. In Nguni languages, /w/ deletion is optional but in Shangani it is due to phonotactics constraints. The labio-velar glide cannot be secondary articulation for labials in class 3 nouns. The sequence /u-+-o/ in /mu-+-oja/ is resolved by a deletion process. Since it is clear that in noun formation, the above sequence is a domain of glide formation or secondary articulation, the above process is analysed as secondary articulation followed by glide deletion in order to satisfy Shangani phonotactics. Class 1 and class 3 nouns resolve vowel sequences differently. In class 1, vowel hiatus is resolved by secondary articulation as in /mu-+-ana/ resolving to [mŋana] while in agent nouns it is retained as in /mu-+-aki/ being retained to [muaki]. In class 3 noun formation, such a sequence is resolved by elision via secondary articulation. 

The difference in word categories and the differences in feature specification for vowels in V2 position influence the choice of the hiatus resolution strategy. In the class 1 noun formation example given above, the second vowel is the central/ low vowel /a/ and in class 3 examples, V2 is the mid vowel /o/ or the high vowel /u/ which both have the feature [+round] or [+labial]. In class 3, consecutive phonemes specified [+round] or [+labial] are prohibited, hence the deletion of [w] when preceded by [m] and followed by [o] as shown above. The following tables show the deletion of the labio-velar glide /w/ in suffixation.

Table 6.31	The Labio-velar Glide Deletion in Diminutive Formation




Table 6.32	The Labio-velar Glide Deletion in Locative Formation
Noun	UR	Secondary Articulation	Glide Deletion	Gloss 
nhopfu	/nopfu-+-ini/	*[nopfwini]	[nopfini]	on the nose 
nyipfu	/ɲipfu-+-ini/	*[ɲipfwini]	[ɲipfini]	on the sheep 
lufu	/lufu-+-ini/	*[lufwini]	[lufini]	at the funeral 
sefo	/sefo-+-ini/	*[sefweni]	[sefeni]	in the safe

The examples in the tables above also demonstrate that when the vowel /u/ is the nucleus of a labial consonant such as an affricate and fricative, vowel elision takes place. This can be explained due to the fact that the phonemes /f/ and /pf/ are specified as labio-dental sounds which are [+labial] as shown by the feature specifications in Table 5.41. Phonotactically, phonemes specified [+labial] cannot be labialized in the language.

6.2.10	CV Syllable Deletion
In Shangani, not only vowels of the –CV typology are elided, syllables of the CV typology can also be elided. However, it is important to note that CV syllable deletion is not a hiatus resolution process. It is done to make articulation easier by reducing the number of movement the mouth is required to make. CV syllable deletion happens in noun classes 1, 3, 5, 9 and 10 where the whole noun class prefix can be deleted in some nouns. The examples in Table 6.33 below illustrate this.





mu- (cl 3)	-hlata	muhlata*	hlata	sweet potato
mu- (cl 3)	-kanyi	mukanyi*	kanyi	marula tree
mu- (cl 3)	-lenge	munenge*	nenge	leg
mu- (cl 1)	-loyi	munoyi*	noyi	witch/ wizard

The examples in Table 6.33 show that there is a complete elision of class 1 and class 3 prefixes in some words. This process is straight forward in the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. Unlike in Shangani, in Tsonga it is only the vowel of the stem not the whole prefix that deletes. This gives rise to syllabic nasals in Tsonga which the researcher argued in Chapter five that are not attested in Shangani. Baumbach (1987:289) argues that in Tsonga, it is “the elision of the vowel of prefix mu- with subsequent partial retrogressive assimilation.” Table 6.34 below illustrates the phonological processes that take place in Tsonga syllabic nasal formation, according to Baumbach (1987). Class prefix elision takes place when the noun stem commences with a consonant as illustrated in Table 6.33. This explains why the class prefix /mu-/ does not delete when it is followed by vowel commencing noun stems such as /-ana/, /-aki/, /-iŋgi/ and /-eni/. This is motivated by the need to ease articulation since there will be fewer syllables to be articulated. Tri-syllabic words shorten to di-syllabic ones. The table below shows the formation of syllabic nasals in Tsonga.

Table 6.34	Stages in Class 1 and 3 Syllabic Nasal Formation in Tsonga

prefix	stem	expected noun	SR	noun	gloss
a) mu- (cl 1)	-sati	*musati	*[msati]	[nsati]	wife
b) mu- (cl 1)	-nuna	*mununa	*[mnuna]	[nuna]	husband
c) mu- (cl 3)	-hlata	*muhlata	*[mɬata]	[nɬata]	sweet potato
d) mu- (cl 3)	-kanyi	*mukanyi	*[mkaɲi]	[nkaɲi]	marula tree
e) mu- (cl 3)	-lenge	*munenge	*[mneŋge]	[neŋge]	leg
f) mu- (cl 1)	-loyi	*munoyi	*[mnoyi]	[noyi]	witch/ wizard

All the nouns with an asterisk are ill-formed in Shangani.

Examples b, e and f show that similarity in adjacent nasal syllables is avoided. A sequence of two nasal commencing syllables is not common in Tsonga class 1 and 3 nouns. [nsa] and [nka] form two syllables since /n/ is a syllabic nasal. The consonant /n/ is specified [+syllabic] just like the vowels.  Shangani, just like Tsonga deletes a nasal before another nasal as is the case with class prefix /mu/ of class 1 and 3 nouns which is deleted when attached to nasal commencing stems.

Table 6.34 above shows that in Tsonga, the vowel of the class prefix is deleted before partial retrogressive assimilation takes place. When the vowel is deleted, we get bilabial pre-nasalized consonant sequences such as [ms ] which are not a feature of Tsonga phonotactics are formed. (Recall that in chapter five only one bilabial pre-nasalized consonants [mb] is presented.)  To get rid of such sequences, the nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of the second consonant (C2). C2 regressively spreads its place of articulation to the preceding consonant, C1, hence we have examples in column 5.

The researcher argues that there are no syllabic nasals in Shangani because in speech, the syllabic nasal is not audible at all. It is only in very ‘careful speech’ when someone is aware that his or her pronunciation is being observed and listened to that one tries to pronounce the nasal segment. The GZU Shangani students never pronounced the nasal in the words they wrote with a nasal.  Even Baumbach (1987) alternates [nsati, mfene, nɬapfi] with [sati], [fene] and [ɬapfi] respectively. Baumbach (1987:289) also notes that even in some dialects of Tsonga, nasal deletion also takes place when he asserts that “there is at present a phonological process at work in Tsonga which causes nasal compounds to disappear.” As aforementioned, in Shangani it is a different process altogether, which is class prefix elision. 

In Chapter five, the researcher argued that Shangani does not pre-nasalize voiceless stops voiceless fricatives, laterals and nasals. To get rid of such sequences, two phonological processes take place. Just like in Tsonga, in Shangani, the vowel /u/ of the class prefix deletes first after being absorbed by the labiality of the preceding bilabial nasal /m/. After deleting the vowel of the class prefix, C1 partially assimilates to C2 and changes from a bilabial nasal to a velar nasal and then deletes the syllabic nasal.  This is done to conform to the language’s most common CV syllable structure since the language does not have syllabic consonants. 

Recall the researcher classified pre-nasalized voiceless stops, pre-nasalized voiceless fricatives, pre-nasalized laterals and pre-nasalized nasals as syllabic nasals in Chapter five the deletion of a nasal consonant when preceding the above stated consonant classes. Shangani does not have syllabic nasals.

6.2.10.1	CV Syllable Elision in Other Contexts

CV syllable elision can also be attested with the formation of certain compound demonstratives and quantitative concords, adjective concords and relative concords. In Shangani, CV syllables can delete word-initially, word-medially or word-finally.

Table 6.35	CV Syllable Deletion in Other Contexts
word-initially		Gloss	word-medially		Gloss	word-finally		Gloss
(mu)sati	sati	wife	mhani (mu)kulu	mhanikulu	aunt	hikwa to(na)	hikwato	all of them
(mu)hlata	hlata	sweet potato	lo(na)leri(cl21)	loleri	this big one			
(mu)nenge	nenge		sh(onal)eshi(cl7)	sheshi	this little one			

Just like onsetless V syllable deletion, in Shangani, CV syllable deletion leads to a reduction in the number of syllables. Referring to Tsonga syllable deletion, Baumbach (1987:34) argues that “constructions can also be shortened for purposes of emphasis or merely for purposes of economy of effort.” The same can also be said of Shangani. It is noteworthy that since it is not only the class prefix that is used as a criterion for placing nouns in different classes, other methods are used in cases such as the above where the prefix has disappeared.

6.2.11	Vowel Coalescence




Table 6.36	 Vowel Coalescence in Shangani Locatives
Vowels in hiatus	Noun	Noun + Locative Suffix	Locative	Gloss
a + i        e	tafula	/tafula+ini/	[tafuleni]	on the table
	tuva	/tuva+ini/	[tuveni]	on the dove
	byala	/bjala+ini/	[bjaleni]	in the beer




Table 6.37	Vowel Coalescence in Shangani Demonstratives
Vowels in hiatus	Prefix + Stem	Demonstrative	Gloss
a + u           o	/la + uji/	/loji/	this one
a+i               e	/la + iti/	/leti/	these ones


Table 6.38	 Vowel Coalescence in Noun Formation
Vowels in hiatus	Noun Prefix + Noun Stem	Noun	Gloss
a+ i       e	/ma-               + -iɬo/	[meɬo]	eyes
a + i        e	/ma-                + -ino/	[meno]	teeth

The above examples show that there are also some instances where when nouns ending with /o/ and preceded by the consonant /f/ are locativized; coalescence occurs and the result is /e/ as shown by the examples in Table 6.39. 

The vowels /a/ and /i/ fuse to a mid-front vowel /e/ because it is the only vowel with features of both /a/ and /i/. Only non-conflicting features of the two vowels that coalesce should form the distinctive features of the new vowel formed as illustrated below in Fig 6.4. This is because /e/ has features of both /a/ and /i/, namely [-high] (/a/) and [-low] /i/. In addition to this, /e/ keeps the common feature of the input vowels, which is [-round].















Fig 6.5		Coalescence of Vowels /a/ and /i/ to [e]


6.2.11.1	Summary of Vowel Coalescence







The patterns /a+i/ to [e] and /a+u/ to [o] are the commonest vowel coalescence patterns obtained in Southern Bantu languages such as Shona (Harford 1997, Doke 1931), Tsonga (Baumbach 1987), Nambya (Kadenge 2008), Ndau (Mkanganwi, 1973) and Chinsenga (Miti, 2001, 2006), as observed by Kadenge (2012:11). I observed that they are also the commonest vowel coalescing patterns in Shangani.

6.2.12	Summary of Vowel Hiatus Resolution Strategies in Shangani

Given all the various strategies employed by Shangani to resolve vowel hiatus, one can summarize them as in Table 6.39 that follows.

Table 6.39	Summary of Vowel Hiatus Resolution Strategies in Shangani
VV Sequence	Example	Noun	Gloss	Process
a+a	/ʃi+tsava+ana	[ʃitsavana]	hill (dim)	V1 Deletion




























u+i	lufu-+-ini	[lufini]	funeral (loc)	Glide/ V1 deletion
u+o	/bu-+-oŋgo/	[bjoŋgo]	brain	Palatalization
u+o	/mu-+-oja/	[moja]	air (cl 3)	Glide/ V1  deletion
u+o	/mu-+-oʂi/	[muoʂi]	fornicator	Hiatus Retention
u+u	/mu-+-uŋgi/	[muuŋgi]	care-giver	Hiatus Retention
Note that palatalization and labialization are used two distinguish the two secondary articulation processes in the language.









Homorganic nasal assimilation is one of the phonological processes that affect consonants in Shangani. Like any other assimilation process such as vowel harmony and homorganic nasal assimilation process enhances ease of articulation because it makes speech segments similar. It is a manner of articulation process that results in the assimilation of a speech segment to the manner of articulation of the neighbouring sound. The data in Table 6.40 below show the phonological environment in which nasal place of assimilation takes place in Shangani.

This phonological process is known as nasal place assimilation. Just like in any other assimilation process, in nasalization, the target acquires the phonological property of the trigger. A single feature of the trigger affects the target. In this case the trigger is the labio-velar glide [w] which affects the bilabial nasal /m/. The glide /w/ has progressively assimilated the feature [+nasal] from the preceding bilabial nasal /m/. There is velar place of articulation change to nasal place of articulation. In this regard, it does not change either its phonation or manner of articulation. The change from a labio-velar to a velar nasal [ŋ] is done to avoid a sequencing of two labial consonants which violates the phonotactics of the Shangani language. 











Bakovic (2002:1) defines vowel harmony as “a process by which vowels in adjacent syllables in some domain (typically word) agree with each other in terms of some distinctive features.” All the vowels in a phonological word belong to the same vowel class or share some important distinctive features. Vowel harmony is a bidirectional assimilative process which can be either progressive or regressive. In Shangani, vowel harmony is mainly attested in suffixation. Nambya (Kadenge 2010) notes that in Nambya, “the realization of the vowel of the verbal extension is determined by the immediately preceding vowel in the verb root.”  The same also obtains in Shangani as is demonstrated below. Vowel harmony operates in terms of the effects of stem vowels on suffix.  When there is a round vowel in the root or stem, the affix vowel turns out to also be a round vowel in harmony with the root or the stem vowel or vice versa since vowel harmony can be bidirectional.  This is illustrated below.

Table 6.41	Vowel Harmony in Shangani Applicative Verb Formation





The above examples show that when the applicative verbal extension morpheme is attached to a verbal root, the form of the extended verb is determined by the type of vowel in the root. There is harmonization of the vowel of the verbal extension and that of the verb root. Vowel harmony is a common process in Bantu, where the applicative morpheme is /il/ or /ir/ and is realized with /i/ when preceded by /a u i/ and is lowered when preceded by a mid-vowel /e o/. This is an example of a height harmony process. Table 6.42 below shows examples of height harmony in Luganda causatives and applicative extensions. Luganda is a Bantu language spoken in Uganda.

Table 6.42 Height Harmony in Luganda Causative and Applicative Verbs
plain stem 			stem + causative 		stem + applicative	Gloss
lim-a       	lim-is-a   	lim-ir-a 	cultivate
tum-a        		tum-is-a   		tum-ir-a 	send
land-a       				land-is-a   		land-ir-a 	climb
sek-a     	sek-es-a    	sek-er-a	laugh




























Lateralization denotes a phonological process whereby a non-lateral sound changes to a lateral one. The examples in Table 6.45 show examples of lateralization in the language when class 3 nouns are pluralized in class 4. The nasal /n/ changes to a lateral /l/.

Table 6.45	Lateralization in Shangani






In the examples above, class 3 nouns that have stems commencing with the nasal /n/ change to /l/ in the plural form. As argued earlier on, this shows that Shangani does not favour words with consecutive nasal commencing syllables. In class 3 nouns, this is resolved by deleting the class prefix but in the plural form, the class prefix is not deleted but the nasal /n/ changes to the lateral /l/ through lateralization process.

The issue of the criterion used to determine a base form in situations such as the above is controversial. In Shona scholars have different views with the phonological process in classes 5 and 6 singular to plural forms. Singular noun stems are voiced while plural ones are voiceless as in [gudo] of class 5 becoming [makudo] in class 6. Fortune (1955) and Doke (1931a) argue that in such an example, it is a voiceless stop changing to a voiced one through the process of voicing or vocalization. Mukanganwi (1995:76) also supports Fortune and Doke’s arguments when he says that “the class 5 noun prefix is realized as the process of voicing of voiceless stops or the replacement of voiceless stops by the voiced ones.” Mukanganwi (1995), Doke (1931a) and Fortune (1955) concur that the plural stems are the basic form. However, Pongweni (1989) is not convinced in the criterion used by Doke (1931a) in reaching the conclusion that class 6 is the base form in Shona. He accuses him of ‘imposing’ it as the base form implying that there are no reasons given by Doke (1931a) to support his argument that the plural is the base form. 

Shangani presents a different scenario; the singular stems are the base forms. This is because all the stems in the table below are commencing with the nasal /n/ in other noun classes. It is only in class 4 when the stems have got the lateral /l/. This is enough evidence that the base forms have stems beginning with /n/ which are turned to /l/ in class 6 and therefore, the phonological process that is attested is lateralization and not nasalization. 

Table 6.46	 Realization of different nasal commencing stems in different classes








This chapter explored some phonological processes that obtain in Shangani in different domains. In this regard, it has been shown that in Shangani there are processes that involve vowels and those that involve consonants. The chapter has shown that in the Shangani language, phonological processes such as glide formation, secondary articulation; feature spreading, vowel elision and vowel coalescence help in removing suffixation and prefixation induced vowel sequences and onsetless syllables thereby achieving Shangani’s canonical CV syllable structure. Those processes that involve consonants include nasal place of articulation, glide epenthesis and nasalization which facilitate easy of articulation and make words audible. It was also shown that the various hiatus resolution strategies that are found in Shangani are related to each other and operate systematically. In most domains, glide formation is the primary process, but when blocked by some constraints like syllable structure processes or phonotactics constraints, secondary articulation or vowel elision occur. Vowel elision was shown to be the least preferred process. It was shown that in the Shangani language different morphosyntatic contexts trigger different hiatus resolution strategies.

It was also shown that Shangani is a V1 deleting grammar. The researcher follows Baumbach (1987), Mudzingwa and Kadenge (2011) in considering the phonological process that takes place with identical vowels to be vowel elision, because the identical vowels are found in elision domains. It has been shown that like in English (Gick 2003), there is an incompatibility between most labial consonants and the labio-velar glide /w/. Most labial sounds are palatalized through labial dissimilation rule and as a result, in Shangani as in some Nguni languages such asSotho (Kotzé and Zerbian 2008), some palatals in the language are a result of labial dissimilation. It was also shown that in the Shangani, there are a no low glides and as a result there are sequences such as [muaki] ‘builder’ which cannot be resolved by feature spreading as in other cases. 



















This chapter summarizes the findings of the study and proposes areas for further research. It has been pointed out that this thesis is the first grammatical description of the Shangani language spoken in the South Eastern parts of Zimbabwe. The language’s phoneme inventory and some major phonological processes were discussed in the preceding two chapters. This work has intended to contribute to the development of the Shangani language. The present work also complements the Zimbabwean government’s effort to introduce minority languages in the school curricula. As mentioned in Chapter one, Shangani is now taught at GZU. The students at this university rely on Tsonga from South Africa. This is because Tsonga in South Africa is more developed that Shangani and is taught in tertiary institutions. However, the researcher feels that these varieties are now different in many ways due to various reasons aforementioned in chapter one. 

Chapter one was the introduction and an overview of the whole study. It focused on the historical background of the Shangani people in Zimbabwe and the language’s status in the country’s language use policy. Also the statuses of Tsonga and Changana in South Africa and Mozambique respectively were also discussed. The chapter also discusses problems in the classification of the Shangani language since it is not mentioned as a language in all the classifications done on African languages by different linguists. Shangani is classified as S.51 which is for Tshwa following Hachipola’s (1998) argument that Tshwa in Guthrie’s (1967) classification should be taken to represent or incorporate the Zimbabwean Shangani variety. Being aware that the status of Shangani as an autonomous language can be disputed, the researcher justified her stance for treating it as a separate language from Tsonga spoken in South Africa and Changana spoken in Mozambique. The researcher’s major arguments were that the three languages cannot be identical in as far as their vocabulary and grammars are concerned due to the fact that they are in different sovereign states that “have experienced and conducted social development from different perspectives and approaches” (Chebbane 2006). For example, the three states in which these varieties are spoken were shown to have different language use policies and are in diglossic situations with different languages. Having such a scenario, Shangani should have different teaching and learning materials such as grammar books, dictionaries, novels and even the writing system. 

7.2	Summary of Thesis Findings

This section is an overview of significant findings in the study. The major aim of the thesis was to examine the segmental phonological processes that are found in the Zimbabwean Shangani language. The study had three main objectives which are as follows:
a)	To identify and characterize the phonemic inventory of Shangani.
b)	To describe and explain phonological processes involving Shangani vowels and consonants.
c)	To examine the canonical syllable structure of Shangani.
The study sought to answer four major questions which are as follows:	
a)	What is the segmental phonology of Shangani?
b)	What are the intra-segmental and inter-segmental characteristics of Shangani?
c)	What is the nature of phonological processes that operate in Shangani?
d)	What is the acceptable syllable structure of Shangani?
To answer the above questions, a lot of data was collected using a variety of data gathering techniques. Data for this research was solicited from quite a number of sources which included questionnaires, written materials, informal discussions, lived experiences and intuitions, focus group discussion and interviews, participant observation and a ‘mini’ Shangani corpus. The merits and demerits of each of the above methods were also discussed.

The study used a multidimensional theoretical framework since the reasercher realized that none of the theories that may possibly be used could solely account adequately for all the phonological processes in the Shangani language. The minimal pair test was in coming up with the language’s phoneme inventory, distinctive feature theory and feature geometry for describing the distinctive phonemes and phonological processes in the language and Clements and Keyser’s (1983) CV-phonology of the syllable structure to describe the language’s syllable structure.
Literature on different aspects of phonology of other languages was reviewed, especially Bantu languages since the language under study also belongs to the Bantu language family. It was pointed out that nothing much has been written on the Zimbabwean Shangani variety and that the study would rely on works on other Bantu languages. Works on Tsonga such as Marhanele (1986), Baumbach (1981 and 1987) and works on Changana (Sitoe 2001) were of help to the current study in that they availed data for comparative purposes the three varieties are mutually intelligible. Vowel hiatus resolution strategies in different languages and other phonological processes that occur in the languages were discussed. The study also dwelt on how best complex consonants can be classified. These complex consonants included secondary articulated phonemes such as affricates, pre-nasalized, labialized and palatalized phonemes. There are some scholars such as Maddieson (2003), Downing (2005) and Herbert (1975) who argue that  affricates, NCs, Cjs  and Cws should be treated as consonantal clusters where each segment enjoys full segmental status (Kadenge 2010:394), thereby implying that the cluster is hetero-syllabic and should occupy separate C slots. Chimhundu (2002), Kadenge (2010), Davies (1992) and Mathangwane (1999) argue for unitary treatment of complex segments. In this study the above mentioned consonant categories were classified as complex monosyllabic segments, which occupy a single C slot just like other lone segments following the latter group of scholars’ arguments. The study discussed diverging views on vowel coalescence. Nurse and Philippson (2003) argue that vowel coalescence is vowel assimilation and vowel deletion. Mudzingwa (2010) views vowel coalescence as the deletion of V1 with the preservation of the feature [open] of the following vowel.
Chapter five presented the Shangani phoneme inventory. It showed the importance of a phoneme in phonological studies. The minimal pair test was used to come up with the phoneme inventory. The phonemes were described in terms of distinctive features and their distribution in the phonological word was also discussed. Permissible consonant combinations in the language were shown. It was shown that Shangani unlike Tsonga does not pre-nasalize voiceless sounds. Labialization, palatalization and aspiration were shown to be contrastive in the language. The language’s syllable structure was also discussed. Shangani’s canonical syllable structure was presented as CV followed by onsetless V which is limited word-initially. Word-medially, onsetless V syllables are only permissible mostly in some agent nouns. The researcher also observed that consonant clusters are now gaining their way in the language through lexical borrowing. However, it was argued that the pronunciation of the borrowed words depends on the linguistic competency of the speaker in the lending language. Monolinguals epenthesized vowels to break consonant clusters borrowed from other languages such as English and Afrikaans. The complexity surrounding the classification of glides as consonants or vowels was discussed. Semi-vowels were classified as consonants considering their position in the syllable. Shangani was shown to have ninety-four consonants when considering the modifications of pre-nasalization, labialization, palatalization and aspiration. It also has five pure vowels namely /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/. Only one instance where a palatal glide was labialized was shown.

7.2.1	Some Phonological Processes Attested in Shangani Language









Vowel deletion is one of the commonest phonological processes obtained in Shangani. The language deletes both V1 and V2 depending on the environments or word categories. V1 deletion is more common than V2 deletion. V2 deletion is only attested in the locativization of nouns ending with /e/. It was illustrated that deletion leads to the loss of a root node. 





In this study, vowel coalescence was taken to be the fusion of two identical or non-identical vowels into one. The study has shown that in Shangani, the general pattern that obtains in respect to vowel coalescence is as follows:
/a+i/		[e] as in wa-+-irhu to get werhu ‘ours’
	/o+i/		[e] as in sefo-+-ini to get sefeni ‘in the safe’
/a+u/		[o] as in la-+-uyu to get loyu ‘this one’
/a+a/		[a] as in shi-+-rhama to get shirhamana ‘small cheek’
/i+i/		 [i] as in mati-+-ini to get matini ‘in water’





The study has shown that palatalization and labialization are a common feature of Shangani phonology. Labialization has been shown to be more common than palatalization. Gliding is observed in noun formation, diminutive and locative formation. It is used to resolve both suffixation and prefixation induced vowel sequences. It was observed that in Shangani, it is not only high vowels that glide. The mid back vowel /o/ also glides as shown in /rambo+ini/ to [rambjeni] ‘in the bones’ and /ʃiɬovo+ini/ to [ʃiɬobjeni] ‘at the well’. /o+i/ palatalizes when it succeeds labials except the bilabial /m/ where it labializes to [mŋ]. It was also argued that the labialization of /m/ might be due to Shona influence which has compatibility between labials and the labio-velar glide /w/. It was also shown that in glide formation, the formed glide has features of the initial vowels except that unlike the vowel, it is [-syllabic] and [+consonantal].Most labial sounds are palatalized and it was argued that like in Nguni languages (Sibanda 2009), (Kotzé and Zerbian 2008), some palatals in Shangani are a result of labial dissimilation. 





The study has shown that glides and vowels can be epenthesized in Shangani. Glides are epenthesized to stabilize onsetless syllables, so that all the Shangani syllables conform to the language’s canonical CV syllable structure. Vowels are epenthesized to break consonant clusters in loanword phonology, which was not covered in the current study.

















This thesis dwelt on the segmental phonology of Shangani with the main objective of coming up with its phoneme inventory, describing its syllable structure and analysing the phonological processes that are attested in the language. The phonotactics constraints of the Shangani language were also discussed.  Below is a list of recommendation the researcher feels might help in the development of the language:

1.	First and foremost, the researcher recommends that since Zimbabwean Shangani is sufficiently different from South African Tsonga and Mozambican Changana different literature that considers its unique features should be developed. Works on Tsonga and Changana should only be used for comparative purposes. This recommendation is in line with Gondo’s (2009) observation that Zimbabwean Shangani speakers want to be viewed as a separate and distinct group rather than become absorbed into the larger groups outside Zimbabwe.
2.	Secondly, the researcher also recommends that further research into other aspects of the language such as supra-segmental phonology; morphology and syntax, orthography formulation and standardization should be undertaken. 
3.	Thirdly, the researcher recommends a Zimbabwean Shangani community based approach to orthography development which considers both linguistic and non-linguistic factors. This orthography will then be used to come up with a harmonized orthography for the three varieties, Changana, Tsonga and Shangani.
4.	Fourthly, the researcher also recommends that the Shangani corpus be developed in size, so that a lot of corpus-aided research can be conducted. 
5.	Over and above all, the researcher urges those in influential positions in language issues to reason with the Zimbabwean government so that it channels a lot of resources in the development of the once marginalized languages. This is because underdeveloped languages like Shangani urgently need some form of support to fast-track them so that they can develop fast enough to be at par with the country’s other ‘developed’ languages. This can only be achieved through the effective financing of projects in the languages.
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RESEARCH PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM





Department of African Languages

Supervisors Prof D.E Mutasa and Dr M Kadenge

You are being asked to participate in a study to examine the segmental phonology of the Shangani variety spoken in Zimbabwe.

Although you may not directly benefit from this research, results from the study may be useful to future students of African languages in general and Shangani in particular.

Purpose of the research: To examine the segmental phonology of the Shangani variety spoken in Zimbabwe.

Procedures to be used: You are one of a few selected Zimbabwean Shangani native speakers to be interviewed. Your willingness to participate will be greatly appreciated. The interview will be audio-taped and will later be transcribed. The interview will be based on a topic of your choice as long it is not about politics. You have the liberty to choose the times and venue within this week that will be convenient for you.

Duration of participation: not more than one and half hours.

Confidentiality: Your name and contact information will be required in order for the researcher to contact you for clarification in case there is the need. Once all the information you provided is found clear to the researcher, the data will be treated anonymously. Data provided will be stored in a safe place and may be reused by the researcher for future research purposes. The research records may be reviewed by the researcher’s supervisors. 

Signature: _________________     		 Date: ________________________

Voluntary Nature of Participation





I have had the opportunity to read this consent form and have the research study explained.
I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the research project and my questions have been answered and I now understand the nature of this study. I am prepared to participate in the research project described above. I agree to participate in this study. I understand that I may refuse to participate or I may withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice.

Participant’s Signature: ​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​_______________________ 	Date: ______________________
Participant’s Name: _________________________











































E-mail address (optional) ________________________________________________________
Age______________________
Sex (tick appropriate box)        Female				Male		
Mother Tongue		_____________________________________________________	
Mother’s Native Language	______________________________________________________
Mother’s Place of Birth	______________________________________________________
Father’s Place of Birth	______________________________________________________
Level of Education		______________________________________________________
Language(s) spoken at home ____________________________________________________












Briefly explain why/ what made you speak that/ those languages.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What language(s) do you speak at school/ work?	____________________________________




Give examples of locatives in Shangani?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Give examples of diminutives in Shangani?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write down any Shangani words that start with a vowel.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write down any Shangani words which have word-medial vowel sequences.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write down any Shangani consonants that can combine with /w/.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write down any Shangani consonants that can combine with the letter y.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write down any Shangani consonants that can combine with the letter n.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write down any other Shangani consonant combinations you know.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Give the following in Shangani.
a)	days of the week_________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________




























^1	 In 2009 the researcher used the name Changana to refer to the Zimbabwean Shangani variety because the Cross Border Languages (CROBOL) researchers had agreed to use the name to refer to both varieties in Mozambique and Zimbabwe. However, in this study the names Shangani, Tsonga and Changana are used to refer to the Zimbabwean, South African and Mozambican varieties respectively.
^2	 The same also applies to Tsonga and Changana where class 1 and 3 prefixes sometimes do not have a vocalic nucleus. The SLCA agreed in 2006 that syllables in Shangani should drop all syllables without vocalic nucleus, for example [mpfula][pfula] ‘rain’, [nsati[  [sati] ‘wife’. 
^3	 According to Sitoe 2001, the prefix a- on the Changana locative is optional. It can also be used interchangeably with the prefix e-. Amatini ‘in water’ can be realised as [ematini] or [matini] without /a/.
^4	 Sitoe (2001:8) argues that since labial consonants cannot be labialized (or be followed by a rounded glide); other changes take place as well. Stem-final /mu/ and /mo/ change into labialized velar nasal [ŋw].
^5	 The researchers referred to here are the cross border language harmonization team, who ‘harmonized’ Tsonga and Changana varieties. In 2006, they also tried to incorporate Shangani but this failed because it seems the other researchers felt that ‘unique’ features of Shangani are minor and since it is a ‘minority’ in Zimbabwe, it just had to adopt what was already in place for Tsonga and Changana.
^6	 Zimbabwean Shangani variety does not have a standard orthography. This study adopts orthography used by Mabaso (2006 and 2009 and the Shangani Language Promotion). 
^7	 Pongweni (1990:73) differentiates between semi-vowels and glides. He argues that semi-vowels have longer duration than glides. No such differentiations will be made in this study.
^8	 It is important to note that these are not the only phonological processes attested in Bantu languages. Only those the researcher thinks are very common and likely to apply to Shangani are discussed.
^9	 Ngunga (2000) uses double vowels to represent long vowels. The present study will also represent them as such.
^10	 The Shona examples are intuitively listed by the researcher since she is also a very fluent speaker of Shona.
^11	  Bole is an Afro-Asiatic language spoken in Nigeria. The researcher reserves using Shangani examples for the Chapter on Shangani Phoneme Inventory, where Shangani examples will be used in detail.
^12	  The underlining of a segment shows that it is breathy-voiced.
^13	 A positive value [+] denotes the presence of a feature, while a negative value [−] indicates its absence.
^14	 All the examples are intuitively listed by the researcher since she knows and speaks Shona fluently.
^15	  All the examples are taken from Hayes (2007:19).
^16	 The Tsonga examples are from Marhanele (1986)
^17	  There are some languages with syllabic nasals and liquids as discussed underthe subheading syllabic.
^18	  The underlying of a segment shows that it is breathy-voiced or murmured.
^19	  It should be noted that in Shangani, for classes 1 and 3, the subject makers /u/ and /wu/ are free variants. However, the researcher noted that many informants from Mwenezi district tend to use /u/ as a subject marker for class 1 nouns and /wu/ for class 3 nouns.
^20	  It is also permissible to say ‘yena manana’ instead of ‘vona manana’. ‘Yena’ is more common in the older generation than the young one. Most young people argue that it sounds disrespectful to refer to an elder person as ‘yena’. ‘Vona’ is honorific.
^21	  The English equivalent for Shangani near demonstrative is this and these for singular and plural respectively.
^22	  The English equivalent for Shangani far demonstrative is that and those for singular and plural respectively.
^23	  The English equivalent for Shangani very far demonstrative is that yonder and those yonder for singular and plural respectively.
^24	  /nw/ can sometimes be used interchangeably with /mŋ/. The noun /nweti/ ‘month’ can also be /mŋeti/.
^25	  An asterisk shows that although the words are attested in the language, the researcher could not find other words that could form minimal pairs with them.
^26	  An asterisk shows that the word is ill-formed.
^27	  It should be noted that the labio-velar glide changes to the velar nasal/ŋ/due to Shangani phonotactics which do prohibit a sequence of labials.
^28	 It is noteworthy that the mid-vowel /o/ and high vowel /u/ glides to /w/ and becomes secondary articulation for the preceding consonant and then dissimilates to the palatal glide /j/ when preceded by labials. This is because of the incompatibility between labials and the labio-velar glide /w/. The vowels /o+i/ coalesce to /e/ before the palatal glide /j/.
^29	 Note that in Shangani, the class prefix of class 3 nouns is deleted through the process of class prefix elision discussed above under the section that discusses elision. The forms in brackets without the prefix are the most widely used.
